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Abstract

A central question in neuroscience is how expectations shape sensory pro-

cessing. In the cerebral cortex, feedforward connections convey sensory in-

formation, while feedback connections are thought to be crucial for directing

attention, signaling contextual information, and enabling perceptual inference.

Thick-tufted layer 5 (ttL5) pyramidal neurons play an important role in in-

tegrating sensory, internal, and motor information. They have large complex

morphologies that receive thousands of synaptic inputs from across the brain,

and express a diverse set of active conductances which support highly nonlin-

ear dendritic computations. Their axons also form the largest output pathway

from the cerebral cortex, making them ideally positioned to integrate and

summarise cortical computations to drive behaviour.

In this thesis, I perform whole-cell patch clamp recordings to characterize

the intrinsic properties of a population of ttL5 neurons in the medial sec-

ondary visual cortex (V2m) of mice, genetically labelled in the Glt25d2-Cre

line. These neurons are found to form a homogeneous population with inte-

grative properties that are broadly consistent with several known features of

ttL5 neurons.

The inputs to Glt25d2-Cre neurons in V2m are found to originate in sev-

eral brain regions, associated with both sensory and internal representations.

Using optogenetics and spatially patterned optical stimulation, I map the spa-

tial distributions of synapses from these regions on the dendritic trees of the

ttL5 neurons. These inputs target distinct dendritic domains in a pattern that

argues against classical notions of hierarchical connectivity.



Abstract

By electrically stimulating the largest input populations, I show that these

pathways display synaptic facilitation and sum linearly across a wide range of

temporal intervals. Furthermore, I find that Ca2+-mediated supralinearities,

such as backpropagation-activated spike bursts, which have been extensively

described in primary visual and somatosensory cortex, are absent in V2m neu-

rons. Finally, through a combination of electrophysiological recordings, mor-

phological reconstructions, and computational modelling, I show that dendritic

excitability in ttL5 neurons is modulated by apical trunk length.

In summary, I thoroughly describe the properties of a new ttL5-specific

mouse line and provide new evidence that ttL5 neuron properties and canonical

notions of hierarchical connectivity are not universally applicable throughout

the cortex.
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The research presented in this thesis has brought new insights into the con-
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ing patterns of brain-wide connectivity to these cells and general principles by
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Animals perform a wide range of behaviours and are remarkably flexible in

adapting to rapidly changing environments. This is made possible by the

nervous system, whose fundamental task is to consistently produce behaviours

that maximize an animal’s ability to survive and reproduce. Animals need

to collect information about the environment, extract relevant features, and

use these to guide their actions. From a computational perspective, a neural

system needs to overcome many challenging problems to perform these tasks

effectively.

Firstly, it must be able to accurately perceive the surrounding world.

Aside from the problem of sensory transduction (i.e. the conversion of an

external physical signal to an internal electrical signal) the nervous system

needs to transform and interpret the sensory signals based on context and on

the reliability of these signals. Any individual sensory organ gives at best an

incomplete and often noisy estimate of an environmental variable. The brain

must therefore infer the state of the surrounding world by making appropriate

assumptions and by combining the evidence gleaned from different senses. For

example, when searching for food or shelter an animal needs to navigate accu-

rately and be able to estimate where it is within an environment. If it is relying

on vision, it must be able to distinguish different objects and estimate their

shapes, sizes and relative distances. As the eyes can only see two-dimensional

projections of the actual three-dimensional surroundings, various types of in-
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ductive biases are required. For example, it might be useful to assume that

objects that appear smaller are generally further away (which in turn requires

some expectation about typical sizes for each type of object). As lighting

conditions change throughout the day, the animal may need to dynamically

adjust the weight it gives to different senses, relying less on vision and more

on auditory or olfactory cues instead.

Secondly, the nervous system needs to determine long- and short-term

objectives and choose actions that will maximise the probability of achieving

them. This requires having detailed representations of the external environ-

ment, the internal state of the animal, and being able to simulate a range of

possible decisions it could make. It needs to evaluate the expected outcomes

of these decisions based on learned risks and rewards associated with differ-

ent actions, and balance its priorities in a way that yields the greatest overall

benefit. When traversing an unfamiliar environment, for instance, an animal

must weigh up its reasons for exploring (such as needing to find food) with the

anticipated risks of doing so (like the chance of encountering a predator).

Finally, there is the challenge of motor control, i.e. of physically execut-

ing the desired actions as accurately as possible. This task is far more difficult

than one might intuitively think, as the environment we move through is highly

dynamic and often unpredictable. Even in a controlled and predictable envi-

ronment, to perform an action as simple as lifting a glass of water to drink we

need to dynamically adjust the force with which we hold the glass based on

its weight, texture and mechanical properties. Likewise, moving across an icy

surface or unstable ground may require rapidly shifting body weight to avoid

falling over.

Each of these three processing steps—sensing, deciding and acting—must

be enacted while operating under both time and energy constraints. While ar-

guably all behaviours on some level involve sensory-motor coupling, different

amounts of contextual information are required depending on what the prior-

ities are for a given objective. When rapid execution is critical and minimal

20



decision making is required, the sensorimotor loop can take place entirely in

peripheral circuits with little context modulation. This is the case for reflex

arcs like the withdrawal reflex, where the action itself is highly stereotyped and

is controlled entirely by circuits in the spinal cord. As speed may be important

to prevent tissue damage, such sensorimotor loops can be executed in as little

as 100–500 ms (Sandrini et al., 2005).

To perform more complex and demanding tasks effectively, such as longer

sequences of motor actions or decisions that require some amount of contextual

information, longer sensorimotor loops are recruited. These sacrifice process-

ing time for increased flexibility and capability to smoothly integrate sensory,

motor, and internal information to guide goal-directed behaviour. Many such

tasks can be performed at the level of the midbrain and basal ganglia, where

both innate and learned behaviours are processed. For example, these struc-

tures are involved in innate escape behaviours in rodents, where the decision

to freeze or flee depends on whether there is a suitable shelter nearby (Evans

et al., 2018).

To obtain even more nuanced control over decisions and actions that might

require more detailed perceptual discrimination, sophisticated planning and

reasoning abilities, or a finer level of motor control, the sensorimotor loops that

are recruited may also require the cerebral cortex. This brain structure evolved

in the first small mammals around 200 million years ago (Glenn Northcutt

and Kaas, 1995; Rakic, 2009) and has undergone the greatest enlargement in

humans compared to other animals. While the exact functions of cortex are

still debated, it generally appears to play a crucial role in sensory perception,

motor learning, memory, and higher cognitive function (Courtney et al., 1998;

Glickfeld et al., 2013; Kawai et al., 2015).
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Anatomy of the visual cortex: functional

specialization

A core aspect of the cortex’s ability to smoothly integrate sensory, motor, and

internal information is the large number of recurrent connections, both within

and across brain areas. To fully understand what role the computations within

the cerebral cortex play in brain function, as well as how these computations

are implemented, it is thus useful to study the organization of the cerebral

cortex in terms of both function and of the biological components and circuitry

that underlie it.

Functionally, cortex is highly diverse and has many subdivisions, each spe-

cializing in processing a distinct type of information, such as visual, auditory,

or motor signals. On the surface, this fact is seemingly in contrast with the

relative uniformity of the gray matter, which on first inspection appears fairly

homogeneous in structure. The first evidence of structural subdivisions within

cortex was found in 1782, when anatomical studies of the occipital lobe in fixed

human brain tissue revealed a small but distinct white line (called the ”stria

of Gennari”) through the middle of a region of cortex which became known

as the striate cortex (Glickstein and Rizzolatti, 1984). This region was later

found to be specialized for visual functions, based on the selective loss of vision

in animals and human patients with lesions to the striate cortex (Glickstein

and Whitteridge, 1987). Furthermore, the mapping of visual space onto this

area was found to be retinotopically organized, meaning that adjacent loca-

tions on the retina (and thus in visual space) are mapped continuously onto

adjacent locations within the striate cortex (Holmes, 1918). In parallel to the

lesion studies, the advent of Nissl staining revealed a distinctive and stereo-

typed layered structure to the cerebral cortex, composed of approximately six

horizontal layers of neurons, each containing a set of characteristic cell types

with stereotyped morphologies, and patterns of connectivity and gene expres-

sion. Detailed characterization of the slight differences in the appearance of

the layer across the broad cortical surface (including differences in cell size,
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packing density, and relative size of the different layers) made it possible for a

large number of distinct cortical areas to be outlined on the basis of this cy-

toarchitecture (Brodmann, 1909; Amunts and Zilles, 2015). Within this new

cytoarchitectonic mapping, the striate cortex became known as Brodmann area

17.

The fact that damage to the area 17 resulted in blindness, in conjunction

with the prominent direct input to this area from the retina (via the thalamus)

and its distinctive cytoarchitectonic appearance, led to the prevailing belief in

the early 20th century that all visual processing occurred entirely within this

region. While there existed early evidence that some forms of vision are still

possible after ablation of area 17 (a phenomenon known as “blindsight”), this

was largely dismissed by most physiologists at the time (Blythe et al., 1987;

Zeki, 1990). However, as extracellular recordings of individual neurons in

live animals became more common, it became increasingly clear that neurons

outside this area could also be visually responsive. Specifically, two other cy-

toarchitectonic regions, called Brodmann area 18 and 19, form concentric rings

along the cortical surface surrounding area 17. These areas were also found

to contain visually responsive cells with retinotopic maps covering the full vi-

sual field (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965; Tusa et al., 1979; Albus and Beckmann,

1980). Brodmann area 17 thus started being referred to as “V1”, indicating

it as the primary, but not the only, visual area (Thompson et al., 1950; Hubel

and Wiesel, 1998).

1.2 Anatomy of the visual cortex: hierarchical

organization

The concept of hierarchy is a central feature of nearly all modern theories

of visual processing. The early evidence for this was largely derived from a

combination of anatomical tract tracing and single unit recordings in the dif-

ferent visual areas. The pathway connecting the retina to the striate cortex,

via the optic nerve, lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus (LGN), and
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optic radiation, had been known since the anatomical work of Probst (1906)

and Meyer (1907), based on stains of degenerating nerve fibres following le-

sions (Van Buren and Baldwin, 1958; Strich, 1968). However, the notion of

hierarchical processing was originally suggested by Hubel and Wiesel (1962,

1965) to account for the progressive specialization of the receptive fields (i.e.

the stimuli that individual neurons are most responsive to) of cells in the cat

visual system as one moves further away from the retina. Indeed, while neurons

in the retina and LGN have circular receptive fields with concentric regions

of opposing light selectivity (Kuffler, 1953; Hubel and Wiesel, 1961), neurons

in V1 displayed elongated receptive fields that responded strongly to oriented

edges (Hubel and Wiesel, 1959, 1962), and more complex receptive fields were

found rostral to V1 in Brodmann area 18 and 19 (which became known as V2

and V3) (Hubel and Wiesel, 1965). This organization was proposed to arise

from a serial feedforward connectivity architecture that pooled responses of

lower-level neurons to generate progressively more specialized responses (Serre

et al., 2007).

Over time, improved methods for anatomical circuit tracing and func-

tional recordings from the extrastriate visual areas revealed that Brodmann

area 19 was in fact not a single visual area but contained multiple complete

representations of the full visual field, and that visually responsive neurons

could be found even beyond this area (Cragg, 1969; Zeki, 1969, 1973; van der

Want et al., 1997). These visual areas were found to be highly selective for

a variety of specialized visual features, such as color or motion. The view of

visual processing as a serial sequence of transformations was thus replaced by

the notion of parallel processing, routed from V1 and V2 to the large number

of surrounding specialized visual areas (Zeki, 1978).

While this framework was still compatible with a hierarchical scheme,

the relative order of different parallel areas is harder to define, particularly

in the presence of recurrent connections between theses areas. To obtain an

objective metric for estimating hierarchical relationships between different vi-
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sual areas, one solution has been to delineate the hierarchy on the basis of

anatomical criteria. In particular, tract tracing between different visual areas

revealed asymmetrical connectivity patterns in the laminar projections, which

appeared to accurately reflect the hierarchical relationships that had previ-

ously been defined by receptive field properties and distance from V1 (Tigges

et al., 1977; Rockland and Pandya, 1979; Tigges et al., 1981; Maunsell and

Essen, 1983; Cauller et al., 1998; Markov et al., 2014). The connections re-

ferred to as “feedforward” (i.e. directed from V1 towards more rostral cortical

areas) were found to originate in pyramidal neurons of layers 2 and 3 (L2/3)

and terminate broadly in L2/3 and L4. Meanwhile, the reciprocal “feedback”

connections (i.e. projecting caudally in the direction of V1) originate mostly

in deep layers (L5 and L6) and terminate in both superficial and deep layers of

the hierarchically lower region, with the most superficial layer (L1) receiving

particularly strong feedback projections. By extrapolating from the layer-

specific connectivity patterns between early visual areas, whose hierarchical

relationships had been defined based on criteria such as receptive field prop-

erties and rostro-caudal location, it was thus possible to establish a complete

hierarchical map of the known visual areas, spanning multiple layers of depth

along the parallel and recurrently connected processing streams (Van Essen

and Maunsell, 1983; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991).

1.3 The organization of visual areas in mice

Most early research on the visual system, including the delineation of visual ar-

eas and hierarchies, was conducted on cats and primates due to their highly de-

veloped visual systems. In recent decades, however, rodents have also emerged

as a prominent model for studying vision as well as general cortical function,

largely because of the tractability of performing genetic manipulations and

other sophisticated experiments in these animal to dissect the circuit mecha-

nisms involved in visual processing.
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As in other mammals, visual input in mice is transmitted from the retina

to the LGN and then to V1, where receptive fields are retinotopically organized.

Higher visual areas in mice were originally also defined based on cytoarchitec-

ture and electrophysiological recordings (Caviness, 1975; Wagor et al., 1980).

This revealed two separate secondary visual areas surrounding V1 in a medial

band and in a region anterior and lateral to V1. The atlas created by Paxinos

and Franklin (2007), which has long been one of the most commonly used

mouse brain atlases, refers to these cytoarchitectonically defined medial and

lateral secondary visual areas as V2m and V2l, respectively.

A more detailed subdivision of these regions was subsequently described

by Wang and Burkhalter (2007), who combined extracellular microelectrode

recordings with strategically positioned injections of three different antero-

grade fluorescent tracers across V1 to create a complete map of the mouse

secondary visual areas. This revealed that the mouse secondary visual cor-

tex is composed of nine distinct visual areas surrounding V1, each organized

retinotopically and covering the full visual field. In particular, in this mapping

two visual areas referred to as the anteromedial (AM) and posteromedial (PM)

visual areas approximately cover the same area of cortex as the previously de-

scribed medial secondary visual cortex (V2m). While not distinguishable in

the cytoarchitecture, one method to see the boundary between these visual

areas is through optical imaging of intrinsic signal across the cortex during

presentation of visual stimuli, which allows simultaneous visualization of the

full retinotopic mapping of multiple visual areas (Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003;

Garrett et al., 2014). By combining this method with recordings of individual

neuron responses to a variety of visual stimuli, the higher order visual areas of

mice have been shown to be functionally specialized, albeit to a lesser extent

than in the primate visual system (Andermann et al., 2011; Marshel et al.,

2011; de Vries et al., 2020).

Using the same principle of asymmetrical laminar connectivity as in mon-

keys, a mapping of the visual hierarchy in rats has suggested that there are
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at least 3 levels, in which the areas homologous to the mouse AM and PM

are found at the top (i.e. the deepest level) of the hierarchy (Coogan and

Burkhalter, 1990, 1993). More recently, a partial mapping has also been done

in mice, where a similar hierarchical ordering appears to exist (D’Souza et al.,

2016).

Overall, the mouse visual cortex thus appears to be organized in paral-

lel hierarchical streams, similar to what was observed in primates and cats,

although with notably fewer visual areas with less specialized receptive fields

and a shallower hierarchy. These differences may be due to constraints im-

posed by the smaller total size of the cortical sheet in mice, favouring fewer

areas performing a wider range of functions and a more compressed hierarchy

of receptive field properties (Huffman et al., 1999; Lindsey et al., 2019).

When it comes to delineating the different visual areas in mice, one source

of ambiguity comes from the involvement of these same areas in other func-

tions. Indeed, in recent years several papers have highlighted the many top-

down inputs to the visual cortex, which drive neural activity along several

non-visual dimensions, with features representing motor, spatial, and other

internal state-related signals (Saleem et al., 2013, 2018; Stringer et al., 2019).

These non-visual features are also strongly represented in a region of cor-

tex known as the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), which borders the anterior

side of several visual areas. The PPC is typically studied in relation to non-

visual behaviours, such as spatial processing, decision making, and movement

planning. This area was originally ascribed to the cytoarchitectonically de-

fined area 7 in rodents (Kolb and Walkey, 1987), and is also defined by its

anatomical location, between the visual and somatosensory cortex, and by its

connectivity patterns (Hovde et al., 2019). However, due to variability in the

exact labelling methodologies and features used to define the boundaries, both

nomenclature and anatomical definitions of PPC are often inconsistent across

different research groups.
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A recent review of the anatomy and functions of the PPC (Lyamzin and

Benucci, 2019) highlighted the discrepancies between the three most commonly

used mouse brain atlases, namely the Paxinos and Franklin (2007) atlas, the

Allen Reference Atlas (Dong, 2008), and the Allen Common Coordinate Frame-

work (Wang et al., 2020). In particular, the Allen Reference Atlas places the

boundary of PPC more posterior than either the Common Coordinate Frame-

work or the Paxinos and Franklin (2007) atlas, making it overlap with the

anterior portions of visual area AM and V2m, in the respective atlases. Thus,

the associative and multimodal function of many neurons within V2m and

AM in combination with the variability in anatomical definitions indicate that

many studies targeting the PPC likely include recordings from these higher-

order visual areas (Glickfeld and Olsen, 2017).

1.4 Integrative properties of neurons

Aside from the anatomy and connectivity of cortical circuits, an essential com-

ponent to neural computation is how signals are integrated within individual

neurons to drive action potentials (APs, also called spikes), which are ulti-

mately the only output of the computations that take place. In the simplest

possible case, neurons can be though of as point integrators, linearly sum-

ming the inputs they receive and producing a spike if the total input crosses

a particular threshold or through some other nonlinear function of the mem-

brane potential. This simplistic view of a neuron’s operation is frequently

used in computational neuroscience research and is often sufficient to model a

variety of single-cell and network properties (Troyer and Miller, 1997; Izhike-

vich, 2003; Vogels and Abbott, 2009; Teeter et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019). It

is also the basis of most artificial neural networks, which have been success-

ful on specific tasks, such as computer vision (LeCun et al., 2015). However,

since the work of Ramon y Cajal (1909) over a century ago, it has been well

documented that biological neurons display huge morphological and functional

diversity. While different pathways can target different populations of neurons,
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individual neurons themselves can receive multiple streams of sensory and in-

ternally generated information, which often impinge on functionally distinct

dendritic compartments. Furthermore, most neurons have a diverse selection

of voltage gated ion channels distributed throughout their dendrites. These

endow dendrites with active properties that substantially increase the compu-

tational power of individual neurons (London and Hausser, 2005; Stuart and

Spruston, 2015), allowing them for instance to operate as multilayer neural

networks (Poirazi et al., 2003; Hausser and Mel, 2003; Harnett et al., 2013),

and potentially enabling brain-wide learning algorithms that would otherwise

be intractable (Guerguiev et al., 2017; Sacramento et al., 2018). It is there-

fore likely that neurons in the cortex exploit this structure to perform more

nuanced transformations than would be possible by simple integrate-and-fire

neurons alone.

1.4.1 Electrical properties of biological membranes

Without considering active conductances, the membrane of a neuron exhibits

electrical properties similar to electronic resistor-capacitor (RC) circuits (John-

ston and Wu, 1995). As the information processing capacity of neurons is

generally believed to be primarily mediated by electric signals (as opposed to

many non-neuronal cell types which communicate largely through diffusion of

chemical signals), this abstraction of a neuron in terms of simple electronic

components is very useful, allowing us to temporarily overlook the immense

complexity of the underlying molecular dynamics. The specific membrane ca-

pacitance typically does not vary much and takes a value close to 1 µF/cm2 in

most neurons, making the overall capacitance (Cm) primarily determined by

the total membrane (i.e. the size) of the cell. The membrane resistance (Rm)

is dictated by the permeability of this membrane to ions, which depends on

the presence of transmembrane ion channels. When an inward current flows

across the membrane (typically carried by Na+, K+ or Ca2+ ions), this results

in a change in the intracellular membrane potential (Vm) reative to the ex-

tracelluar medium that approximately obeys Ohm’s law (V = I·R). The time
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course of this change is described by an exponential curve with time constant

τ = Rm·Cm. Beyond these passive properties of neurons, the main deter-

minants of electrical signals in neurons are the voltage- and time-dependent

changes in ion channels.

At resting state (i.e. in the absence of external stimuli) the membrane

potential of a neuron is dictated by the intracellular and extracellular concen-

trations of ions and by their relative permeability across the cell membrane.

Concentration gradients generated by transmembrane ion transporters (pri-

marily the Na+/K+ ATPase) are generally such that the voltage inside the cell

is negative relative to the extracellular environment. If external stimuli cause

the membrane potential to temporarily depolarize, this can trigger a rapid

spike in the voltage. Such spikes are the main form through which the vast

majority of neurons signal to each other. The most common form of spikes are

those generated near the soma, in the axon initial segment, where the mem-

brane contains a high density of voltage-gated Na+ channels. If the membrane

potential becomes high enough to open these channels, a large influx of Na+

ions causes the intracellular potential to briefly become positive (generally on

a sub-millisecond timescale). This depolarization in turn causes the opening

of voltage-gated K+ channels, which flow out of the cell due to their concen-

tration gradient, thus repolarizing the membrane potential. This process is

repeated with voltage-gated Na+ and K+ channels throughout the axon, such

that the spike is actively propagated along the axon and ultimately induces a

release of neurotransmitters at the axon’s synaptic terminals.

1.4.2 Backpropagating action potentials

In addition to propagating along the axon, voltage spikes in the soma also

propagate backwards into the dendrites. In the absence of any other ion chan-

nels, this voltage propagates passively, resulting in an exponential attenuation

of the voltage over distance. However, the dendrites of biological neurons are

rarely entirely passive, and often contain many different types of ligand-gated

and voltage-gated ion channels. These include Na+ and K+ channels (albeit
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at a lower concentration than in the axon) as well as Ca2+ channels, which can

convey some particularly interesting properties to the neuron. This has been

most carefully studied in a type of large pyramidal neurons which are found

in the deeper portion of cortical layer 5, called thick-tufted layer 5 (ttL5)

pyramidal neurons.

These cells have a large apical dendrite, which ends in a dendritic tuft

in L1, and exhibit a high density of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels in a “hot

zone” around the upper portion of this apical dendrite (Amitai et al., 1993;

Yuste et al., 1994; Schiller et al., 1997). Unlike the Na+ and K+ channels men-

tioned above, the kinetics of these Ca2+ channels are slow and once activated

they tend to stay open for prolonged periods of time (on the order of several

milliseconds). This causes a large and sustained depolarization of the apical

dendrite, called a Ca2+ plateau potential. Because of the voltage attenuation

along the apical dendrite and the relatively high threshold to activate these

channels, this response is not usually triggered by a single backpropagating

AP or by local synaptic input alone. However, if a train of spikes occurs at

sufficiently high frequency, the dendritic potentials sum and can thus reach a

high enough voltage to elicit the Ca2+ plateau potential (Larkum et al., 1999a;

Kampa and Stuart, 2006; Shai et al., 2015). Alternatively, the phenomenon

could be elicited if a synaptic input near the top of the apical dendrite were to

occur at the same time as a single backpropagating AP (Larkum et al., 1999b).

This phenomenon is thus referred to as backpropagating AP activated Ca2+

spike firing (BAC firing).

The second possibility is particularly intriguing, as the same synaptic

potential that can trigger BAC firing would otherwise have been strongly at-

tenuated along the long apical dendrite, to the point that its influence on the

somatic potential would be barely noticeable. Meanwhile, synaptic potentials

in basal dendrites, which are closer to the soma and spike initiation zone, are

not attenuated to the same degree and are thus more easily able to drive firing

in the neuron. However, large Ca2+ plateau potentials in the apical dendrite
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do elicit large depolarizations at the soma, which can trigger a burst of somatic

spikes. Since BAC firing only occurs if the backpropagating AP and synaptic

input are closely matched in time, the presence of this mechanisms allows a

neuron to act as a coincidence detector, amplifying the neuron’s response to

a stimulus if it receives simultaneous input to the basal and apical dendrites.

This is thought to be particularly relevant in light of the layer specificity of

long range projections in cortex, with L1 thought to receive a large number of

top-down feedback signals.

1.4.3 Synaptic potentials and dendritic excitability

At most synapses, neurons do not directly transfer the presynaptic AP to the

postsynaptic neuron (with the exception electrical synapses, where gap junc-

tions allow currents to flow directly from one cell to the next). Instead, inputs

from other neurons result in postsynaptic changes in the membrane poten-

tial through the binding of neurotransmitters to receptors on the postsynaptic

membrane. The amplitude of an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP)

depends on the number of ion channels opened, the driving force (i.e. the

concentration gradient) of the ions they are permeable to, and the local input

resistance (RN = Vm/I). When multiple inputs arrive in brief succession, their

summation depends on the location of the synapses, the type of ion channels

activated, and the magnitude of the voltage change.

Small potentials originating on different dendrites tend to have little or no

interaction, and therefore sum linearly at the level of the soma. However, if two

stronger inputs impinge in brief succession nearby on the same dendrite, the

reduced membrane resistance caused by open ion channels after the first EPSP

can have a shunting effect on the second EPSP, resulting in an overall smaller

depolarization (i.e. in sublinear summation). This effect may be counteracted

if the combined EPSPs are sufficiently large to activate additional voltage sen-

sitive ion channels that can increase the total amount of inward current and

thus further depolarize the neuron. One example of such a supralinear inter-

action occurs when NMDA receptors are recruited. These ion channels are
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ligand-gated, but also require a strong depolarization to open, as at hyperpo-

larized potentials they are normally blocked by extracellular Mg2+ ions. The

non-linear effects of NMDA receptor activation can make dendrites sensitive

to the spatial and temporal sequence of input activation (Branco et al., 2010).

Another important mechanism for controlling excitability in neurons is

the hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) channel, which

mediates a voltage dependent cation current referred to as Ih (Wahl-Schott

and Biel, 2009). These channels are active at resting membrane potentials

and conduct mainly Na+ ions under physiological conditions. The atypical

nature of their activation results in channels closing when the membrane is

depolarized, thus reducing the inward current and causing a counteracting

hyperpolarization. Ih activation is also not instantaneous, increasing with an

exponential time course that is faster at hyperpolarized potentials (McCormick

and Pape, 1990). This conductance therefore acts as a stabilizing influence on

the cell, allowing EPSPs to transiently depolarize the neuron while reducing

the influence of sustained depolarizations or hyperpolarizations.

Notably, while HCN channels are strongly expressed in ttL5 neurons, they

are not uniformly distributed but rather have a gradient along the apical den-

drite, increasing by several orders of magnitude from the soma to the apical

tuft dendrites (Stuart and Spruston, 1998; Williams and Stuart, 2000; Lorincz

et al., 2002; Harnett et al., 2015). By dampening synaptic potentials evoked

at distal tuft dendrites, this would further accentuate the electrical compart-

mentalization of these inputs. This may be a key feature in the integrative

properties of L5 neurons, as compartmentalization may be required for them

to separately process functionally distinct input streams. This may also be

an important site for more diffuse arousal-mediated modulation, as the ex-

pression of HCN channels is itself influenced by the activation of adrenergic

receptors (Carr et al., 2007; Barth et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 2016).
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1.5 Classification of L5 pyramidal neurons

Classification of cell types is generally based on many different criteria, includ-

ing location, dendritic morphology, intrinsic electrophysiological properties,

gene expression patterns, projection targets, and in vivo response properties.

Within L5, a distinction is often made between the upper (L5a) and lower

(L5b) subdivisions due to the presence of two prominent excitatory cell types,

which preferentially occupy one or the other layer (Manns et al., 2004; Groh

et al., 2010; Oberlaender et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2015; Lur et al., 2016; Gouwens

et al., 2019). Pyramidal neurons in L5a tend to have slender apical dendrites

with few tuft branches in L1, and have axons that project primarily to other

cortical neurons, both locally and to more distant cortical areas. Intrinsically

they are also characterised by spike train adaptation and small Ih. Meanwhile,

many L5b neurons are classified as ttL5 neurons, due to the highly branched

nature of their apical tuft dendrites. Unlike the L5a neurons, these cells have

few local connections and instead project mainly to subcortical targets such as

the striatum, brainstem, and spinal cord. Their intrinsic physiology is char-

acterised by large Ih and increased excitability, with bursts of spikes often

observed at the beginning of depolarizing current steps.

Of the many classes of neurons found in cortex, ttL5 neurons are one of

the most extensively studied (Larkman, 1991; Spruston, 2008; Ramaswamy

and Markram, 2015). These cells have attracted particular attention with

regard to synaptic integration in part due to their particularly large dendritic

trees, which span all layers of cortex and integrate thousands of synapses from

local and long-range pathways. They also form the main output pathway from

cortex towards subcortical targets, including motor-related circuits, placing

them in a prime position to summarize the computations that have occurred

in the local cortical column. Furthermore, as mentioned above these cells

exhibit several interesting integrative properties, including BAC firing, which

may be key to understanding how different cortical areas interact with each

other.
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Recently, a large number of novel Cre-expressing mouse lines have been

produced as part of the GENSAT project, with specificity for different sub-

types of cortical pyramidal neurons (Gong et al., 2003, 2007; Gerfen et al.,

2013). These lines were made following a large-scale screen of gene expres-

sion across the central nervous system to identify candidate genes that have

some cell-type specificity and create a library of bacterial artificial chromosome

vectors for manipulation of these different cell types. Of these, the gene for

collagen beta(1-O)galactosyltransferase 2 (Glt25d2, also known as Colgalt2)

was found to be selectively expressed in a subpopulation comprised primar-

ily of ttL5 neurons. The promoter for this gene was therefore used to create

a mouse line expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) in these

cells. Groh et al. (2010) have recently used this EGFP line, as well as a different

line specific for slender-tufted L5 neurons, to compare the properties of these

two types of L5 neuron between primary visual cortex and somatosensory cor-

tex. Subsequently, a Cre line with the Glt25d2 promoter was also generated,

enabling the labelled neurons to express a wide range of transgenes for probing

the connectivity and function of these cells. A notable difference of the Cre

line compared to the EGFP line is that the bacterial artificial chromosome was

randomly inserted into a different location in the mouse genome. Specifically,

it was inserted into the Y chromosome, rendering all male mice transgenic.

This has the advantage of eliminating the need to genotype animals, at the

cost of not being able to record data on this cell line from female animals.

In general, the use of a labelled Cre line makes it possible to take a

system-wide approach to studying the connectivity and function of these ttL5

neurons by combining in vivo and in vitro physiology and genetic methods to

consistently record from the same well-defined population of cells in different

experiments using a wide array of different experimental tools and techniques.
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1.6 Theories of cortical function

The structural similarity of cortex across functionally different regions, along

with the high level of recurrent connectivity, and the observation that the

cerebral cortex is organized in parallel hierarchical processing streams has led

to several hypotheses about the types of algorithms that might be implemented

to support perception, behaviour, and flexible learning.

1.6.1 Deep neural networks

Advances in the field of machine learning over the last few decades, in par-

ticular the development of “deep learning” in artificial neural networks, have

provided a practical demonstration of the power of hierarchical processing (Le-

Cun et al., 2015). Deep artificial neural networks, which have been the driving

force of recent progress in artificial intelligence, are able to form robust and

invariant representations of input data that make them very useful for per-

forming tasks, such as object recognition in images, which are easy for humans

to do but very difficult to explicitly program into a computer. Their strong

performance in such tasks is achieved despite the fact that these networks

are often purely feedforward and are composed of neurons without dendrites,

implementing extremely simple forms of non-linear point integration. Fur-

thermore, the internal representations formed by individual artificial neurons

optimized for visual tasks bear a strong resemblance to the stimulus selectiv-

ity and receptive field properties of biological neurons within the hierarchy of

visual areas (Yamins et al., 2014; Yamins and DiCarlo, 2016). Unlike neural

circuits in the brain, artificial neural networks are fully accessible to investi-

gation, i.e. every neuron and connection can be monitored simultaneously. If

their computations bear any resemblance to the computations in the brain, it

would make them extremely useful and convenient from an experimental point

of view to bring new insights into the functions of cortex (Richards et al.,

2019). The main drawback to this approach is their lack of biological realism,

which severely limits the insights we can extrapolate from them to biological

neurons.
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In addition to the similarity in receptive field properties of biological neu-

rons in the visual cortex and artificial neural networks trained to recognise

images, some evidence that pure feedforward processing underlies a large por-

tion of vision comes from analysing the timescales in which perception occurs.

The first visually evoked spikes in the primary visual cortex of mice occur

within the first 80 ms from stimulus presentation and provide sufficient infor-

mation to reliably perform some perceptual decisions (Resulaj et al., 2018).

Similarly, humans can discriminate faces in as little as 100 ms (Thorpe et al.,

2001; Calvo and Nummenmaa, 2011). These fast timescales in which per-

ception takes place suggests that at least some elements of visual perception

can take place before the activation of additional feedback loops through the

recurrent circuitry.

Two important deviations from biological neurons are the lack of dendritic

compartments and the learning rules that are used to find useful synaptic

connection strengths (referred to as weights). Indeed the performance of these

networks relies primarily on learning optimal weights between the artificial

neurons, which is typically done in a supervised way by measuring the overall

error of the network relative to a desired output (e.g. it’s classification of an

image) and backpropagating this error through the network to adjust all the

individual weights that contributed to the error. This type of learning rule is

generally considered biologically implausible, as it requires modifying synapses

based on information that is not locally available to those synapses.

Recent alternatives have suggested that a similar learning rule could be

implemented biologically by making use of signal compartmentalization within

dendrites and the non-linear processing that can occur within these dendrites.

In particular, the ability to drive firing rate and burst rate independently by

sending inputs to different dendritic compartments can be leveraged to send

multiplexed signals that simultaneously propagate feedback errors down the

hierarchy while passing sensory signals forward through the network (Guer-

guiev et al., 2017; Sacramento et al., 2018; Naud and Sprekeler, 2018; Payeur
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et al., 2020). Biologically it has been suggested that ttL5 neurons could be

the key components of this type of learning within cortex, as they have a large

electrotonic separation between the apical tuft and basal dendrites and stim-

ulation of the apical dendrites can trigger BAC firing and a burst of somatic

spikes.

1.6.2 Canonical cortical columns

Closely related to the idea of hierarchical processing is the notion of modular-

ity. The mostly uniform appearance of cortex, in terms of layers, cell types,

and local connectivity rules, is often seen as evidence that cortex is modular

and can be split into many adjacent cortical columns, each spanning all six

layers of cortex and a few hundred micrometers in width (Mountcastle, 1997;

Douglas and Martin, 2004). In this framework, each module would be identical

in structure and circuitry and thus be performing the same set of fundamental

computations, albeit on functionally different inputs. Different functions, such

as auditory, visual, and somatosensory processing, could be seen as specific ap-

plications of the same universal algorithm, which learns to extract statistical

regularities in any given set of input signals and generate an internal model of

the environment through transformations that enable abstraction and predic-

tion. The primary difference between brain regions would thus lie in the input

information that they are processing, while the general computation and the

circuits implementing it would be largely conserved.

The remarkable flexibility and potential universality of cortical computa-

tions is supported by the finding that experimentally rewiring sensory infor-

mation pathways during development (e.g. by routing visual signals from the

LGN to auditory cortex instead of the visual cortex) can induce a cortical area

to remap to the new type of sensory input it is receiving (Frost and Metin,

1985; Sur et al., 1988; Metin and Frost, 1989; Roe et al., 1990, 1992; Pallas,

2001). This implies that there exists a canonical microcircuit, acting as the

universal building block of a hierarchical computation that is repeated with

little variation across all of cortex (Mountcastle, 1997; Douglas and Martin,
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2004). While the cortex contains many different types of neurons, these would

be connected together in a stereotyped way to support the same information

processing mechanism across different regions.

On the basis of this hypothesis, much work has gone into understand-

ing what these universal computations might be by studying the structure

of individual cortical columns. A key component of this approach involves

finding canonical cortical microcircuits, i.e. particular wiring motifs between

defined cell types across different layers within a region of cortex small enough

to encompass the hypothetical cortical column (Shipp, 2007; Bastos et al.,

2012; Harris and Shepherd, 2015). These studies have led to the common un-

derstanding that within a cortical column feedforward information generally

propagates from L4 to L2/3 and then to the deeper L5 and L6, and is mod-

ulated in this pathway by a variety of inhibitory interneuron cell types with

cell-type specific influences in different layers of cortex.

While the exact nature of the computations and the theoretical basis for

this circuit architecture are still unknown, there are several advantages to such

a modular organization. Assuming that universal computations and canoni-

cal microcircuits indeed exist without substantial variations between cortical

areas, other than in the exact synaptic weights which have been learned, mod-

ularity would render the process of constructing the required circuits very effi-

cient, as potentially a small number of genetically programmed developmental

steps could be applied to encode a fixed set of wiring rules broadly across all

cortical areas. Moreover, modularity typically allows for easy scalability. If it

were advantageous for a nervous system to have more processing power, this

could thus be achieved by simply increasing the number of cortical modules.

1.6.3 Predictive coding

One possible form of universal computation which has attracted much atten-

tion is Bayesian inference, of which the most popular class of implementation

algorithms is called predictive coding (Rao and Ballard, 1999; Friston and
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Kiebel, 2009). These algorithms relie heavily on both hierarchical processing

and reciprocal feedforward and feedback connections between cortical areas.

While limited forms of perception are possible with purely feedforward

processing, in general sensation is not a passive phenomenon. The brain ac-

quires information about the environment by actively choosing where to look

and what features to direct attention towards. Visual scenes are often inher-

ently ambiguous, and their interpretation therefore requires implicit knowl-

edge of natural image statistics, and integration of noisy and contradictory

sensory inputs with an internal model of the world. This model itself needs

constant updating to maintain an accurate representation of the current state

of the environment. Although different variations of the predictive coding al-

gorithm exist, a common feature for enabling this type of model update is

the use of top-down predictions from hierarchically higher areas towards lower

areas. These predictions, based on contextual expectations and natural statis-

tics, shape the lower-level responses by inhibiting predictable activity, allowing

subsequent layers to process only the components of a sensory stimulus which

were unexpected and are therefore most informative for updating the internal

model.

Although the exact biological implementation of predictive coding algo-

rithms is not well understood, there is substantial evidence that this type

of inference is occurring in the brain. At the behavioural level, animals of-

ten seem to update their expectations about future events in a manner that

is close to the theoretical optimum calculated through Bayes’ rule, which is

the general form of Bayesian inference that predictive coding algorithms are

thought to implement (Kording and Wolpert, 2004). Furthermore, the ef-

fects of top-down suppression of predicted activity can be seen when recording

from the cortex during presentation of either predictable or surprising stim-

uli. For example, the phenomenon of “repetition suppression” occurs when

the same stimulus (e.g. a particular image or tone) is constantly present or re-

peated multiple times and results in reduced responses of single neurons (Gross
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et al., 1967; Sawamura et al., 2006; Vogels, 2016). This suppression is itself

modulated by context, such as the perceived probability of a stimulus be-

ing repeated (Summerfield et al., 2008). Likewise, the sensory stimuli that

occur during self-generated movements, such as sounds produced while run-

ning or the vestibular signals generated during orienting movements, are often

suppressed at early sensory stages based on the efferent copy of the motor sig-

nal, which allows the sensory consequences to be predicted (Schneider et al.,

2018; Cullen, 2019). Conversely, when an expected stimulus is omitted or if

the visual scene changes in an unexpected way (such as when a part of the

visual field freezes) mismatch responses have been recorded, which are con-

sistent with the hypothesised responses of error units in a predictive coding

framework (Bendixen et al., 2009; Keller et al., 2012; Keller and Mrsic-Flogel,

2018).
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1.7 Aims & approach

The objective of the project I describe in this thesis was to characterize the

connectivity and functional properties of a specific population of Glt25d2-Cre

(referred to as Glt) neurons located in the medial secondary visual cortex

(V2m). The visual cortex generally is a useful model system to study hier-

archical processing in the brain as there are several visual areas, processing

information both serially and in parallel.

Due to their location in V2m, the Glt neurons I have studied are highly

associative, receiving a diverse set of multimodal sensory and internally gen-

erated signals, and would classically be thought of as hierarchically above

neurons in the primary visual cortex. I therefore aim to elucidate the cellular

mechanisms through which they integrate predictive feedback and feedforward

streams of information. Specifically, I aim to directly address the following

questions:

1. What are the morphological and intrinsic electrophysiological features of

Glt25d2-Cre neurons in V2m?

2. Are these properties consistent with the known properties of ttL5 neu-

rons?

3. How do local and long-range synaptic inputs map onto their intricate

dendritic trees?

4. In what way are feedforward sensory signals and higher-order feedback

signals integrated?

5. How does morphology affect intrinsic properties and the integration of

synaptic inputs?

To address these questions, I have performed whole-cell patch-clamp

recordings from ttL5 neurons labelled in the Glt25d2-Cre line or using other

projection-specific markers. This intracellular recording technique allows the

dynamic study of sub-threshold changes in current and voltage across the cell
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membrane. The recordings have been done in acute brain slices of adult mice,

which allow easy access to the neurons for visually guided placement of the

recording electrodes while preserving the local connectivity and cytoarchitec-

ture of the tissue. Using optogenetics and spatially patterned optical stim-

ulation, I have studied the axons linking distant areas of the cortex to the

ttL5 neurons in V2m and mapped their connectivity at the subcellular level.

I have also employed a combination of electrical and optogenetic stimulation

of these axons in order to understand the logic of their inter-areal interac-

tions. Finally, I have uncovered more general principles of integration in ttL5

neurons by recording cells across different brain regions and exploring the cel-

lular mechanisms that govern their supralinearities and integrative properties

in compartmental biophysical models. By adopting this combination of com-

putational and experimental techniques, I have gained novel insight into the

computations implemented by cortical circuits and how these computations

emerge from the connectivity and intrinsic properties of the underlying neural

network.
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Chapter 2

Materials & Methods

2.1 Animals

All animal experiments were performed under project licence 70/8935 in ac-

cordance with the guidelines and regulations of the UK Home Office under

the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, and all surgical procedures

were approved by the named veterinary surgeon at the Francis Crick In-

stitute. The mice used were all male and were transgenic from either the

Tg(Colgalt2-Cre)NF107Gsat (MGI:5311719, referred to as Glt) or Tg(Rbp4-

Cre)KL100Gsat (MGI:4367067, referred to as Rbp4) lines created through the

Gensat project (Gerfen et al., 2013; Groh et al., 2010). Transgenic animals

were crossed with the Ai14 reporter line expressing tdTomato (MGI:3809524).

Animals were housed in individually ventilated cages under a normal 12-hour

light/dark cycle.

2.2 Stereotaxic surgeries

Surgeries were performed on mice aged 3–8 weeks using aseptic technique un-

der isoflurane (2–4%) anaesthesia. Following induction of anaesthesia, each

animal was subcutaneously injected with a mixture of meloxicam (2 mg/kg)

and buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg). While under anaesthesia, the fur on the

animal’s head was shaved and the animal was placed on a heated pad that

maintained its body temperature at 36–37 ◦C, monitored by a rectal probe,

and head-fixed in a stereotaxic frame. Liquid gel sterile eye drops were placed
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Table 2.1: stereotaxic coordinates used for injections. Brackets indicate
a range of values. Abbreviations: RSC, retrosplenial cortex; V1, primary visual
cortex; V2m, medial secondary visual cortex; LP, lateral posterior thalamus; OFC,
orbitofrontal cortex.

over the animal’s eyes to prevent them from drying during the surgery. The

shaved skin on the top of the head was thoroughly cleaned with sterile gauze

swabs dipped in chlorhexidine. After verifying that the animal was in a suf-

ficiently deep anaesthesia, determined by the lack of a withdrawal reflex to a

toe pinch, an incision (approximately 8 mm long) was made on the skin above

the skull. A glass microinjection pipette (pulled to a tip diameter of around

20 µm), attached to a Nanoject II (Drummond Scientific) delivery system, was

positioned above the skull and lowered until it contacted either the lambda

or bregma sutures. The position of the head-fixed skull was then adjusted in

order to level the skull such that the difference in vertical position of lambda

and bregma sutures was less that 0.1 mm. This step helped ensure consistent

and accurate targeting of stereotaxic coordinates for injections. A small hole

(0.5–0.7 mm) was drilled in the bone at the stereotaxic coordinate of the injec-

tion site and the dura was carefully removed with the help of fine forceps and

a lance-shaped dissecting knife. The injection pipette was then slowly lowered

to the appropriate depth (based on the targeted stereotaxic coordinates) and

pressure injections were made at a rate of 0.4 nL/s. To reduce backflow, the

pipette was left in the brain approximately 5 minutes after completion of the

injection before being slowly retracted. The skin was then closed with sutures

and the animal was returned to its cage to recover. The cage was placed inside

a heated chamber for the first 30–60 min of the recovery.
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The stereotaxic coordinates and content of the injection varied depend-

ing on the experiment. The coordinates for each brain region were determined

from Paxinos and Franklin (2007). Injections were targeted to either retrosple-

nial cortex (RSC), primary visual cortex (V1), medial secondary visual cortex

(V2m), lateral posterior thalamus (LP), or orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). The

stereotaxic injection coordinates used for these regions are listed in Table 2.1.

In all animals, only the left hemisphere was injected. Injections contained ei-

ther Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated cholera toxin subunit B (CTB, 0.8% w/v)

or an adeno-associated virus (AAV, serotype 1). The viruses contained either

Chronos (also called Stigeoclonium helveticum, ShChR; full name: rAAV1-Syn-

Chronos-GFP) or ChrimsonR (also called Chlamydomonas noctigama, CnChR;

full name: rAAV1-Syn-ChrimsonR-tdTomato), which were obtained from UNC

Vector Core (https://www.med.unc.edu/genetherapy/vectorcore/) and are de-

scribed in Klapoetke et al. (2014). A second Chronos virus, referred to as

Chronos Cre-OFF (full name: AAV1-EF1-creOFF-Chronos-GFP), was also

used to express Chronos-GFP only in neurons that did not express Cre recom-

binase. In each area, injections of 100 nL of CTB or viral suspension were

made at 1–3 different sites within the given coordinate range of the area. Fol-

lowing the injections, I waited at least 3 weeks for AAV injections and 2 weeks

for CTB injections before slicing the brain.

Rabies tracing experiments (Callaway and Luo, 2015; Reardon et al., 2016)

were performed by Dr. Zhiwen Ye and involved two separate injections of

virus. During the first surgery, 10–20 nL of a 1:2 mixture of Cre-dependent

AAVs encoding the avian tumor virus receptor A (TVA) and N2c glycoprotein

(AAV1-Syn-flex-H2B-N2CG), respectively, were injected in V2m. This was

followed 5–7 days later by a second surgery, during which a 50–100 nL injection

of N2c rabies virus (EnvA-CVS-N2CG-mCherry) was made at the same site.

Chronos Cre-OFF, EnvA-CVS-N2cG-mCherry rabies virus, TVA and N2c

glycoprotein expressing AAVs (AAV1-Syn-flex-H2B-N2CG) were a generous

gift of Dr. Molly Strom.
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2.3 Serial-section two-photon tomography

In order to count and quantify the whole-brain distribution of cells and axons,

labelled through either Cre-dependent tdTomato expression or retrogradely

transported mCherry, I was assisted by Dr. Zhiwen Ye, who performed serial-

section two-photon tomography experiments.

Adult Glt mice aged between 2 and 5 months (in the case of the in-

jected mice, 2-4 weeks after the surgery) were transcardially perfused under

terminal anaesthesia with cold phosphate-buffer (PB, 0.1 M) followed by 4%

paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PB (0.1 M). The skull was post-fixed in 4% PFA

at 4 ◦C for at least 24 hours before the brain was removed.

Brain samples were subsequently embedded in 4-5% agarose (in 0.1 M PB)

and imaged using serial two-photon tomography (Ragan et al., 2012). This

methods involves alternately cutting 40 µm thick coronal sections and imaging

eight optical sections in depth (at 5 µm intervals with 1.2 µm x 1.2 µm reso-

lution). Excitation was provided by a pulsed femto-second laser with 800 nm

wavelength (MaiTai eHP, Spectraphysics). Images were acquired through a

16X/0.8 NA objective (Nikon MRP07220) in three channels (green, red, blue)

using photomultiplier tubes. Image tiles for each channel and optical plane

were stitched together with a custom-written MATLAB software.

Following acquisition, the two-photon image stacks were registered to the

Allen CCF ((Wang et al., 2020)). Automated mouse atlas propagation (Nied-

worok et al., 2016) was used for anatomical registration and segmentation of

brain samples. The average template brain from the CCF was first registered

to a down-sampled version of each brain sample using affine and freeform reg-

istration. The resulting transformation parameters were then applied to the

CCF itself, thus transforming it onto individual sample space and accurately

segmenting each sample.

After segmenting the brains according to the brain areas defined in the

CCF, the image stacks were processed to automatically detect and count

individual cells. Full resolution images were filtered with a Gaussian blur
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(sigma = 1) using Fiji (ImageJ 1.52e) to reduce image noise. Cell candi-

dates were over-detected using a dynamic threshold and a 30 voxel cube was

extracted for each putative cell. These were supplied as input to a custom ma-

chine learning algorithm provided by Dr. Charlie Rousseau, which classified

the voxels into noise and cell categories. The resulting cells were counted for

each segmented area in the CCF.

To register and count each cell according to the segmentation in the Allen

CCF, cell coordinates were reverse-transformed onto the CCF space using the

open source registration tool, Elastix (Klein et al., 2010). All cells in each

region of interest were projected onto a 2D matrix. In order to visualize cell

density across the brain, for each unique cell position a cell density value was

calculated as total cell counts in a nearby 9x9 pixel grid, normalized to the

sum of all presynaptic cells. As the Allen CCF is segmented by both area and

cortical layer, these boundaries intrinsic to the atlas were used when comparing

cell counts in different areas and layers.

2.4 Electrophysiology

2.4.1 Slice preparation

Adult mice (5–12 weeks old) were deeply anaesthetised with isoflurane and de-

capitated. The brain was rapidly removed and placed in oxygenated ice-cold

slicing artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 125 sucrose,

62.5 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 2 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, 25 dex-

trose; osmolarity 340–350 mOsm. The cerebellum and frontal cortex were then

removed manually with a coronal cut using a single-edged razor blade and

the rostral surface was affixed to a metal platform with cyanoacrylate glue.

Coronal slices (300 µm thick) containing visual cortex were prepared using a

vibrating blade microtome (Leica VT1200S or Campden 7000smz-2), and were

sliced with the brain at a slight forward angle (approximately 10 degrees) to

improve preservation of L5 apical dendrites, which extend in a direction that

is approximately perpendicular to the pia. Slices used for recording were all
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between 2.3 and 4.3 mm posterior to bregma (the most rostral slice being the

first to contain a fused corpus callosum). As the slices were cut at a slight

angle from the coronal plane, estimated coordinates of recorded cells relative

to bregma were based primarily on the shape of the the dorsal region of cor-

tex, which was visually compared to coronal sections in Paxinos and Franklin

(2007). Slices were transferred to a submerged holding chamber with regular

ACSF containing (in mM): 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3,

1 MgCl2, 1.5 or 2 CaCl2 (depending on the experiment), 25 dextrose; osmolar-

ity 308-–312 mOsm. The holding chamber was held in a water bath at 35 ◦C

for the first 30—60 min after slicing, and was kept at room temperature (22 ◦C)

for the remaining time (up to 12 hours) after that. All solutions and chambers

were continuously bubbled with carbogen (95% O2 / 5% CO2).

2.4.2 Whole-cell recordings

After the 35 ◦C incubation period, individual slices were transferred from the

holding chamber to the recording chamber, where they were perfused at a

rate of 6 mL/min with regular ACSF (see above) continuously bubbled with

carbogen. The ACSF was heated to 35 ± 1 ◦C with an inline heater for all

experiments except the optogenetic circuit mapping experiments in chapter

chapter 4, which were performed at room temperature (22 ± 1 ◦C). De-

pending on the experiment, the recording ACSF also contained one or more

of the following: kynurenic acid (1 mM), picrotoxin (50 µM), CPG52432

(1 µM), tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 µM), 4-aminopyridine (4-AP, 100 µM). Fila-

mented borosilicate thick-walled glass micropipettes were pulled and heat-

polished using a two-stage horizontal puller (Zeitz DMZ Univeral Electrode

Puller) to obtain an electrode resistance of 3–6 MΩ. The glass electrodes were

filled with intracellular solution that was optimized for recording in either

current clamp or voltage clamp configuration, depending on the experiment.

Internal solution used in current clamp experiments contained (in mM):

115 KMeSO3 (CH3KO3S), 5 NaCl, 3 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 0.05 EGTA,

3 Na2ATP, 0.4 NaGTP, 5 K2-phosphocreatine, 0.5% (w/v) biocytin hydrochlo-
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ride, 50 µM Alexa Fluor 488 hydrazide; osmolarity 290-295 mOsm; pH ad-

justed to 7.3 with KOH. Internal solution used in voltage clamp experi-

ments contained (in mM): 120 CsMeSO3 (CH3O3SCs), 3 CsCl, 10 HEPES,

1 EGTA, 4 Na2ATP, 0.3 NaGTP, 5 Na2-phosphoreatine, 3.5 QX-314 chloride,

0.5% (w/v) biocytin hydrochloride, 50 µM Alexa Fluor 488 hydrazide; osmo-

larity 290–295 mOsm; pH adjusted to 7.3 with CsOH.

Despite slicing the brain at an angle, because of the curvature of the

caudal neocortex in mice, in most slices the L5 neuron apical dendrites still

extended toward the pia at a shallow angle relative to the slice surface. The

neurons on one side of each slice thus had apical dendrites directed towards the

slice surface, which were typically cut before the apical bifurcation. To avoid

recording from neurons with cut apical dendrites the slices were positioned in

the recording chamber so that the apical dendrites could be seen to extend

either parallel to the slice or at a slight downward angle into the slice.

Visually guided whole-cell patch-clamp recordings of ttL5 neurons were

performed using a Scientifica SliceScope Pro 3000 microscope equipped with

a 40x/0.8NA objective and an infrared (IR) Dodt Gradient Contrast system.

Electrodes and recording headstages were mounted on motorized microma-

nipulators (Scientifica MicroStar). Electrode voltage was offset immediately

above the slice and positive pressure was applied by blowing air through a stiff

rubber tube connected to the back of the electrode before slowly lowering the

pipette into the tissue. While lowering the pipette, the electrode was set in

voltage-clamp mode and short 10 mV pulses were continuously applied in order

to monitor the resistance through the pipette opening using an oscilloscope.

Once the electrode tip was in close proximity to the targeted cell, a small

dimple could be seen in the cell membrane. At this point the pressure was

released and the resistance was closely monitored while applying gentle suc-

tion to the pipette until a gigaohm seal was formed. Whole-cell configuration

was then obtained with short suction pulses. Most recorded cells had access

resistance of 10–25 MΩ, and recordings were excluded from analysis if the resis-
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tance exceeded 40 MΩ. When performing voltage clamp recordings, following

whole-cell capacitance compensation, series resistance compensation was also

applied and set to the highest value possible without inducing oscillations in

the cell (typically 40–70 %).

2.4.3 Data acquisition & analysis

Recorded signals were amplified and low-pass filtered through an 8 KHz Bessel

filter using a MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices). Filtered sig-

nals were then digitized at 20 kHz with a National Instruments DAQ board

(PCIe-6323). Acquisition and stimulus generation were done with the Igor Pro

(Wavemetrics) and NeuroMatic (Rothman and Silver, 2018) software packages.

Further analysis and data visualization were performed with custom macros

and scripts written in Igor Pro and MATLAB (Mathworks). Raincloud plots

(consisting of a scatter plot, a box plot, and a kernel density plot) were gen-

erated in MATLAB using scripts written by Allen et al. (2019). All box plots

presented show the median, interquartile range, 2nd and 98th percentile of

the dataset. Unless otherwise specified, all reported data values refer to the

mean ± standard error (SEM). When considering statistical significance, for

experiments where multiple comparisons were made between the same groups

the α significance threshold was adjusted using the Bonferroni correction. The

liquid junction potential was not corrected for.

2.4.4 Electrical stimulation

Extracellular monopolar stimulation was carried out using a Digitimer DS3

isolated constant current stimulator, passing brief DC current pulses (0.1–1 ms,

20–320 µA) through a glass micropipette (20–50 µm tip diameter) filled with

ACSF. The current was passed between two silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl)

wires: one inside the pipette and the other coiled around the outside of the

pipette. Pulse timing was controlled with 5 V TTL signals via the National

Instruments board.
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2.4.5 Optogenetics

Patterned illumination Patterend optogenetic stimulation was imple-

mented using a digitial micromirror device (DMD) and a 463 nm laser (laser-

coupled Polygon 400, Migtex Systems). The patterned light from the DMD

was reflected by a mirror with 90/10 reflection/transmission ratio positioned

above the optical filter turret in line with the objective. The pattern consisted

of a 500×1000 µm grid composed of 12×24 square spots of light (each approx-

imately 41.7 µm wide) and was delivered through a 5×/0.15NA dry objective

(Olympus MPlanFL N). As some variations in light intensity were observed

across the illumination field, for each spot the laser power was measured at the

specimen plane using a PM100D (Thorlabs) optical power meter and the laser

output associated with that spot was adjusted to obtain a measured power of

approximately 300 µW (173 mW/mm2).

The spatial sequence of stimuli was designed to maximise the distance

between consecutive spots. This was achieved by computing the distance be-

tween the nearest pair of consecutive spots for 107 randomly generated pattern

sequences and selecting the sequence with the largest distance. To reduce the

search space, each sequence was generated iteratively starting from a spot in

the center of the grid, randomly adding one spot at a time from the set of re-

maining unselected spots. After each generated sequence, spots in subsequent

sequence generations were only selected if their distance was greater than the

shortest distance measured in the previous sequence.

Full-field perisomatic illumination Full-field optogenetic stimulation was

implemented using a CoolLED pE-4000 illumination system, passing light

through a 40×/0.8NA water-immersion objective (Olympus LUMPlanFL N)

during whole-cell recordings. During stimulation the soma was centered in

the field of view, resulting in a circular illumination field with a radius of ap-

proximately 100 µm from the soma. Chronos and ChrimsonR were stimulated

with 470 nm and 635 nm light, respectively. The range of illumination in-

tensities was 0–37.3 mW/mm2 for the 470 nm light and 0–32.5 mW/mm2 for
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the 635 nm light. The upper values of these ranges were the measured light

intensities at the highest power setting for this illumination system.

2.5 Immunohistochemistry, imaging & mor-

phological reconstructions

After recording, slices were fixed overnight at 4 ◦C in a 4% formaldehyde solu-

tion and were subsequently kept in PBS. For immunohistochemical detection,

the fixed slices were first incubated for 1–2 hours at room temperature in block-

ing solution containing 0.5% Triton X-100 and 5% Normal Goat Serum (NGS)

in PBS. Slices were then washed twice (10 min each) in PBS and incubated

overnight in a staining solution containing 0.05% Triton X-100, 0.5% NGS,

DyLight 594-conjugated streptavidin (2 µg/ml). Slices were then washed in

PBS (3 times, 5 min each) and stained with DAPI (5 µg/ml) for 10 min. After

another wash (3 times, 5 min each), slices were mounted on glass slides and

images were acquired with a confocal microscope (Leica multiphoton SP5; ob-

jective: 20x/0.7NA or 10x/0.4NA; pinhole size: 1 airy unit). Image processing

was done with the FIJI software package (Schindelin et al., 2012). The confocal

image stacks were used to manually reconstruct neurons using Neurolucida 360

(MBF bioscience).

2.6 Biophysical modelling

Simulations were performed in the NEURON simulation environment (7.7.1,

Hines and Carnevale (2001)) embedded in Python 3.6. To model the conse-

quences of morphological differences between V1 and V2m ttL5 cells, existing

models of ttL5 pyramidal cells were used with either accurate morphologi-

cal detail (biophysical model 3, cell #1 from Hay et al. (2011), referred to

as detailed model) or simplified multicompartment morphologies (Ca2+ en-

riched model 2 from Bahl et al. (2012), referred to as reduced model). To

study the effect of morphology in the detailed model, biophysical model 3

from Hay et al. (2011) was applied to the reconstructed morphology from one
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of the recorded ttL5 neurons in V2m (which had a substantially shorter api-

cal trunk than the morphology used in the original model). Each morphology

contained low-voltage-activated (LVA) and high-voltage-activated (HVA) Ca2+

channels located in a region around the main apical bifurcation. This region

was 685–885 µm from the soma in the long morphology (cell #1 from Hay et al.

(2011)) and 300–500 µm in the short morphology.

Subsequent simulations using the reduced model were done by modifying

only selected parameters described in the results, such as the length of the

apical trunk compartment, leaving all other parameters unchanged. Briefly,

this reduced model (Bahl et al., 2012) is divided into sections representing the

soma, axon (hillock and initial segment, AIS), basal dendrites, apical trunk,

and apical tuft. Active conductances are present in all compartments and in-

clude the following: hyperpolarization-activated cation (HCN) channels (basal

dendrite, apical trunk, tuft), transient voltage-activated Na+ (Nat) channels

(soma, axon hillock, AIS, apical trunk, tuft), persistent voltage-activated Na+

(Nap) channels (soma), fast voltage-activated K+ (Kfast) channels (soma, api-

cal trunk, tuft), slow voltage-activated K+ (Kslow) channels (soma, apical

trunk, tuft), muscarinic K+ (Km) channels (soma), slow Ca2+ (Cas) channels

(tuft), Ca2+ dependent K+(KCa) channels (tuft), and a Ca2+ pump (tuft). In

this model the density of Kfast and Kslow channels decays exponentially from

the soma to the tuft. The density of Nat channels decays linearly from the

soma to the tuft, while HCN channels linearly increase in density. N.B., the

tuft, but not the trunk, contains Ca2+ channels; consequently there is no hot

spot similar to the apical bifurcation in the detailed model. When varying

trunk length, Nat, Kfast, Kslow, and HCN conductances in each trunk seg-

ment were redistributed so as to take into account the new distance of each

segment from the soma (thereby changing the total conductance in the trunk).
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Chapter 3

Intrinsic physiology

3.1 Introduction

Neurons are a highly diverse class of cells with a wide range of genetic, mor-

phological, and electrophysiological properties that enable different subpopu-

lations to take on specialized roles within the computations that the network

is performing. To understand these computations it is necessary to know the

properties of different populations of neurons and the diversity within these

populations, which determines how these neurons respond to any given set of

inputs.

The most effective tool for measuring the subthreshold potentials in a

neuron is the whole-cell patch clamp technique. This has enabled a large

number of discoveries concerning how dendrites integrate information as well as

the ion channels that are involved. Investigations of different cell types (Groh

et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2015; Gouwens et al., 2019) have revealed a large

diversity of integrative properties.

The morphology and biophysical properties of a neuron represent the foun-

dation of single-cell computations. The effect of the thousands of inputs a neu-

ron receives depends critically on how they interact and are integrated within

the postsynaptic cell. Ultimately this rich subthreshold dynamic information

is compressed into a single stream of spikes. Both the summation of individual

synaptic potentials and the transformation of subthreshold voltages to out-
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put spikes can be highly non-linear depending on the how passive and active

properties interact to shape the signal.

To fully understand the functions of a neuron, the inputs it is receiving,

and the transformations it is performing on these inputs, we would ideally

need to study the same cells with a variety of methods, both in vivo and in

vitro. Genetic handles are useful for being able to consistently identify and

study the same population of neurons across different experiments. One of

the objectives of this thesis is to study the properties of one such genetically

labelled population.

The Glt25d2-Cre labelled population of neurons in V2m (referred to as

Glt) has not previously been described. These neurons are hypothesised to

be ttL5 neurons, based primarily on a description of a mouse line driving en-

hanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) under the same Glt promoter (Groh

et al., 2010). In this chapter I will describe the basic anatomical and physio-

logical properties of this Cre-labelled population and thereby directly address

the first two aims described in the introduction. These experiments were pri-

marily designed to determine if these cells can be considered ttL5 neurons by

thoroughly characterizing their locations, projection patterns, morphologies,

and intrinsic electrical properties. This comprehensive description constituted

an important first step to validate the use of this Cre-driver line as a reliable

marker of ttL5 neurons and enable me to subsequently explore the compu-

tations and functional properties of this population of Glt neurons in later

experiments.
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3.2 Chapter Methods

3.2.1 Cell selection & recording conditions

After preparing brain slices as described in chapter 2, whole-cell patch clamp

recordings were made from Glt neurons in slices containing V2m (based on

the approximate stereotaxic coordinates described in Paxinos and Franklin

(2007)). The area to record from was first identified under a low magnifica-

tion (10x/0.25NA) dry objective while illuminating the sample with IR light.

To confirm the presence of Glt neurons at the desired recording location, the

tdTomato was visualized with short pulses (lasting a few seconds) of epifluo-

rescence stimulation with 550 nm light from the CoolLed pE-4000 illumination

system. The pulses were kept short and the light intensity was set as low as

possible in order to minimize photobleaching as well as any other possible side

effects of strong illumination. After identifying the cluster of Glt cells approx-

imately located in V2m, I switched to the high magnification (40x/0.8NA)

water immersion objective.

Although Glt25d2-Cre occasionally labels neurons that are not in L5,

these cells were avoided and only labelled neurons in L5 were targeted for

recordings. This was easily done, as L5 is clearly distinguishable under IR

illumination by the presence of many cells with very large pyramidal-shaped

somas. Within the fluorescently labelled L5 neurons in V2m, cells were chosen

at random. No consideration was thus given to criteria such as soma size and

depth (provided they were within L5), which are sometimes used in existing

literature to facilitate selection of ttL5 neurons.

All recordings in this chapter were made at near-physiological temperature

(35 ◦C) in external ACSF containing 1.5 mM CaCl2, 1 mM kynurenic acid, and

50 µM picrotoxin.

3.2.2 Whole-brain cell mapping

The brain-wide distribution of Glt neurons and their projection targets was

measured and quantified from fixed brains, using serial-section two-photon
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tomography as described in chapter 2. While the location of cells could be

accurately measured in the transgenic mice crossed with a tdTomato reporter

line, the axons in these mice were not bright enough to accurately quantify. In

order to increase the brightness of the labelling for axon tracing experiments,

stereotaxic surgery was performed on Glt mice to inject 50–100 nL of Cre-

dependent AAV expressing EGFP.

3.2.3 Sample size determination

An important consideration when making claims about the properties of a

population based on limited experimental samples is the selection of an appro-

priate sample size. While ideally this would be as large as possible in order

to obtain an accurate representation of the true population distribution of

measured parameters, practical considerations (such as the time and cost of

acquiring samples) limit the number of samples that can feasibly be acquire.

When making statistical comparisons between different populations or

samples, the main criterion for determining sample size is the smallest effect

size which we want to be able to distinguish, which in turn depends on either

the expected magnitude of the difference or on the smallest difference that is

could be considered to be biologically meaningful.

Although the data in this chapter is of a descriptive nature, with the

main purpose of determining whether Glt cells in V2m can be considered ttL5

neurons, I aimed to acquire a sample size large enough to accurately represent

the diversity within the recorded Glt population and to potentially compare it

to other populations, should such a comparison be useful in the future. For this

reason, I determined that a sample size of around n = 30 would be sufficient for

my purposes, on the basis of previous literature involving similar descriptions

of neuronal populations, where the range of samples sizes is often between 10

and 50 cells per group (Kasper et al., 1994; Pike et al., 2000; Groh et al., 2010;

Vélez-Fort et al., 2014; Ueta et al., 2014; van Aerde and Feldmeyer, 2015; Kim

et al., 2015; Naka et al., 2019; Fletcher and Williams, 2019).
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Figure 3.1: Brain-wide distribution of Glt25d2-Cre labelled neurons. a.
Top: Top-down view of cell distribution throughout cortex relative to the Allen CCF
in one Glt25d2-Cre×tdTomato animal. Middle: Highlighted and magnified circle
illustrating the approximate region, between visual cortex and retrosplenial cortex,
where recordings were made. Bottom: Coronal view with overlaid cells from a 200 µm
thick section. b. Confocal image of one hemisphere from a coronal section of a Glt
brain, highlighting the area of dense labelling that was targeted for recordings. Red:
tdTomato expression in Glt neurons; Blue: DAPI nuclear stain. c. Epifluorescence
image acquired during a whole-cell patch clamp recording from a Glt neuron in
V2m. d. Percentage of Glt neurons across each cortical layer (averaged across all
visual areas). The cell counts were assigned to layers based on the layer-specific
segmentation in the Allen CCF. The data in this figure was partially collected by
Dr. Zhiwen Ye.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Brain-wide distribution and projection targets of

Glt neurons

The Glt25d2-Cre line labels neurons in several areas throughout the brain.

Compared to the EGFP line, with fluorescence under direct control of the

Glt promoter (Groh et al., 2010), labelling in this Cre line was found to be

substantially sparser, with relatively few labelled cells across most of the visual

and somatosensory cortices, and denser clusters of cells spread throughout

various brain regions (Figure 3.1a,b). One region of higher density was found

on the dorsal side of cortex in a posteromedial band. In the brain coordinates

segmented according to the Allen CCF, this region overlapped with the higher-

order visual areas AM and PM, as well as the agranular retrosplenial cortex

(RSPagl). This entire region approximately corresponds to area V2m in the

Paxinos and Franklin (2007) brain atlas.

When performing patch-clamp recordings in acute brain slices (Fig-

ure 3.1c), it is not possible to distinguish the boundaries between AM, PM,

and RSPagl, and stereotaxic coordinates are difficult to target accurately, due

to the limited field of view during recordings and the fact that the brain is of-

ten not of identical dimensions to that of the reference atlas. For this reason,

throughout this thesis I have chosen to refer to this area by the V2m termi-

nology and segmentation described in Paxinos and Franklin (2007), which is

defined cytoarchitectonically and corresponds well to the area of dense Glt

labelling.

As expected from the EGFP line, Glt labelling was found to be highly

specific for neurons in cortical layer 5 (L5), with very few cells in any other

layer (Figure 3.1d). Within L5, an important distinguishing feature between

slender-tufted and thick-tufted pyramidal neurons is the axon projection pat-

ter (Groh et al., 2010). Glt neurons were found to project strongly to ipsi-

lateral subcortical targets, including the striatum and the superior colliculus

(Figure 3.2), as is charateristic of ttL5 neurons.
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Figure 3.2: Axon projection targets of Glt25d2-Cre labelled neurons.
a. Images from the two-photon serial tomography in a Glt mouse expressing Cre-
dependent EGFP, which was stereotaxically injected in V2m. b. Proportion of axon
projecting to cortical, subcortical, ipsilateral, and contralateral targets (n = 4 mice).
c. Axon projections split by target region.
Abbreviations: VISp, primary visual area; RSP, retrosplenial area; VISam, antero-
medial visual area; VISl, lateral visual area; VISpl, posterolateral visual area; STR,
striatum; SCm, motor related superior colliculus; LP, lateral posterior thalamus;
PRT, pretectal region; HY, hypothalamus; LD, lateral dorsal thalamus; LGv, ven-
tral lateral geniculate thalamus; PAG, periaqueductal grey; POST, postsubiculum.
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3.3.2 Morphologies & recording location

Recordings from the Glt population in V2m were targeted to L5, clearly dis-

tinguishable in acute brain slices by the presence of pyramidal neurons with

large cell bodies and by the location approximately 500 µm below the pia, in

order to avoid recording from the small percentage of labelled neurons located

in other layers. The approximate location of the recorded cells is illustrated

in Figure 3.3a. The recorded Glt neurons were broadly distributed along the

anteroposterior axis, ranging from approximately 2.4 to 3.9 mm posterior to

bregma. The anteroposterior location of all recorded cells is shown in Fig-

ure 3.3b and was estimated by visually comparing each slice to coronal sections

in Paxinos and Franklin (2007).

During recordings, neurons were intracellularly filled with biocytin hy-

drochloride (0.5% w/v) and later stained with fluorescently tagged strepta-

vidin. Of these, 11 Glt neurons were imaged and morphologically recon-

structed (Figure 3.3b). These cells all presented morphological features typical

of ttL5 neurons, including a large apical dendrite which extended to the pia

and branched broadly in L1, and a large number of oblique dendrites along the

apical dendrite (Figure 3.3c). By comparison, the other main class of pyra-

midal neuron residing in L5 are known as slender-tufted L5 neurons and are

clearly distinguishable from ttL5, based on their smaller dendritic tufts and

fewer oblique dendrites.

The main distinguishing morphological features are quantified in Fig-

ure 3.4. These features are all broadly consistent with similar values reported

in the literature (Groh et al., 2010; Oswald et al., 2013; Ramaswamy and

Markram, 2015; Jiang et al., 2020) and in the Allen Cell Types Database

(http://celltypes.brain-map.org/). The morphological segregation of dendrites

into the apical and basal dendritic compartments is reflected in the Sholl anal-

ysis, where two peaks of dendritic branching can be seen.
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Figure 3.3: Anatomy of recorded Glt25d2-Cre neurons in V2m.
a. Schematic of coronal sections, indicating approximate locations of recorded Glt
neurons (each circle represents one neuron). b. Approximate anteroposterior loca-
tions of all recorded neurons relative to bregma. c. Morphologies of 11 reconstructed
Glt neurons, with soma and dendrites in black and the axon labelled in red. For
comparison, a slender-tufted L5 neuron from Groh et al. (2010) is shown in the
dashed box (bottom right).
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Figure 3.4: Quantification of morphological parameters. Morphological pa-
rameters of the 11 reconstructed Glt neurons, quantified using Neurolucida Explorer.
Basal dendrites exclude the apical dendrite and any oblique dendrites originating
from the apical dendrite (even if these branch off very close to the soma). Tuft
length includes all dendrites after the main bifurcation on the apical dendrite. The
apical trunk length was measured from the soma to this bifurcation. Any dendrites
branching off from the apical trunk were considered oblique dendrites. The 2D con-
vex hull is the smallest polygon that could be fit around the 2D projections shown
in Figure 3.3c. The Sholl plot (bottom right) shows the number of intersections be-
tween dendrites and concentric spheres centred on the soma, with radius increasing
in 10 µm increments.
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3.3.3 Subthreshold properties

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were made in current clamp configuration

from Glt neuron (n = 29) in V2m. To obtain a detailed characterisation that

would capture a wide range of integrative properties, each neuron was sub-

jected to several stimulation protocols designed to probe both subthreshold

and suprathreshold properties of these cells. As these experiments were de-

signed to probe intrinsic properties of each cell, independently of its inputs,

pharmacological blockers of fast excitatory (kynurenic acid, 1 mM) and in-

hibitory (picrotoxin, 50 µM) synaptic transmission were added to the recording

ACSF (containing 1.5 mM CaCl2).

The passive membrane properties of neurons are important factors for

the integration of inputs, determining their spatial and temporal summation.

Shortly after breaking into the cell, the resting membrane potential (RMP)

was recorded and a series of 500 ms long current steps (−400 pA to +600 pA

in steps of 20 pA) were injected in the soma. Input resistance (RN) of each

cell was determined from the slope of a linear fit of the steady-state voltage

during the hyperpolarizing current steps (Figure 3.5a,b). To maintain consis-

tent parameters for comparison of properties between cells, for all subsequent

recordings a holding current was set so as to maintain the resting potential of

the neuron at −70 mV.

Both RMP (Figure 3.5c) and RN (Figure 3.5d) were broadly similar across

all recorded neurons (RMP = −67.3 ± 0.8 mV; RN = 64.4 ± 3.7 MΩ). To

measure the membrane time constant (τ) with minimal recruitment of active

conductances, I injected 1 ms long 400 pA negative current steps and fit a

double exponential to the voltage trace from 5 ms after the stimulus (to avoid

measuring the pipette capacitance) to the point where the voltage returned

to its resting value (Figure 3.5e). The value of τ resulting from this fit was

calculated as the weighted average of the two exponential coefficients and was

18.8 ± 1.1 ms (Figure 3.5f).
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Figure 3.5: Subthreshold properties of ttL5 neurons in V2m. a. Recorded
hyperpolarizing voltage (top) and injected current steps (bottom) used to calculate
input resistance. For clarity, only a subset of the recorded traces is shown. Voltage
was measured as the mean in the last 100 ms of each current step. b. Current-
voltage (IV) relationship for all recorded hypoerpolarizing steps and linear least-
squares fit (dashed line). c. Resting membrane potential recorded shortly after
break-in. d. Input resistance for all cells, derived from the slope of the best fit line
illustrated in b. e. Voltage induced by a 1 ms wide current step. f. Time constant
measured from fitting a double exponential to the decay phase of the voltage shown
in e. g. Voltage following somatic injection of 5 αEPSCs at 50 Hz. h. Ratio of
peak voltages at the 5th and 1st αEPSC. i. Current step resulting in 30 mV steady-
state hyperpolarization, from which sag amplitude was measured as the difference
between peak and steady-state voltage. j. Sag amplitude for each recorded cell.
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The most important consequence of the membrane time constant is its

influence on temporal summation. Several other features, such as active con-

ductances, can also have a substantial effect on summation. To quantify sum-

mation more directly I injected five αEPSC waveforms at 50 Hz and defined

the summation ratio as the ratio between the peak voltages at the 5th and 1st

current injection. The amplitude of the injected current was adjusted so as to

obtain a maximum depolarization of 10 mV above baseline (Figure 3.5g). With

this stimulus, the resulting depolarization exhibited a sharp reduction in am-

plitude after the first αEPSC. In 28/29 Glt cells the peak voltage was reached

following either the third or fourth αEPSC. Measured summation ratios were

1.57 ± 0.04, indicating the presence of strong excitability-regulating mecha-

nisms in these neurons that suppressed larger depolarizations (Figure 3.5h).

One known mechanisms that has a large influence on neuronal excitabil-

ity is the H-current (IH), driven by hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nu-

cleotide–gated (HCN) ion channels. A fraction of these voltage-gated cation

channels are open at resting potential and close following depolarization, thus

reducing the total inward current to the cell. This negative-feedback con-

trol of neuronal excitability imparts a stabilizing effect on the membrane po-

tential. Experimentally, the action of HCN channels appears as a rebound

depolarization (known as sag) during hyperpolarizing current steps, which is

often used as a proxy for IH. To measure the sag, I injected 30 mV hy-

perpolarizing steps (from −70 to −100 mV) and measured the difference in

voltage between the peak and steady-state hyperpolarization (Figure 3.5i).

All recorded neurons exhibited substantial sag depolarizations (Figure 3.5j),

measuring 4.82 ± 0.26 mV (16.1 ± 0.9 % of steady-state hyperpolarization).

Finally, the frequency response profile of the recorded neurons was tested

by injecting a sinusoidal chirp stimulus (100 pA peak-to-peak) with frequency

increasing linearly from 0 to 100 Hz over the course of 30 s. From this, the

impedance profile as a function of frequency can be calculated by converting

the current and voltage traces to the time domain using fast Fourier transforms
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Figure 3.6: Frequency-dependent properties of ttL5 neurons in V2m.
a. Diagram of typical voltage response to a 0–100 Hz chirp stimulus. Passive RC
circuits function as low-pass filters with a monotonically decreasing impedance am-
plitude profile. Active conductances in neurons can additionally filter other fre-
quency components. b. Voltage in Glt neuron during 0–100 Hz chirp stimulus.
c. Impedance amplitude profile calculated from traces in b, indicating a resonance
frequency at the impedance peak around 5.6 Hz. d. Resonance frequencies for all
recorded neurons. e,f,g. Scatter plots showing correlation of resonance frequency
with other intrinsic features. Dashed lines show least squares linear fits.
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(FFT) and taking the ratio of these values (Figure 3.6a). Due to capacitive

filtering, an entirely passive cell acting as an RC circuit inherently functions as

a low-pass filter. However, in many cells active processes selectively enhance

or dampen the signal in certain parts of the frequency spectrum, making the

cell function more like a band-pass filter. The peak frequencies for any cell

are termed resonance frequencies and have been previously observed in several

cell types (Hutcheon et al., 1996; Hutcheon and Yarom, 2000; Pike et al., 2000;

Gutfreund et al., 1995).

The current and voltage traces for a representative Glt neuron and its

impedance amplitude profile are shown in Figure 3.6b,c. All recorded Glt

cells had measurable resonance frequencies above 1 Hz (3.6d). Resonance

frequencies were in the theta range, measuring 4.95 ± 0.21 Hz and were found

to correlate with the RN (r2 = 0.36, p = 5.4×10–4, F-test, Figure 3.6e) and

summation ratio (r2 = 0.37, p = 5.1×10–4, F-test, Figure 3.6f).

3.3.4 Suprathreshold properties

Responses to depolarizing current injections were also highly stereotyped and

characterized by several distinctive features. Each spike was followed by a

prominent afterdepolarization (ADP), which was typically largest for the first

spike in any depolarizing step (Figure 3.7a,b). During larger current steps, a

spike doublet appeared at the beginning of the depolarization, with the second

spike occurring approximately at the same location as the ADP (Figure 3.7a,b).

To measure spike features, for each cell I first determined the rheobase

current, defined as the the smallest current step that could evoke at least

one spike. Mean rheobase was 144 ± 9 pA (Figure 3.7c). Above rheobase,

firing rate increased monotonically with current injection, although the slope

of the firing rate (FI) curve can be seen to decrease somewhat at high current

steps (Figure 3.7d). In order to obtain average spike shapes for each cell

(minimizing any effects of variability there might be in individual spike shapes),

I aimed to perform a detailed quantification of suprathreshold properties in

traces containing at least 3 spikes. Since rheobase varied substantially across
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Figure 3.7: Suprathreshold properties of ttL5 neurons in V2m. a. Rep-
resentative voltage during 500 ms current steps. Note initial spike doublet in the
red trace. b. Average spike shape in 350 ms stimulus window at twice rheobase,
indicating the main features that were quantified. c. Rheobase for recorded Glt neu-
rons. d. FI curve, showing firing rates at current steps between 0 pA and 640 pA.
e–k. Suprathreshold properties recorded at twice rheobase current injections show-
ing firing rate (e), burst ratio (f), afterdepolarization amplitude (g), as well as fast
(h) and slow (i) afterhyperpolarization relative to the threshold voltage. j. Voltage
response during a 10 s long depolarizing current step. k. Mean firing rate computed
in 1 s bins over the 10 s stimulus duration.
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the population of Glt neurons (ranging from 80 pA to 360 pA), in order to be

consistent when choosing which current trace to evaluate, I opted to perform

the analyses for current steps at twice the recorded rheobase for each cell. At

this stimulus amplitude, mean firing rate was 17.6 ± 1 Hz (Figure 3.7e), and

was in all cases above 8 Hz.

In the current step at twice rheobase, the average spike shape was then

computed in a 350 ms window (50–400 ms from stimulus onset). This quan-

tification window was chosen so as to exclude the initial spike doublet, which

had a firing rate that was several times higher and consequently a substan-

tially different spike shape. This difference in firing rate is instead quantified

separately through the ”burst ratio”, calculated as the ratio of the first and

last inter-spike interval (ISI) in the trace, which was 4.98 ± 0.51 (Figure 3.7f).

ADP amplitude was measured as the difference between the trough of the fast

afterhyperpolarization (AHPf) and the following voltage peak. This value typ-

ically decreased as a function of current step size and was usually largest in the

first spike (for current steps below the threshold for triggering a spike doublet).

At twice rheobase current, the ADP amplitude (Figure 3.7g) was non-zero in

10/29 Glt neurons (1.1 ± 0.21 mV). In the same subset of neurons, the AHPf

was measured as the difference in voltage between the spike threshold (defined

at the first peak in the 3rd derivative of the voltage) and the voltage trough

between the spike and the ADP. The mean AHPf was 10.4 ± 0.5 mV (Fig-

ure 3.7h). In all recorded neurons the slow afterhyperpolarization (AHPs),

measured between the spike threshold and the voltage trough following the

ADP, was also quantified (12.1 ± 0.4 mV, Figure 3.7i).

From these 500 ms long current steps, spikes following the initial doublet

appeared to be very regular. To verify if any spike-frequency adaptation oc-

curred in these neurons, stimulus duration was increased to 10 s (Figure 3.7j),

with a stimulus amplitude chosen to elicit 6–8 spikes in the first second. Even

at this longer stimulus duration, recorded neurons displayed very little spike-

frequency adaptation (not counting the spike doublet at the beginning of the
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spike train), with the firing rates decreasing by only 0.35 ± 0.72 Hz over the

10 s stimulus window (p = 0.11, repeated measures ANOVA test).
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3.4 Discussion

Using whole-cell patch clamp recordings in acute brain slices from Glt25d2-

Cre mice, I have obtained a general characterization of the properties of Glt

neurons in V2m. The purpose of these initial experiments was determine if

Glt25d2-Cre in V2m can be reliably used to target ttL5 neurons. My results

confirm this hypothesis and provide a thorough description of these cells, which

may be critical for interpreting future functional studies.

The most distinguishing morphological features of Glt neurons in V2m,

and of ttL5 neurons more broadly, are a large apical dendrite extending from

the soma in L5 to the pia, with many oblique dendrites along the apical trunk

and a large and highly branched tuft of dendrites in L1. Physiologically, they

are also easily recognisable by their spiking properties, with a short burst

of spikes (typically consisting of two spikes) at the beginning of depolarizing

current steps followed by a regular spike train with little or no adaptation.

Each spike also has a characteristic shape, distinguished by the presence of a

small ADP immediately following each spike.

One of the more noteworthy features that I observed while characterizing

the ttL5 neurons in V2m was a strong sag potential, which is often considered

a proxy for Ih. This is generally a distinctive property of ttL5 neurons that

have previously been described, and serves an important role in maintaining

a stable resting membrane potential. Neurons with very large morphologies

receive thousands of excitatory inputs and thus require powerful regulatory

mechanisms that maintain excitability within a useful dynamic range. Strong

sag potentials are known, for instance, to be present in several other types of

large excitatory neurons, such as cerebellar Purkinje cells (Fernandez et al.,

2007) or hippocampal pyramidal neurons (Magee, 1998). The presence of Ih is

likely to underlie other observed phenomena, such as the strong dampening of

the voltage during injection of multiple EPSC waveforms. It is also known to

be a contributing factor to the emergence of neuronal resonance, which helps

control the oscillatory dynamics of a population of neurons (Hutcheon et al.,
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1996; Zemankovics et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2017; Labarrera et al., 2018). In

individual cells this is visible as a frequency-dependent amplification of inputs,

acting akin to a band-pass filter and predisposing the neuron to oscillatory

firing patterns at that frequency (Pike et al., 2000; Hutcheon and Yarom, 2000).

In a larger population of neurons, such oscillations may have an important

role in coordinating different communication protocols and signalling feedback

predictions through the temporal structure and coherence of activity across

different brain regions (Engel et al., 2001; Fries, 2015).

Overall, Glt neurons in V2m appear to form a unimodal population of ttL5

neurons, with properties that are consistently representative and characteris-

tic of ttL5 neurons. Historically, the majority of research on ttL5 neurons has

described these cells in the cerebral cortex of rats (Ramaswamy and Markram,

2015). While there are many similarities in brain structure, and neuronal mor-

phology and physiology between rats and mice, these remain fundamentally

different species separated by 12 million years of evolutionary history (Kimura

et al., 2015). The smaller number of papers which describe these cells in mice

have generally focused on a very small subset of specific properties, such as

soma size or burst propensity (Groh et al., 2010; Shai et al., 2015; Kim et al.,

2015). In addition to providing the first description of Glt25d2-Cre labelled

cells in V2m, the results in this chapter thus constitute one of the most com-

plete and multifaceted descriptions of mouse ttL5 neurons to date, providing

a useful benchmark for comparisons to other cell types or subpopulations of

ttL5 neurons located in different cortical areas.

It is worth noting that, within the recorded Glt population, the appar-

ent uniformity in intrinsic properties does not exclude the presence of further

subdivisions, which might be differentiable with other features which were not

quantified here. Individual subgroups of Glt neurons in V2m might, for in-

stance, differ in expression of specific subsets of genes, or could project to

different subsets of the full list of projection targets described in Figure 3.2
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(e.g. some Glt neurons could conceivably project to the superior colliculus

without also projecting to the striatum).

Generally, there are very many criteria that can be used to categorize cell

types, and every population of neurons is likely to have some diversity in these

properties. When a population is more narrowly defined, it is expected that

both the diversity and the number of neurons that fit the definition would be

smaller. The theoretical lower bound of this would be to create a definition

that is specific enough to capture a single neuron. Such a narrow definition,

however, would not be useful in mice where individual neurons are rarely

critical to the overall function of the network. To be able to make general

claims, the most useful definition would capture a population that is as large as

possible while keeping the variance within the population as small as possible.

Genetically labelled populations are particularly useful in this respect, as they

allow for easy reproducibility and enable a wider range of experimental tools.

It has previously been shown that different genetically labelled popula-

tions of L5 neurons in V1 are able to define specific subpopulations with sub-

tle but significant differences in intrinsic and functional properties (Kim et al.,

2015). When considering all ttL5 neurons in V2m, it is thus plausible that

these could be subdivided into several distinct or partially overlapping groups

with small variability encompassing different ranges within the overall param-

eter range of all ttL5 neurons. Conversely, a label might be broader than the

general ttL5 population, and also include other known neuron subtypes, such

as slender-tufted L5 neurons. This is the case, for example, in the Rbp4-Cre

line, which labels a broad selection of both thick-tufted and slender-tufted L5

pyramidal neurons (Gerfen et al., 2013; Baker et al., 2018).
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Subcellular circuit mapping

4.1 Introduction

Given a particular set of intrinsic properties, the inputs are what ultimately de-

fines the functional properties of a neuron and its role in cortical computation.

While the intrinsic physiology of neurons is key in shaping the computations

that a network can perform, an essential requirement to fully understand a

cortical circuit is to have a map of the connections between different popula-

tions of neurons. Indeed network architecture is a major determinant of the

capabilities of any neural network (Zador, 2019). Using highly constrained

wiring diagrams is, for instance, the basis for convolutional neural networks,

which have been one of the biggest advances in artificial neural networks in

the last three decades (LeCun et al., 1989, 1998).

Mapping anatomical pathways connecting neurons in the brain is one of

the oldest approaches to studying brain function. Consequently, a wide vari-

ety of tracing techniques have been developed over the years to create wiring

diagrams for different neural circuits (Lanciego and Wouterlood, 2011). While

many of the methods that have been used historically can reveal broad con-

nectivity patterns, recent technical developments have leveraged genetic tools

to map connectivity in a cell-type specific way. In particular, glycoprotein-

deleted rabies virus can be targeted to Cre-expressing neurons and be used to

monosynaptically label presynaptic input populations across the brain (Wick-
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ersham et al., 2007; Callaway and Luo, 2015) and optogenetics allows highly

targeted stimulation of specific pathways and neural populations to determine

functional connectivity (Klapoetke et al., 2014).

Knowing which neurons are connected to each other and where these neu-

rons are located is an important initial step to understanding the functional

properties of a circuit. Recording the activity of neurons in vivo in both presy-

naptic and postsynaptic populations can inform us about both the functional

properties of cells and what computations are required in order to transform

the inputs into output signals. However, to understand the mechanisms by

which these computations are implemented in the postsynaptic neurons at a

single-cell level, it is also important to known how they connect at a subcellu-

lar scale by having a map of the dendritic distribution of the synapses. This

is because synapses can have drastically different effects on the postsynaptic

neuron depending on the dendritic locations where they occur (Larkum et al.,

1999b; Hausser and Mel, 2003). In this chapter, I will address the third aim

of my thesis (presented in chapter 1), by describing experiments in which I

applied optogenetics and patterned optical stimulation in conjunction with

patch-clamp recordings from Glt neurons to map the dendritic input distri-

bution from the largest presynaptic clusters identified using retrograde rabies

tracing.
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4.2 Chapter methods

4.2.1 Whole-brain input mapping

Whole-brain mapping of presynaptic neurons was done by Dr. Zhiwen Ye

in 3 Glt animals using the CVS-N2c strain of glycoprotein-deleted rabies

virus (Callaway and Luo, 2015; Reardon et al., 2016). This virus was expressed

in Glt neurons in V2m, and was retrogradely transported from these cells to

label with mCherry the presynaptic neurons with monosynaptic connections

to the targeted Glt population (Figure 4.1).

After allowing sufficient time for the virus to express, the brains of injected

animals were perfused and fixed with formaldehyde (4%), and the brain-wide

distribution of rabies-labelled neurons was measured using the same serial-

section two-photon tomography as was used in chapter 3 (see chapter 2 for

full description of method). In brief, each presynaptic neuron was accurately

mapped by making serial sections of the fixed rabies-labelled brain and imaging

each section under a two-photon microscope. These images were then used

to locate and count presynaptic neurons with an automated registration and

segmentation software that mapped each neuron’s position to the Allen CCF.

For each brain, area-wise cell numbers were normalized by the total presynaptic

cell count.

4.2.2 Cell selection

After preparing brain slices as described in chapter 2, whole-cell patch clamp

recordings were made from Glt neurons in slices containing V2m (based on

the approximate stereotaxic coordinates described in Paxinos and Franklin

(2007)). The area to record from was first identified under a low magnifica-

tion (10x/0.25NA) dry objective while illuminating the sample with IR light.

To confirm the presence of Glt neurons at the desired recording location, the

tdTomato was visualized with short pulses (lasting a few seconds) of epifluo-

rescence stimulation with 550 nm light from the CoolLed pE-4000 illumination

system. The pulses were kept short and the light intensity was set as low as
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Figure 4.1: Monosynaptic retrograde rabies labelling of inputs to Glt
neurons in V2m. Confocal image of a coronal section from a Glt25d2-Cre animal
injected with glycoprotein-deleted rabies virus in V2m. Glt starter cells (yellow)
were separately infected with adeno-associated virus containing Cre-dependent genes
expressing the glycoprotein required for trans-synaptic spread and avian receptor
protein (TVA) needed for uptake of the rabies virus. Presynaptic neurons (red)
visible in this section have been labelled based on their approximate location in
reference to the Paxinos and Franklin (2007) atlas. NB, most long-range inputs
originate from L5 of the presynaptic region. This confocal image was acquired by
Dr. Ede Rancz.
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possible in order to minimize photobleaching as well as any other possible side

effects of strong illumination. After identifying the cluster of Glt cells approx-

imately located in V2m, I switched to the high magnification (40×/0.8NA)

water immersion objective.

Although Glt25d2-Cre occasionally labels neurons that are not in L5, only

labelled neurons in L5 were targeted for recordings while cells in other layers

were avoided. This was easily done, as L5 is clearly distinguishable under IR

illumination by the presence of many cells with very large pyramidal-shaped

somas. Within the fluorescently labelled L5 neurons in V2m, cells were chosen

at random. No consideration was thus given to criteria such as soma size and

depth (provided they were within L5), which are sometimes used in existing

L5 neuron literature to facilitate selection of ttL5 neurons.

4.2.3 Recording conditions

Since the experiments described in this chapter were designed to reveal

anatomical features (namely the location of synapses from different presy-

naptic populations along the dendritic tree of Glt neurons) rather than the

physiology of the Glt neurons (which was instead covered in chapter 3), all

recordings presented here were performed at room temperature (22 ◦C). This

was done to remain consistent with previous literature and because acute brain

slices remain viable for longer at room temperature compared to warmer tem-

peratures. The recording ACSF in these experiments contained 2 mM CaCl2

as well as 1 µM TTX and 100 µM 4-AP. The choice of 2 mM CaCl2 rather than

the more physiological 1.5 mM CaCl2 I used in chapter 3 was made both for

consistency with previous literature using this technique and because these ex-

periments were meant to reveal the presence of synapses, not their physiological

parameters. As presynaptic vesicle release depends on Ca2+ ions entering the

synaptic bouton, a higher concentration is likely to increase recorded synaptic

currents and thus improve the signal-to-noise ratio in these experiments.
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4.2.4 sCRACM implementation and analysis

To determine the dendritic distribution of defined inputs from different presy-

naptic populations onto Glt neurons in V2m, I adopted the method of subcel-

lular channelrhodopsin-assisted circuit mapping (sCRACM), which was first

described by Petreanu et al. (2009). This involved labelling neurons in indi-

vidual presynaptic regions (identified from previous retrograde rabies experi-

ments) with the optogenetic activator Chronos-GFP (Klapoetke et al., 2014).

The optogenetic activator was delivered through injected AAVs, which were

allowed to express for approximately 4 weeks (minimum 3 weeks, maximum 8

weeks) before performing the recordings (Figure 4.2a).

Following the expression period, whole-cell voltage clamp recordings were

made from Glt neurons in V2m, with a holding potential of −70 mV to reveal

excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs). The addition of 1 µM TTX to the

extracellular recording solution (containing 2 mM CaCl2) blocked any axonal

propagation of spikes and thereby ensured that any light-evoked responses

were direct monosynaptic responses resulting from stimulation of Chronos-

expressing axon terminals, rather than from passing axons terminating in un-

known locations on the dendrites. I also blocked voltage-gated K+ channels

by adding 100 µM 4-AP in order to inhibit the repolarization of the axon and

thereby increase the amplitude of evoked responses.

Before every recording, I first identified a suitable tdTomato positive Glt

neuron in V2m. Since the slice contained light-sensitive axons expressing

Chronos, during this identification phase much care was take to visualize the

cells without stimulating the optogenetic activators. The epifluorescence sys-

tem used to visualize fluorescent neurons was a CoolLED pE-4000 illumination

system, set to stimulate with 550 nm light the full field-of-view (approximately

100 µm in diameter) through the high magnification (40×/0.8NA) water im-

mersion objective. While this wavelength partially overlaps with the excitation

spectrum of Chronos (Klapoetke et al., 2014), the power was set to the small-

est value possible while still making out fluorescent neurons (approximately
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Figure 4.2: Subcellular optogenetic circuit mapping. a. Diagram of experi-
mental setup, showing virus injection and optical path for patterned laser stimula-
tion. b. Example sCRACM recording and analysed heatmap for one neuron. c. Il-
lustration of analysis procedure by which each heatmap was normalised, aligned,
and averaged. Shaded area in the profile plot represents the SEM.
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20 µW, or (2.5 mW/mm2) to minimise photoexcitation and bleaching of the

Chronos-expressing axons. At this irradiance, postsynaptic responses were

never observed when stimulating with this wavelength after obtaining whole-

cell patch-clamp configuration. As a further precaution, the exposure to even

550 nm was minimised by keeping the illumination time as brief as possible,

turning it on for only a few seconds at a time while identifying which cells to

record from, and keeping the light off for the remaining time (including the

entire duration of the recording).

After identifying a fluorescent Glt neuron to record from, I aligned the

visible initial portion of the apical dendrite with the sCRACM laser stimu-

lation grid, which had be pre-programmed into a digital micromirror device

(DMD) coupled to the optical path of the microscope. This was done by man-

ually rotating the recording chamber (containing the brain slice being contin-

ually perfused with ACSF) until the apical dendrite of the targeted neurons

(approximately the first 50–100 µm) visible under the 40×/0.8NA water im-

mersion objective) could be seen to extend vertically within the field-of-view.

This alignment step ensured that the entire apical dendrite would fall within

the sCRACM stimulation area, and facilitated the subsequent analysis when

aligning and averaging the input maps of individual neurons (Figure 4.2c).

During this process, care was taken to not disrupt the continuous flow of

ACSF through the recording chamber.

The identified Glt neuron, rotated to have the apical dendrite aligned with

the rectangular stimulation grid, was then targeted for patch-clamp record-

ing. After achieving whole-cell configuration, the objective was changed to

a 5×/0.15NA dry objective through which the sCRACM laser stimulus was

delivered. This stimulus consisted of a 500×1000 µm grid divided into 12×24

spots of light (each spot being a square of side ∼41.7 µm) delivered through

the objective using the DMD. The grid was approximately centered on the

soma and aligned to the pia along one of the short edges of the stimulation

rectangle (Figure 4.2b).
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During recordings, each spot within the grid was stimulated for 1 ms, with

100 ms intervals between consecutive spots. Each recording trial consisted of

a single repetition of all 288 stimuli, and was additionally followed by a “full-

field” stimulus, in which all stimulation spots were illuminated simultaneously

for 1 ms. For each cell, I recorded 5–20 trials with 30 s pauses between trials to

allow the axons to recover and minimise any opsin desensitization. Recordings

were baselined in a 40 ms window before each stimulus and averaged across

trials, and the peak current was measured in a 20 ms window after the stimulus.

Peak currents lower than seven times the standard deviation of the baseline

noise were scored as zero. For each cell, I attempted to collect as many trials

as possible (up to a maximum of 20) in order to improve the signal-to-noise

ratio, and I did not analyse any cell for which I was not able to obtain at least

5 trials.

Following each recording, an image was taken in which the location of

the recorded cell (filled with Alexa Fluor 488) relative to the stimulation grid

could be seen. This allowed me to to later align the recorded responses to

the location of the pia and soma within the stimulation grid. Because peak

response amplitudes varied between cells and preparations, to obtain average

input distributions from a presynaptic population, the heatmap for each cell

was normalised to the peak EPSC value for that cell (Figure 4.2c). Heatmaps

were then aligned horizontally by soma location and then vertically by either

soma or pia location before averaging across cells. For visualization purposes,

before averaging the heatmaps were aligned as accurately as the soma could be

localised (which was typically to within one quadrant of a stimulation spot).

The normalised profile of the average heatmap is also plotted so as to facilitate

direct comparisons of the laminar locations of inputs (Figure 4.2c, right). The

shaded region representing the SEM was obtained by calculating a matrix of

SEM values for each pixel in the average heatmap, summing across each row,

and normalising to the peak of the average heatmap profile.
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4.3 Results

The monosynaptic retrograde rabies labelling revealed that Glt neurons in V2m

receive a large number of inputs clustered in several distinct regions through-

out the brain, primarily on the ipsilateral hemisphere (Figure 4.1). These

inputs were subdivided into “proximal cortex” (defined here as the collection

of visual areas and the adjacent retrosplenial cortex), “distal cortex” (referring

to all other cortical areas that were not counted as proximal), and inputs from

the thalamus. The few presynaptic neurons on the contralateral hemisphere

originated primarily in the same region of V2m as the primary Glt neurons

where the rabies virus was expressed (Figure 4.3).

The most prominent presynaptic regions were the proximal cortical areas

(particularly the primary visual cortex and the retrosplenial cortex), with a

smaller number of distal cortical inputs tightly clustered primarily in the or-

bitofrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex. Prominent thalamic inputs

were also observed, originating in areas such as the anterior thalamus (AM),

which has been linked to vestibular signalling (Rancz et al., 2015), and the lat-

eral posterior thalamus (LP), which is often regarded as a higher-orded visual

thalamic region (Bennett et al., 2019).

Given this list of the largest presynaptic clusters of neurons projecting

to the Glt population in V2m, I next sought to determine which dendritic

domains each of these input pathways was targeting. This was done through a

series of experiments, each targeting an injection of Chronos (a blue-sensitive

optogenetic activator) to only one presynaptic region and mapping the inputs

from that region onto Glt dendrites using the sCRACM method.

4.3.1 Subcellular distribution of RSC inputs

By far the largest presynaptic population of cells identified from the rabies

tracing experiment was located in RSC (labelled as RSP in the Allen CCF, Fig-

ure 4.3c). I therefore chose this area as the first to be mapped with sCRACM

(Figure 4.4a). RSC inputs were found to primarily target the perisomatic den-

drites, although a smaller amount of input was also observed in the superficial
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Figure 4.3: Brain-wide distribution of rabies-labelled presynaptic neu-
rons. a. Top-down view of cell distribution throughout cortex (relative to the Allen
Brain Atlas) for Glt starter cells (left) and presynaptic rabies-labelled cells (right).
The data from 3 animals is overlayed. b. Proportion of presynaptic cells divided by
hemisphere (top) or broad region of origin (bottom). c. Proportion of input subdi-
vided by brain area (mean ± SD for n = 3 mice). Only ipsilateral inputs are shown
for areas with at least 1% of the total presynaptic cells. The segmentation and area
labels shown here are derived from the Allen Brain Atlas, which differs somewhat
from the Paxinos and Franklin (2007) atlas. The data in this figure was collected
by Dr. Zhiwen Ye.
Abbreviations: RSP, retrosplenial area; VISp, primary visual area; VISpm, postero-
medial visual area; VISam, anteromedial visual area; VISl, lateral visual area; VISal,
anterolateral visual area; ORB, orbital area; ACA, anterior cingulate area; PTLp,
posterior parietal association areas; AUD, auditory areas; LP, lateral posterior tha-
lamus; LD, lateral dorsal thalamus; AM, anteromedial thalamus; LGd, dorsal lateral
geniculate thalamus.
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layers of the cortex (Figure 4.4b,c). To visualise the diversity in responses

across individual cells, each heatmap was horizontally projected into a sin-

gle column by computing the sum of responses across each row of the full

heatmap for that cell. Individual cells were then re-normalized to the highest

value within the projected column and sorted by soma depth (Figure 4.4d).

These individual responses were diverse, with most neurons receiving strong

responses to the perisomatic region and a subset of neurons also receiving input

to the apical and tuft dendrites.

The location of inputs relative to the soma and pia were further quan-

tified by fitting a Gaussian function to each cell’s projected heatmap. The

average peak position of these Gaussian fits (µ̄) when soma-aligning the cells

was 31 ± 17 µm above the soma, and 436 ± 20 µm below the pia when pia-

aligning the cells. The Gaussian fits also had an average width (i.e. standard

deviation, σ̄) of 74 ± 11 µm.

As most recorded cells were found to only receive perisomatic input, with

little or no input to the apical dendrite, one concern is that apical input might

be present but go undetected due to passive attenuation of the currents over the

long distance between the soma and apical tuft. While strong distal currents

would still be detected, weaker currents could thus fall below the signal-to-noise

threshold. Since the intensity of the sCRACM light stimuli were calibrated to

deliver equal light power at every spot on the sCRACM grid in all cells, there

is some variability in the total amount of postsynaptic current in each cell,

which is determined by the number and strength of the synapses to that cell.

If it were true that apical inputs are present but go undetected, one would

expect these inputs to appear more prominently in neurons with very strong

total input, and the sCRACM map to become progressively more biased to-

wards basal inputs as the total current recorded in a cell decreases. This was

tested by recording the postsynaptic response to a 1 ms full-field stimulus, i.e.

turning on all spots of the sCRACM grid at the same time. With this stimulus,

the total RSC input current to Glt neurons was on average 280 ± 37 pA (Fig-
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Figure 4.4: Subcellular distribution of RSC inputs. a. Confocal image of
a representative brain slice containing recorded neurons in V2m and the injection
site in RSC. b. top: Average pia-aligned input map based on 30 recorded neurons.
bottom: the same heatmaps are shown aligned by the soma. c. Input profile of
average pia-aligned (top) and soma-aligned (bottom) responses. d. Normalised hor-
izontal projections of heatmaps for individual cells, aligned by the pia (top) or soma
(bottom) and ordered by cortical depth of the soma. In all heatmaps, dashed white
lines and white dots indicate the pia locations, while white triangles and blue lines
indicate soma locations.
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Figure 4.5: Influence of total RSC input on sCRACM maps. a. Confocal
image of a representative brain slice containing recorded neurons in V2m and the
injection site in RSC (same as in Figure 4.4). b. Distribution of peak currents in
response to simultaneous 1 ms stimulation of the full sCRACM grid. c. Normalised
horizontal projections of heatmaps for individual cells, aligned by the pia (left) or
soma (right) and ordered by peak current during full-field stimulation (low to high
current). Dashed white lines indicate pia location; blue lines indicate soma location.

ure 4.5b). When sorting cells according to this full-field current, there appears

to be no clear relationship between location of inputs and total current to each

cell (Figure 4.5c).

4.3.2 Subcellular distribution of V1 inputs

The second largest input population identified from the rabies tracing was in

V1 (labelled as VISp in the Allen CCF, Figure 4.3c). Injections to V1 were

targeted to the deeper layers (Figure 4.6a), as in the rabies tracing most inputs

were found to originate in L5. However, to some extent the Chronos-GFP virus

also spread to others layers, as is apparent from the fluorescence in Figure 4.6a,

so it is possible that the recorded responses also reflect some amount of input

from more superficial layers of V1. An exact quantification of the number of
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Figure 4.6: Subcellular distribution of V1 inputs. a. Confocal image of a
representative brain slice containing recorded neurons in V2m and the injection site
in V1. b. top: Average pia-aligned input map based on 15 recorded neurons. bot-
tom: the same heatmaps are shown aligned by the soma. c. Input profile of average
pia-aligned (top) and soma-aligned (bottom) responses. d. Normalised horizontal
projections of heatmaps for individual cells, aligned by the pia (top) or soma (bot-
tom) and ordered by cortical depth of the soma. In all heatmaps, dashed white
lines and white dots indicate the pia locations, while white triangles and blue lines
indicate soma locations.
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Figure 4.7: Influence of total V1 input on sCRACM maps. a. Confocal
image of a representative brain slice containing recorded neurons in V2m and the
injection site in V1 (same as in Figure 4.6). b. Distribution of peak currents in
response to simultaneous 1 ms stimulation of the full sCRACM grid. c. Normalised
horizontal projections of heatmaps for individual cells, aligned by the pia (left) or
soma (right) and ordered by peak current during full-field stimulation (low to high
current). Dashed white lines indicate pia location; blue lines indicate soma location.

infected cells in each layer was not possible in these samples due to extensive

expression of fluorescence in the neuropil making it impossible to accurately

count the cell bodies.

The V1 inputs were found to be bimodally distributed, with strong in-

put to dendrites located in both deep and superficial layers (Figure 4.6b,c).

Although several neurons only showed responses in either the apical or the

perisomatic area, most received some input to both regions (Figure 4.6c). No-

tably, the apical input did not extend all the way to the apical tuft in L1, but

rather appeared to target mostly the dendrites in L2/3.

To quantify the locations of these input domains, for each cell two Gaus-

sian function were separately fitted to the superficial and the deep portions
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of the projected heatmaps. For the purposes of this quantification, the cutoff

separating superficial and deep was defined as 300 µm from the pia. The mean

input peak µ̄ for deep layer inputs was located 31 ± 13 µm above the soma

and 451 ± 19 µm from the pia, with a standard deviation of the Gaussian

fit σ̄ = 46.8 ± 8 µm. On the other hand, superficial inputs targeted a re-

gion with µ̄ = 278 ± 15 µm from the soma and 183 ± 10 µm from the pia

(σ̄ = 44 ± 4 µm). Cells with only basal inputs (n = 5/15) were excluded from

the quantification of the superficial input location and cells with no detectable

input near the basal region (n = 1/15) were excluded when quantifying the

location of deep layer inputs.

As with the inputs from RSC, full-field stimuli were used to measure

the total current from to the Glt neurons from the presynaptic population

in V1. Total currents for V1 inputs were 117 ± 25 pA (Figure 4.7b),

which was significantly smaller than the inputs from RSC (p = 6.01×10–4,

Mann–Whitney U test). Since these smaller currents were sufficient to reveal

apical input to L2/3, this observation provides further support for the argu-

ment that the lack of apical input from RSC is not due to the size of currents

from this pathway. Furthermore, when reordering the individual heatmaps

from each recorded cell according to the total current during full-field stimu-

lation, cells receiving apical input appear to be evenly distributed and are not

biased towards cells with strong total current (Figure 4.7), as was the case for

RSC inputs. This indicated that cells with stronger currents were not more

likely to show apical inputs than cells with smaller currents.

4.3.3 Subcellular distribution of OFC inputs

I next investigated the circuit formed by the projection to Glt neurons from

the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC, labelled as ORB in the Allen CCF), which con-

tained the most distant cluster of input cells (Figure 4.3c). in the (Paxinos

and Franklin, 2007) atlas, the OFC is split into three subdivisions: medial

orbital (MO), ventral orbital (VO), and lateral orbital (LO). Of these, ra-

bies labelled cells were located mainly on the ventral half of the LO and VO
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regions, immediately above the anterior olfactory areas. For the sCRACM

experiments, injections of Chronos were thus targeted to these subdivisions of

the OFC (Figure 4.8a).

The OFC has been implicated in a large range of sophisticated behaviours

and cognitive processes, as well as top-down modulation of many brain regions,

including visual areas, to implement functions such as attention. For this

reason, it is generally regarded as being very high in the hierarchy of cortical

regions, in the sense of being relatively remote from any direct source of sensory

input (Rolls, 2004; Gilbert and Sigman, 2007; Zanto et al., 2011). This pathway

therefore seems to be of particular interest in the context of cortical feedback

to the visual cortex, as many would consider it to be a more canonical top-

down projection compared to the input from RSC, which is not referenced as

frequently in relation to cortical hierarchies.

The input from OFC was found to be highly localised to the perisomatic

region (Figure 4.8b,c). Even across individual cells, the input appeared to tar-

get this area with remarkable specificity regardless of soma depth (Figure 4.8d).

The mean of the Gaussian functions fitted to the individual input maps was

located 9 ± 11 µm above the soma and 480 ± 22 µm below the pia, with a

standard deviation σ̄ = 85 ± 7 µm.

While such focused targeting of the inputs to the perisomatic regions

could be cause for even more caution than the RSC input, full-field stimu-

lation of OFC inputs induced peak currents of 482 ± 65 pA (Figure 4.9),

which is substantially larger than the currents from either RSC (p = 0.0095,

Mann–Whitney U test) or V1 (p = 7.11×10–5, Mann–Whitney U test). As with

the previous pathways, for OFC inputs there was also no meaningful difference

in dendritic targeting between cells with lower and higher total currents (Fig-

ure 4.9c). Altogether, these factors support the notion that Glt neurons truly

do not receive strong input beyond the basal dendrites and proximal portion

of the apical and oblique dendrites, and that this result is not an artefact of

low input current.
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Figure 4.8: Subcellular distribution of OFC inputs. a. Confocal image of a
representative brain slice containing the injection site in OFC. b. top: Average pia-
aligned input map based on 16 recorded neurons. bottom: the same heatmaps are
shown aligned by the soma. c. Input profile of average pia-aligned (top) and soma-
aligned (bottom) responses. d. Normalised horizontal projections of heatmaps for
individual cells, aligned by the pia (top) or soma (bottom) and ordered by cortical
depth of the soma. In all heatmaps, dashed white lines and white dots indicate the
pia locations, while white triangles and blue lines indicate soma locations.
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Figure 4.9: Influence of total OFC input on sCRACM maps. a. Confocal
image of a representative brain slice containing the injection site in OFC (same
as in Figure 4.8). b. Distribution of peak currents in response to simultaneous
1 ms stimulation of the full sCRACM grid. c. Normalised horizontal projections of
heatmaps for individual cells, aligned by the pia (left) or soma (right) and ordered
by peak current during full-field stimulation (low to high current). Dashed white
lines indicate pia location; blue lines indicate soma location.

4.3.4 Subcellular distribution of inputs from the ante-

rior thalamic nuclei

Inputs from the thalamus play an important role in cortical processing that

is likely to be substantially different from the cortico-cortical connections de-

scribed above, due to the diverse nature of the signals they carry. Of the

thalamic inputs to Glt neurons identified from the rabies tracing, the anterior

thalamus was investigated first as it is known to process both vestibular and

spatial signals (Jankowski et al., 2013; Rancz et al., 2015) and could thus be an

important source of multimodal signals with non-visual sensory components

into V2m.
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Figure 4.10: Subcellular distribution of anterior thalamus inputs. a. Con-
focal image of a representative brain slice containing the injection site in anterior
thalamus. b. top: Average pia-aligned input map based on 16 recorded neurons.
bottom: the same heatmaps are shown aligned by the soma. c. Input profile of
average pia-aligned (top) and soma-aligned (bottom) responses. d. Normalised hor-
izontal projections of heatmaps for individual cells, aligned by the pia (top) or soma
(bottom) and ordered by cortical depth of the soma. In all heatmaps, dashed white
lines and white dots indicate the pia locations, while white triangles and blue lines
indicate soma locations.
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Figure 4.11: Influence of total anterior thalamus input on sCRACM
maps. a. Confocal image of a representative brain slice containing the injection
site in anterior thalamus (same as in Figure 4.10). b. Distribution of peak currents
in response to simultaneous 1 ms stimulation of the full sCRACM grid. c. Nor-
malised horizontal projections of heatmaps for individual cells, aligned by the pia
(left) or soma (right) and ordered by peak current during full-field stimulation (low
to high current). Dashed white lines indicate pia location; blue lines indicate soma
location.

The spatially targeted stimulation of this pathway showed a bimodal con-

nectivity pattern, with particularly strong input to tuft dendrites in L1 and a

somewhat weaker connection to dendrites in the upper portion of the periso-

matic region and extending into L2/3 (Figure 4.10). This patterns was found

consistently across individual cells, with all recorded neurons receiving at least

some input to the apical dendrites, and in many cases receiving little or no

input to the perisomatic region.

As with the V1 inputs, the input map to each cell was fitted with two

Gaussian functions around the superficial and deep regions of the heatmap

(respectively less or more than 300 µm from the pia). The mean of the Gaussian

functions µ̄ for apical inputs was located 27 ± 91 µm below the pia and
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321 ± 12 µm above the soma, with a standard deviation σ̄ = 60 ± 6 µm.

Meanwhile, in cells with input to deeper layers this was targeted to 403± 19 µm

from the pia and 44 ± 20 µm above the soma, with σ̄ = 62 ± 9 µm

Given the strong mapping of anterior thalamus inputs to the apical tuft,

this pathway did not face the same concern regarding detection of these inputs

as the recordings of RSC and OFC inputs. Nonetheless, peak full-field currents

from this pathway could provide a useful indication of the current amplitudes

required to detect these inputs. The currents following full-field stimulation of

anterior thalamus inputs were 132± 15 pA (Figure 4.11), which is similar to the

full-field currents from V1 (p = 0.31, Mann–Whitney U test) but significantly

smaller than either OFC or RSC currents (p = 1.12×10–4 and p = 1.9×10–3,

respectively; Mann–Whitney U test). This is noteworthy, as it implies that full-

field currents that are at least as large as this should be detectable throughout

the full dendritic tree.

4.3.5 Subcellular distribution of local V2m inputs

In addition to the long-range inputs described above, I also measured the

subcellular distribution of inputs originating locally from the superficial layers

of V2m. To do this I used a Chronos-GFP virus for which expression was

limited to neurons that did not express Cre recombinase. The efficacy of the

virus was tested by injecting 100–150 nL of virus into both L2/3 and L5 of V2m

in a mouse line with dense Cre-labelling in L5 neurons (Rbp4-Cre). Despite the

large injection volume, Rbp4-Cre labelled and Chronos-GFP positive neurons

were almost entirely non-overlapping, indicating that the virus was working as

expected (Figure 4.12).

For subcellular input mapping of local connection, injections of 100 nL

were targeted to L2/3 of V2m in Glt25d2-Cre mice (Figure 4.13a). Although

GFP fluorescence was brightest in the superficial layers, it is likely that some

virus was also taken up by non-Glt neurons in deeper layers, which could

contribute to the resulting input maps. However, as for the other inputs, a

complete quantification of the cells labelled in each layer of the injection site
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Figure 4.12: Control injection of Chronos Cre-OFF virus. a. tdTomato-
labelled Rbp4-Cre neurons in L5 across cortex. b. GFP-tagged Chronos Cre-OFF
virus injected across L2/3 and L5 of V2m. c. Composite image of tdTomato, GFP,
and DAPI labelling. d. Magnified view of L5 neurons at the injection site in V2m.
e. Chronos Cre-OFF expressing neurons in the same region. f. Composite image of
the tdTomato and GFP labelling. g. Number of cells in the field of view around
the injection site infected by labelled by either Chronos-GFP, tdTomato, or both.
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Figure 4.13: Subcellular distribution of inputs from local populations
in superficial V2m. a. Confocal image of a representative brain slice containing
recorded neurons in L5 and the injection site in superficial layers of V2m. b. top:
Average pia-aligned input map based on 15 recorded neurons. bottom: the same
heatmaps are shown aligned by the soma. c. Input profile of average pia-aligned
(top) and soma-aligned (bottom) responses. d. Normalised horizontal projections
of heatmaps for individual cells, aligned by the pia (top) or soma (bottom) and
ordered by cortical depth of the soma. In all heatmaps, dashed white lines and
white dots indicate the pia locations, while white triangles and blue lines indicate
soma locations.
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Figure 4.14: Influence of total V2m input on sCRACM maps. a. Confocal
image of a representative brain slice containing recorded neurons in L5 and the
injection site in superficial layers of V2m (same as in Figure 4.13). b. Distribution of
peak currents in response to simultaneous 1 ms stimulation of the full sCRACM grid.
c. Normalised horizontal projections of heatmaps for individual cells, aligned by the
pia (left) or soma (right) and ordered by peak current during full-field stimulation
(low to high current). Dashed white lines indicate pia location; blue lines indicate
soma location.
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was not possible due to extensive expression of Chronos-GFP in the surround-

ing neuropil masking the individual somas.

The input from local neurons was found to target primarily the periso-

matic region, with little input to superficial layers (Figure 4.13b,c). Inputs in

individual cells targeted a region on average 60 ± 10 µm above the soma and

414 ± 10 µm from the pia, and had a standard deviation of 84 ± 10 µm.

Full-field stimulus currents in these cells were the largest of all the recorded

inputs at 641 ± 60 pA (Figure 4.14), and as with previous areas the input

maps appeared to be unaffected the current in each cell.

4.3.6 Comparison of presynaptic inputs maps

Overall, substantial differences were observed in the dendritic domains targeted

by the different inputs. While OFC, RSC, and V2m inputs all predominantly

targeted the perisomatic regions, the OFC inputs closely followed the soma

location, targeting approximately the same perisomatic region in every cell,

while the local V2m inputs appeared to be more tied to a particular laminar

location, such that the inputs were biased towards the upper basal and oblique

dendrites in deeper neurons (Figure 4.13c). Indeed for V2m inputs, soma depth

was significantly correlated with the location of the input relative to the soma

(r2 = 0.29, p = 0.0084, F-test, Figure 4.15a) while the same was not true of

the inputs to OFC (p = 0.69, F-test, Figure 4.15b), RSC (p = 0.26, F-test,

Figure 4.15c), or the perisomatic V1 inputs (p = 0.38, F-test, Figure 4.15d).

However, a similar correlation was observed in the superficial inputs from

both V1 and the anterior thalamus, which also tended to maintain a fixed

laminar position regardless of soma depth (V1: r2 = 0.67, p = 0.0039; anterior

thalamus: r2 = 0.42, p = 0.007; F-test, Figure 4.15d,e).

The more specific perisomatic targeting of OFC inputs compared to V2m

inputs is also apparent from a more direct comparison of the mean soma-

aligned responses, which were significantly closer to the soma for OFC inputs

(µ̄OFC = 9 ± 11 µm, µ̄V2m = 60 ± 10 µm, p = 0.0017, two-sample t-test,

Figure 4.16).
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Figure 4.15: Location of inputs relative to laminar position of neurons.
a. Scatter plot of input distance relative to the soma against somatic depth relative
to the pia. V2m inputs had a significant positive correlation, indicating that the
inputs to deeper neurons targeted more superficial dendrites. b. Same as in a for
RSC inputs. c. Same as in a for OFC inputs. d. Same as in a, but with the
correlation calculated separately for superficial and deep V1 inputs.
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Figure 4.16: Direct comparison of average heatmap profiles from each in-
jected region. a. Pia-aligned heatmap profiles. b. Soma-aligned heatmap profiles.
Profiles are computed from the sum of rows in the average heatmap for one region.
Errors are likewise computed as the sum of rows for the equivalent heatmap with
each pixel encoding the SEM of responses at that location across cells.
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4.3.7 Axonal distributions of presynaptic pathways to

Glt neurons

Finally, an important additional consideration is the degree of overlap between

the axons from any given region and the related sCRACM maps. Indeed, while

the presence of axons is a prerequisite for there to be synapses in a region, the

two do not necessarily have a perfect correspondence, since axons can pass

through a region without synapsing or can make synapses with only a subset

of cell types. Moreover, the axon distributions have historically been used as

a basis for estimating hierarchical relationships, whereas relatively little data

exists regarding the functional connections of these pathways.

The axons from each of the long-range inputs were thus imaged using a

confocal microscope and normalised axon fluorescence was measured across

different cortical layers (Figure 4.17). The V1 and RSC pathways exhibited

axonal branching patterns consistent with classical feedforward and feedback

pathways, with V1 projecting mostly in L2/3 and to a lesser extent in other

layers except L1, while RSC axons showed the strongest fluorescence in L1 and

L5. These axonal patterns, however, differed remarkably from the sCRACM

input maps, which displayed a sharper preference for specific subsets of these

axons. Despite the strong fluorescence in L1, RSC synapses thus seem bi-

ased towards the deeper layer axons, while synapses from V1 show a bimodal

distribution that is not present in the axonal branching.

Perhaps even more surprising was the OFC pathway, which also branched

extensively between L2/3 and L5 while avoiding L1. Furthermore, the synapses

mapped with sCRACM were clustered in a perisomatic region that was con-

siderably narrower than the broad area of axon fluorescence.

The anterior thalamus showed similar axonal branching as the RSC input,

with strong fluorescence in L1 and a smaller amount in other layers. The

corresponding sCRACM currents displayed a similar distribution, with strong

input to the apical tuft of Glt neurons, but with notably stronger currents

between L2/3 and L5 than would be expected based on the axonal pattern.
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Figure 4.17: Direct comparison of average heatmap profiles from each
injected region. Left: Confocal images of the region of V2m containing Glt neu-
rons, showing a DAPI stain (blue), Glt neurons expressing tdTomato (red), and
the axons expressing Chronos-GFP (cyan). Right: Comparison of the normalised
GFP fluorescence intensity across different cortical layers with the corresponding
sCRACM input distributions. Axon fluorescence was measured in rectangular areas
approximately 300 µm wide spanning the full depth of cortex, and normalised to the
minimum and maximum values within this region. For each injection, the mean and
SEM were calculated based on sections from 3 different mice.
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4.4 Discussion

One of the fundamental operational features of the cortex is the high level of

recurrent connectivity. The precise structural architecture of this connectiv-

ity between and within brain regions is likely to be a key component of the

computational power of the brain. Here I have described the subcellular con-

nectivity of several local and long-range projections to Glt neurons in V2m.

The locations of these upstream projection neurons were determined based

on monosynaptic retrograde rabies labelling targeted to the Glt population.

These locations were then used as the basis for injection of optogenetic acti-

vators that allowed nerve terminals to be stimulated in a spatially precise way

along the dendritic trees of Glt neurons. The subcellular optogenetic input

mapping has revealed several unexpected properties of these connections.

The largest identified presynaptic population came from the retrosplenial

cortex. This area is involved in a wide variety of functions and behaviours

that are associated with memory, imagination, spatial navigation, and plan-

ning future actions (Vann et al., 2009). Indeed it is a integral part of the

Default Mode Network—a brain-wide network of highly interconnected areas

that are active during resting wakefulness and are thought to be at the core of

an animal’s internal model of the world (Raichle et al., 2001; Greicius et al.,

2003; Fox et al., 2005). Consistent with this high level of cognitive functions,

the axons from RSC to V2m were found to be consistent with the classical

top-down connectivity patterns, with strong targeting of L1, that are gener-

ally thought to have a modulatory influence on lower-level neurons (Felleman

and Van Essen, 1991). On the basis of this type of axon distribution, studies of

ttL5 neurons often implicityl assume that top-down pathways make functional

connections with the apical tuft dendrites to drive non-linear dendritic oper-

ations (Larkum, 2013; Manita et al., 2015; Takahashi et al., 2016; Richards

and Lillicrap, 2019). My results, however, indicate that the majority of Glt

neurons receive RSC input directly to the basal dendrites, with relatively weak

connections with the apical dendrite. This implies that the axons in L1 must
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be predominantly targeting other cells types, such as the apical dendrites of

L2/3 pyramidal neurons, or perhaps the small population of interneurons that

reside in L1 (Markram et al., 2004).

The second largest group of neurons was located in the primary visual

cortex. As the first cortical area to receive visual information, V1 has been

the focus of most research on vision and it is universally recognised as the

lowest area in the hierarchy of visual processing. Indeed, the original justifi-

cation for estimating the relative hierarchical order of cortical areas based on

laminar connectivity patterns relies on the axiomatic assumption that V1 is

the lowest region of the hierarchy (Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Hubel and

Wiesel, 1998). The foundation for this claim is the anatomical connectivity of

V1, which is the primary recipient of visual signals originating in the retina

and relayed through the LGN, as well as the in vivo functional properties of

V1 neurons, which have receptive fields that are more complex than those in

the LGN, yet simpler than those in other cortical areas. The connectivity from

V1 to V2 is thus by definition the canonical example of a feedforward connec-

tion. In primates, this connectivity is known to project broadly from V1 to

middle layers of V2, while the reciprocal connectivity strongly targets L1 and

L5 (Rockland and Pandya, 1979). As this connectivity principle consistently

appeared between other visual areas as well, it has become common to use

connectivity as a proxy for judging hierarchy (Harris et al., 2019).

The axonal projections from V1 to V2m observed in my experiments were

consistent with classical connectivity rules, projecting primarily to middle and

superficial layers while avoiding L1. The functional synaptic input to Glt

neurons in V2m also covered a similar region, but was substantially more

localised to two narrow region in the apical and basal domains, with relatively

weak input in between. This may be a reflection of the dendrites of ttL5

neurons, which have a higher density of dendrites close to the soma and in the

upper region of the apical dendrite, with a smaller number of oblique dendrites

along the trunk of the apical dendrite.
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When comparing the sCRAM distributions across individual cells, one

interesting observation is the high variability between cells. The connection

from V1, in particular, often targeted either the apical or the basal dendrites,

with only a minority of cells receiving input to both domains. This may be

due to the presence of distinct subpopulations within either the presynaptic

neurons in V1 or the Glt neurons in V2m, with different functional roles in

visual processing. The inputs to the basal compartment could, for instance, be

driving a more conventional form of visual receptive field response, while the

apical inputs could be carrying more diverse contextual information regarding

features outside the primary receptive field of the cell. Indeed, there is an

increasing body of evidence highlighting that even V1 responses can be highly

multimodal, encoding a variety of mixed sensory and motor signals that could

be relevant for accurate visual perception (Stringer et al., 2019), although the

extent to which these multimodal responses get passed forward to higher visual

areas is still unknown.

To verify if different V1 neurons preferentially target apical or basal com-

partments, it would be ideal to have retrograde tracers that could be targeted

to specific dendrites within genetically defined neurons. However, some knowl-

edge could also be gleaned by making small injections of a non-specific retro-

grade tracer, such as cholera toxin subunit B (CTB), in deep and superficial

layers of V2m and assess the extent of overlap between these projection-specific

populations.

When considering the inputs from V1, it should be noted that the ret-

rograde rabies tracing experiments primarily labelled neurons in L5 of V1.

This pathway may, however, not be the primary route for visual receptive field

information to reach the ttL5 neurons in V2m. Indeed, in addition to these

direct long-range projections from L5, visual information can reach the Glt

neurons in V2m indirectly through local visually responsive neurons in L2/3

, which also receive visual signals from V1 and are likely encoding a different

set of visual signals than the L5 neurons in V1 (Vries et al., 2018).
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In the experiments presented here, sCRACM inputs from a superficial in-

jection of Chronos in V2m primarily targeted the perisomatic compartment,

consistent with a more conventional feedforward driving sensory input to the

Glt neurons. It should be noted, however, that these injections were not re-

stricted to any specific cell type, and are likely to have labelled more than just

the L2/3 pyramidal neurons, including potentially some deeper-layer neurons,

thus limiting the extent of claims that can be made in this regard. While a

rigorous quantification of the number of cells labelled in each layer was not

possible due to the extensive background fluorescence in the neuropil, the re-

sult is largely consistent with the findings by (Petreanu et al., 2009) on the

inputs to L5 neurons in mouse somatosensory cortex, in which presynaptic

labelling was successfully restricted to L2/3 neurons.

One complicating factor in the experiments mapping local inputs is the

need to avoid expressing Chronos directly in the Glt neurons I was recording

from, as synaptic current would be confounded by direct Chronos-mediated

currents in the dendrites. While this challenge was almost entirely overcome by

using a Cre-OFF virus, a small number of double-labelled neurons (expressing

both Cre and Chronos) were observed in the control injections. However, even

if I were to record from such neurons, theses cells would be easily detectable by

observing the latency of postsynaptic currents following the onset of the light

stimulus, as neurons directly expressing Chronos would exhibit current almost

instantaneously. Furthermore, a neuron directly expressing Chronos would

likely have strong light-evoked currents throughout the entire dendritic tree. In

all the neurons I recorded, the light-evoked responses were spatially restricted

and had latencies of several milliseconds from stimulus onset, indicating that

these were indeed postsynaptic responses.

Another potential source of sensory information to the Glt neurons comes

through the inputs from the anterior thalamus. Among thalamic nuclei, a dis-

tinction is often made between primarily sensory “feedforward” nuclei, which

process and relay the signals from sensory organs to primary sensory regions
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in cortex, and higher-order nuclei, which do not communicate directly with

sensory organs and are instead involved in communication between different

cortical areas. While the cluster of neurons in the anterior thalamus receives a

large amount of sensory signals from the vestibular brainstem nucleus via the

lateral mamillary body (Rancz et al., 2015), it has also been associated with

a variety of spatial and memory functions (Jankowski et al., 2013), making it

potentially somewhat ambiguous in this respect.

The projections from the anterior thalamus observed in my experiments

strongly resembled those from RSC, with the axons branching widely in L1 and

to a lesser extent in deeper layers. On the basis of connectivity, this input thus

appears to be most consistent with a higher-order thalamic nucleus providing

vestibular-related spatial information to the Glt neurons in V2m. Unlike the

connection from RSC, this axon distribution closely matched the distribution

of functional synapses seen in the sCRACM recordings, which also showed

strong currents in the apical tuft.

One possible source of error in the mapping of the anterior thalamus con-

nections is expression outside the main injection site. As the brain region is

located deep in the brain, during injection a small amount of Chronos expres-

sion was visible around the injection tract, which passed through the most

anterior portion of RSC. However, this most likely did not influence the main

result, as in the rabies mapping very few presynaptic neurons were observed in

this region of RSC. Furthermore, the distinctly different pattern of functional

input maps between the anterior thalamus and RSC inputs implies that there

is likely little to no overlap between the two presynaptic populations.

The final input population to be mapped in these experiments was the

cluster of presynaptic neurons in the ventral OFC. This area exhibited per-

haps the most noteworthy connectivity pattern of the areas examined here.

Despite the fact that various forms of sensory input, including visual stim-

uli, can cause a change in the activity of OFC neurons, compared to narrow

stimulus selectivity of neurons in the visual cortex these responses appear to
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be far more complex and invariant to the fine-scale details of the stimulus,

responding instead to more abstract features, such as aesthetic properties and

memory-related predictions of sensory signals. Thus, although this area was

not originally described as part of the visual hierarchy in primates (Felleman

and Van Essen, 1991), it is commonly regarded as an unambiguous source

of top-down feedback to sensory areas (Cela-Conde et al., 2004; Rolls, 2004;

Gilbert and Sigman, 2007; Ishizu and Zeki, 2011; Zanto et al., 2011; Chaumon

et al., 2014).

It was thus particularly surprising that the axons from OFC were found

to more closely resemble canonical feedforward pathways, like the connections

from V1, projecting broadly throughout the middle and upper layers of cortex

while avoiding L1. Moreover, of all the connections mapped with sCRACM,

the OFC most consistently targeted a narrow perisomatic area, with almost

no input to the apical and tuft dendrites. This is in contrast with V1 axons,

which despite the similar physical spread, had a distinctly different pattern of

functional connections.

Among the various dendritic targets of all these feedforward and feedback

pathways, one interesting observation can be made by looking at the correlation

between location of the soma and the functional inputs. A significant positive

correlation indicates that neurons with somas on the deeper side of L5 receive

inputs further up the apical dendrite than more superficial neurons. This is of

significance because it implies that these inputs might be synapsing with all

dendrites within a particular cortical layer, regardless of the specific identity

and location of the neuron. This can be seen in the inputs from superficial

V2m neurons, as well as in the apical portion of the input from V1 and the

anterior thalamus. In contrast to this layer-specific input, the projection from

OFC connection stood out for its remarkable perisomatic specificity, closely

targeting the basal dendrites of individual Glt neurons independently of the

somatic depth and in spite of the broad distribution of the OFC axons across

several cortical layers.
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Finally, When evaluating the results presented in this chapter it is worth

keeping in mind a few general methodological limitations that could influence

the observed responses. Regarding the stimulation, although the size of each

light spot was set to be approximately 42×42 µm, the actual resolution of

sCRACM maps, i.e. the smallest distance between synapses that can be de-

tected, is likely to be larger. This is partially due to light scattering in the

tissue, which increases the area that is illuminated by each stimulus. However,

there is also a more fundamental limitation, which is the spread of voltage in

the stimulated axons. While the presence of TTX in the extracellular solution

prevents active propagation, the voltage still propagates passively beyond the

stimulated area in proportion to the length constant of the axon. Because of

this limitation, the effective minimum stimulation area limiting the sCRACM

resolution has previously been estimated to be around 60 µm (Petreanu et al.,

2009). Stimulus spots smaller than this, such as the 42×42 µm spots I have

used in these experiments, are thus oversampling the input distributions, mak-

ing the true resolution lower than it appears from the number of pixels in each

heatmap. Consequently, while the recorded heatmaps approximately matched

the dendritic span, some responses were also observed in adjacent spots that

did not contain dendrites. Furthermore, as stimulation was not restricted in

depth, each heatmap should be viewed as a projection of inputs throughout

the thickness of the slice. Thus somatic responses, which often appear to be

strong, are likely caused by synapses on dendrites that are perpendicular to the

slice, as the soma itself is not known to directly receive excitatory connections.

Another limitation arises from the method of recording synaptic currents

through a somatic patch-clamp electrode. As the recordings were all performed

in voltage-clamp configuration, there is likely to be a substantial space-clamp

error, wherein the synaptic currents are able to change the voltage at the

synapses and thus reduce the driving force of ions flowing through them (Sprus-

ton et al., 1993; Bar-Yehuda and Korngreen, 2008). The severity of this is

known to increase as a function of distance, to the point where distal tuft den-
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drites are likely to be effectively unclamped. To avoid introducing additional

biases, no correction was applied to compensate for these errors. Therefore,

any observed responses are likely to underestimate the true synaptic currents

in proportion to their distance from the soma.

This limitation could potentially be compounded if the total synaptic cur-

rents from one pathway were substantially smaller than from other regions, as

overall weaker synapses could result in only being able to measure the synap-

tic currents closest to the soma while more distant synapses fall below the

detectability threshold. Meanwhile, stronger pathways, while still biased in

favour of perisomatic inputs, would at least accurately represent the presence

of some input to the apical dendritic domain. The simplest way to overcome

this limitation would be to adjust the laser power used when stimulating each

recorded cell so as to obtain constant current amplitudes, as was done by Pe-

treanu et al. (2009), thus applying the same bias to all input distributions and

facilitating the direct comparison.

One difficulty of implementing this solution is that a peak current ampli-

tude has to be chosen a priori and set as a target for all future recordings, of

which the synaptic strength is unknown. If this value is chosen too high, many

cells for which the input is not strong enough to reach this arbitrary thresh-

old but which still have informative patterns of input distribution might be

unnecessarily discarded. For example, the bias in synapse detectability would

not be an issue in cells receiving detectable input to the apical tuft, as is these

inputs are detected other synapses closer to the soma would also presumably

be seen. It would thus not be sensible to discard this data, regardless of the

overall amplitude of the measured currents.

On the practical side, varying the laser power for each recorded cell also

presents technical challenges when implementing the sCRACM stimulation

grid with a digital micromirror device, as I have done in these experiments,

that are not present when controlling a laser beam with mirror galvanome-

ters. Specifically, DMDs split the incoming laser beam across the full field of
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the micromirrors, resulting in substantially lower irradiance in each stimulus

spot. To stimulate with enough intensity to consistently record postsynaptic

responses, it is thus necessary to maintain the laser powers close to the max-

imum available output, which severely limits the range in which this can be

varied to obtain desired currents in the recorded neurons.

For these reasons, in the experiments presented here I have adopted the

alternative approach of using constant laser power and allowing different cells

to exhibit different current amplitudes, as was also done by Yamawaki et al.

(2019). One potential advantage of this approach is that it enables a compar-

ison of the total currents from different input region, although these should

be interpreted with caution as they are likely to be sensitive to the size of the

virus injection (particularly for large and distributed areas like V1). However,

this comparison still constitutes an important control in order to estimate the

reliability of synapse detection for different pathways. For example, if inputs

from one pathway were only detected near the soma and the total current am-

plitudes were small, this input map would have to be deemed unreliable and

unable to exclude the possibility of substantial undetected input to the apical

tuft as well.

By this reasoning, the sCRACM distributions I recorded when stimulating

V1 and the anterior thalamus are not a cause for concern, as input to the apical

dendrite was observed despite any electrotonic filtering, indicating that the

underestimate was not severe enough to entirely mask these distal inputs. On

the other hand, the predominantly perisomatic heatmaps recorded for OFC,

RSC, and local V2m inputs could potentially be missing synapses in the apical

tuft that were to weak to be detected. However, the total current recorded

during full-field stimulation of these pathways was substantially larger than

for either V1 or anterior thalamus. This implies that the input maps for these

regions can also be considered reliable, as even if there were a small amount

of tuft input the overall distribution would still be heavily skewed towards the

perisomatic region.
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Synaptic physiology

5.1 Introduction

In addition to the intrinsic properties of a neuron and the location of synaptic

inputs, the important factors shaping how the activity of upstream neurons is

translated into potentials in the postsynaptic cell also include the properties

of presynaptic nerve terminals. When an action potential invades the synaptic

bouton, an influx of Ca2+ ions through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels causes

membrane-bound vesicles containing neurotransmitters to fuse with the presy-

naptic membrane and release their content into the synaptic cleft (Südhof,

2012). Aside from the type, configuration, and density of neurotransmitter re-

ceptors on the postsynaptic membrane, the quantity and time course of presy-

naptic neurotransmitter release ultimately determine the total transmembrane

current in the postsynaptic cell.

Neurotransmitter release itself is a complex and stochastic process that

is controlled by a large number of interrelated factors, which in combination

determine the release probability in response to a presynaptic action potential.

One such factor is the presynaptic Ca2+ concentration, which is the initial

trigger that activates the release machinery. A higher Ca2+ concentration thus

generally results in a larger number of vesicles being released and in a larger

postsynaptic potential. If multiple spikes occur in brief succession, presynaptic

Ca2+ can accumulate faster than it is cleared away, resulting in postsynaptic
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potentials that progressively increase in amplitude with each spike. This type

of short-term plasticity is known as paired-pulse facilitation (Jackman and

Regehr, 2017).

However, a prerequisite for Ca2+ to trigger neurotransmitter release is

that there must already be vesicles of neurotransmitters that are ready to be

released. As more vesicles are released, the readily releasable pool decreases

and needs time to replenish. If vesicles are released faster than they are re-

plenished, the postsynaptic potentials gradually decrease in amplitude as fewer

vesicles are released with each successive spike, regardless of the presynaptic

Ca2+ concentration. This is referred to as short-term depression.

In synapses which inherently have low initial release probability (due to

factors such as the volume of the synaptic bouton and the density of presy-

naptic Ca2+ channels), vesicle depletion is generally not a limiting factor and

the synapse displays facilitation. Conversely, synapses with high release prob-

ability are more likely to deplete their vesicle pool and display short-term

depression.

Synapses exhibiting depression and facilitation are sometimes also referred

to as type 1 “driver” and type 2 “modulator” synapses, respectively (Sherman

and Guillery, 1998, 2011; Viaene et al., 2011; Mo et al., 2017). Type 1 synapses

are frequently seen in the feedforward pathway between sensory thalamic nuclei

and cortical neurons, whereas type 2 synapses are believed to be more common

in pathways between higher-order thalamic nuclei and cortical regions, and

are thought to be modulatory because they often activate both ionotropic and

metabotropic postsynaptic receptors, resulting in a slower and more complex

effect on the postsynaptic neuron.

It is not entirely clear what role short-term plasticity has in system-level

neural computations, but one way in which these mechanisms can be leveraged

is through spike multiplexing (Naud and Sprekeler, 2018). Individual neurons

can simultaneously send their axons to multiple different across distant cor-

tical regions (Han et al., 2018) and can exhibit a variety of spiking patterns,
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including high-frequency bursts (Lisman, 1997). Although axons transmit the

same number of action potentials to all downstream targets, if the short-term

plasticity varies across their synapses it may be possible for a neuron to mul-

tiplex the signal and simultaneously communicate distinct messages (i.e. have

different postsynaptic effects) to different sets of downstream neurons (Naud

and Sprekeler, 2018). Specifically, a burst of spikes would be most effectively

transmitted across a synapse with short-term facilitation, whereas the addi-

tional spikes in the burst would have little effect at a synapse with short-term

depression.

On the postsynaptic side, depending on the exact sequence, timing, and

spatial pattern of inputs, postsynaptic potentials can also sum in various non-

linear ways. For example, some dendrites have been shown to be sensitive

to the direction in which synapses are sequentially stimulated relative to the

location of the soma (Branco et al., 2010; Briggman et al., 2011). This is dues

to a variety of active conductances in dendrites, such as NMDA receptors,

which can amplify postsynaptic potentials in a non-linear way depending on

voltage and the concentration of a variety of internal signalling molecules.

Given the complex way in which different pathways can be integrated,

depending on a wide range of both pre- and postsynaptic parameters, in this

chapter I will attempt to address the fourth aim presented in chapter 1 and

describe how the inputs that I mapped anatomically in chapter 4 interact

functionally. This was done using a combination of electrical and optogenetic

stimulation strategies to activate feedforward and feedback pathways both in-

dividually and in various temporal combinations.
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5.2 Chapter methods

5.2.1 Stereotaxic surgeries

For the optogenetic experiments, the stereotaxic surgeries required injecting

two different viruses (encoding the optogenetic activators Chronos and Chrim-

sonR) in separate brain regions. In order to maximise the chances that any

one Glt neuron would simultaneously receive synapses expressing both opsins,

I targeted the injections in both RSC and V1 to cover as wide a region as

possible. Since RSC is a long and narrow region running straight alongside

the midline, two injections were made in this region, one on the more caudal

portion of RSC and the second approximately 300–500 µm anterior to this.

As V1 is a substantially larger region, three injections were made here.

The shape of V1 when seen from above is vaguely triangular, being wide on the

most caudal side and more narrow on the rostral side. The three injections were

this also arranged in a roughly triangular pattern with two caudal injections

about 1 mm apart (in the mediolateral direction) and one rostral injection

about 500 µm anterior to this at an intermediate mediolateral position. After

making all the injection for one brain, the glass microinjection pipette was

discarded and a new one was loaded and filled with the second virus. There was

thus no cross-contamination between the injection sites containing different

viruses. Which virus I injected in V1 or RSC was alternated between different

mice, to enable me to distinguish opsin-specific effects from the properties of

the two pathways.

5.2.2 Cell selection & recording conditions

The recordings in this chapter were aimed at understanding the functional in-

teractions between synapses under physiological conditions. Whole-cell patch

clamp recordings from Glt neurons in V2m were thus made at 35 ◦C in ACSF

containing 1.5 mM CaCl2, and no drugs were added to the solution, so as

to maintain both axonal conductance and synaptic transmission as close to

physiological as possible. As in previous chapters, tdTomato fluorescence in
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Figure 5.1: Processing and analysis of voltage traces. a. Example voltage
trace before (left) and after (right) the removal of the stimulus artefact. b. Illus-
tration of processing step to measure the first and second EPSPs in a voltage trace.
(1.) The waveform of the first EPSP was initially recorded with a single stimulus
pulse. (2.) During paired-pulse stimulation, the amplitude of the first EPSP was still
measurable as the difference between peak an baseline. (3.) To accurately obtain
the same measure for the second EPSP, the first EPSP waveform was subtracted
from the trace. (4.) The amplitude of the second EPSP was then measured in this
processed voltage trace.

the Glt neurons was visualized with short pulses of 550 nm light through the

high magnification (40×/0.8NA) water immersion objective. Both the light

intensity and duration were kept to a minimum in order to avoid activating or

photobleaching the optogenetic activators expressed in presynaptic axons.

In electrical stimulation experiments, the recordings were done using

6–7 week old Glt mice. Since the optogenetic experiments required stereo-

taxic surgeries and time for the virus to express, in these experiments animals

were a few weeks older, with injections occurring at an age of 4 weeks and

recordings made when the animals were 8–9 weeks old.

5.2.3 Electrical stimulation

After positioning the slice within the recording chamber, two monopolar glass

electrodes mounted to manipulators on either side of chamber were lowered

under visual guidance through a 10x/0.25NA dry objective. The electrodes

were placed approximately into the middle layers of V1 and RSC, which are

located on either side of the Glt neurons in V2m. With the electrodes in place,
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neurons were targeted for recording under the high magnification (40×/0.8NA)

water immersion objective, and were stimulated with short (0.1–1 ms) current

pulses delivered through the electrodes to the presynaptic neurons in V1 and

RSC.

During electrical stimulation, large stimulation artifacts occur in the

recorded voltage trace. For visualization purposes, these stimulus artefacts

were manually removed from the example traces shown throughout this chap-

ter (Figure 5.1a). Removal of the stimulus artefact was done by deleting the

voltage values around the stimulus time, in which the artefact is clearly dis-

tinguishable as a sharp voltage spike of very short duration. Following this

deletion, the voltage trace was linearly interpolated between the voltage val-

ues on either side of the deleted stimulus artefact.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Electrical stimulation

Having obtained a general description of the intrinsic physiology of Glt25d2-

Cre neurons in V2m and mapped the subcellular dendritic targets of their

inputs, I performed a series of experiments to determine how these inputs

functionally interact to drive output in Glt neurons. To do this I used electrical

stimulation to characterize the short-term plasticity intrinsic to the presynaptic

nerve terminals and determine how summation is influenced by stimulation

intervals between different pathways.

Since electrical stimulation is inherently non-selective to the cells being

stimulated, the only way to restrict stimulation to a somewhat defined presy-

naptic population is to place the electrode in this region and stimulate the

cell bodies directly. For the signal to then reach the postsynaptic neuron I

was be recording from, it was necessary that the axons between the two still

be intact. In a brain slice, the probability of this occurring decreases with

distance between the stimulated and recorded regions. My initial experiments

therefore focused on the inputs from V1 and RSC, which aside from being

the two largest inputs identified in the retrograde rabies labelling (Figure 4.3)

are also anatomically adjacent to V2m (Figure 5.2a). This proximity enables

all three regions to be simultaneously present in the same coronal slice, with

many of the axons connecting them still intact in slices of sufficient thickness.

The first experiments were designed to study the synaptic physiology of

the connections from RSC and V1 and probe their functional interactions by

electrically stimulating the inputs, both individually and in different tempo-

ral combinations, while performing whole-cell recordings from Glt neurons in

V2m.

Paired-pulse facilitation of individual inputs

Each of the pathways was first stimulated individually using single electrical

pulses to obtain an average waveform for excitatory postsynaptic potential
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Figure 5.2: Electrical paired-pulse stimulation of RSC and V1. a. Diagram
illustrating position of recording and stimulating electrodes. b. Example traces of
single pulse and 40 Hz paired-pulse stimulation of RSC (top) and V1 (bottom). The
gray traces show the EPSP waveforms from single pulse stimulation, which were
subtracted from the paired-pulse trace. The boxed trace on the right displays the
measured second EPSP after this subtraction. c. Summary data of EPSP amplitudes
from single pulse stimulation of RSC and V1. d. Summary data of paired-pulse ratios
for RSC and V1, computed as the ratio of the second and first EPSP amplitudes.

way, a full exploration of all inter-stimulus intervals was not deemed necessary

here.

Stimulation current was set so as to obtain similar EPSP amplitudes when

stimulating RSC and V1. The amplitude for the first EPSP, measured as the

difference from the baseline voltage to the peak of the EPSP (Figure 5.1b), was

1.61 ± 0.27 mV for RSC stimulation and 1.75 ± 0.21 mV for V1 stimulation

(n = 14, p = 0.7, paired-sample t-test, Figure 5.2c).

Since EPSPs evoked at such high frequency are subject to summation,

with the second EPSP rising during the passive decaying phase of the first

EPSP, when measuring the second EPSP a correction was applied in order

to estimate its amplitude independently of the first EPSP (Figure 5.1b). To

do this, the EPSP waveform obtained from single-pulse stimulation was scaled
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and subtracted from the first EPSP of the paired stimulation trace. Compared

to simply measuring the second EPSP as the difference between the start and

peak voltage of the EPSP, the result of this transformation is that the corrected

amplitude of the second EPSP is effectively equal to the difference in voltage

between the second EPSP peak and the expected voltage of the first EPSP at

the same point in time (i.e. what the voltage would be at that time point if

there had not been a second EPSP). This corrected value is thus somewhat

larger than the uncorrected EPSP.

After subtracting the first EPSP from the voltage trace and measuring

the second EPSP in this processed voltage trace, the paired-pulse ratio was

measured as the ratio between the second and first EPSP amplitudes, with

ratios above 1 indicating facilitation and ratios below 1 indicating short-term

depression. Evoked EPSPs displayed paired-pulse facilitation for both V1 and

RSC stimulation, with paired-pulse ratios of 1.48± 0.08 for RSC and 1.5± 0.14

for V1 (n = 14, p = 0.91, paired-sample t-test, Figure 5.2d).

Independent summation of RSC and V1 inputs

To study interactions between the two pathways, they were then stimulated in

succession while varying the interval between the stimuli (∆t) from −75 ms to

+75 ms in 5 ms steps (Figure 5.3a). Measured EPSP amplitudes were corrected

in the same way as in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 by fitting and subtracting the

single pulse EPSP waveform of the first EPSP before measuring the second

EPSP, to compensate for passive effects during the decaying phase of the first

EPSP. The EPSPs were then normalised to the single pulse EPSP amplitude

for each pathway and are plotted in Figure 5.3b. Across all recorded intervals,

individual EPSP amplitudes were constant and unaffected by the presence of

a preceding stimulus from the other pathway (n = 9; RSC: p = 0.16; V1:

p = 0.73; repeated measures ANOVA test; Figure 5.3b).

At very short inter-stimulus intervals it was not possible to measure the

individual EPSPs due to the EPSP peaks overlapping or because the second

stimulus artefact obscured the first EPSP peak. The effect of combined stim-
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Figure 5.3: Independent summation of RSC and V1 inputs. a. Example
traces from one cell showing 5 different inter-stimulus intervals (with the RSC stim-
ulus occurring at ∆t = −75 ms, −20 ms, +20 ms, +75 ms, or 0 ms relative to the V1
stimulus). The grey traces show fitted EPSP waveforms derived from single pulse
stimulation, which were subtracted before measuring the second EPSP amplitude.
The arithmetic sum was derived from the sum of independent EPSP waveforms for
RSC and V1. b. Summary data of RSC-evoked (top) and V1-evoked (bottom) EPSP
amplitudes at all time intervals. The vertical line at 0 ms indicates the position of
the V1 stimulus (top) or the RSC stimulus (bottom) relative to the measured EPSP.
Negative ∆t values indicate that the measured EPSP precedes the other stimulus,
with 0 ms indicating simultaneous stimulation. All amplitudes are normalised to the
single pulse EPSP amplitude for each pathway. Shaded areas show standard devia-
tion of responses. c. Summary data of total EPSP amplitude during simultaneous
RSC and V1 stimulation (∆t = 0 ms) compared to the calculated linear sum based
on summation of the independent waveforms.
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ulation at the 0 ms time point is thus shown in Figure 5.3c. When stimulating

the pathways simultaneously, EPSP summation was slightly sublinear. The av-

erage combined EPSP amplitude was 2.1 ± 0.2 mV, while the calculated linear

sum of the independent EPSPs was 2.4 ± 0.2 mV, with the difference being on

the boundary of statistical significance (n = 9, p = 0.05, paired-sample t-test).

5.3.2 Full-field optogenetic stimulation

The projections to V2m from RSC and V1 traverse a relatively short dis-

tance across the cortex, and enough axons are thus spared after slicing that

EPSPs can be elicited in at least some V2m neurons. However, Glt neurons

also receive inputs from many distal brain regions, such as OFC and thalamic

nuclei (Figure 4.3), for which electrical stimulation would not work. To be

able to study the functional interactions of these inputs as well, I attempted

an alternative approach using optogenetics to directly stimulate the nerve ter-

minals of these regions with light pulses. In particular, I implemented an

approach described by Klapoetke et al. (2014) using two different optogenetic

activators with blue- and red-shifted wavelength sensitivities—Chronos and

ChrimsonR—to independently excite distinct sets of inputs.

Before studying the properties of distal inputs, this method was tested

on the RSC and V1 inputs by injecting in each region AAVs containing either

Chronos-GFP or ChrimsonR-tdTomato and allowing them to express for ap-

proximately 4 weeks before slicing the brain. Whole-cell current clamp record-

ings were then made and the RSC and V1 axons were stimulated with 1 ms

pulses of full-field blue (470 nm) or red (635 nm) light delivered through the

40× water immersion objective centred on the soma. During stimulation, the

illumination diaphragm on the microscope was adjusted to restrict the light to

a circle of approximately 100 µm radius around the soma (Figure 5.4).

Single injection control experiments

Although Chronos and ChrimsonR have peak wavelength sensitivities in dif-

ferent parts of the visible spectrum, there is a substantial region of overlap
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Figure 5.4: Dual opsin optogentic stimulation of RSC and V1. a. Coro-
nal brain slice showing injection sites of Chronos-GFP in RSC and ChrimsonR-
tdTomato in V1. Locations of Chronos and ChrimsonR injections were alternated
in different mice. b. Confocal image of a Glt neuron in V2m filled with biocytin
hydrochloride during whole-cell recording and stained with Alexa Fluor 488. The
highlighted circle around the soma illustrates the approximately 100 µm radius that
was directly stimulated by light during these optogenetics experiments.

between their excitation spectra. To obtain maximally targeted stimulation

of ChrimsonR, Klapoetke et al. (2014) used 625 nm light which is relatively

close to the 590 nm sensitivity peak and did not induce any photocurrent in

Chronos-expressing neurons. At shorter wavelengths, however, both Chrim-

sonR and Chronos have some sensitivity. To independently stimulate Chronos

without affecting ChrimsonR-expressing neurons they used 470 nm light, as

the difference between the two excitation spectra is greatest around this wave-

length. By carefully selecting the blue light power used to stimulate the cells,

they were thus able to identify a narrow power range between approximately

0.1 and 0.5 mW/mm2 in which spikes could be evoked with 100% probability

in Chronos-expressing neurons without triggering any spikes in ChrimsonR-

expressing neurons (see Fig. 5 in Klapoetke et al. (2014)).

The experiments described by Klapoetke et al. (2014) were carried out in

L2/3 neurons of mice which had been transfected via in utero electroporation
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Figure 5.5: Single opsin control experiments. a. Recording of a Glt neuron
during 1 ms pulses of 470 nm (top) or 635 nm (bottom) light in a mouse injected with
Chronos-GFP in RSC. b. Recording of a Glt neuron during 1 ms pulses of 635 nm
(top) or 470 nm (bottom) light in a mouse injected with ChrimsonR-tdTomato in
RSC. ChrimsonR-evoked responses were observed when stimulating with 470 nm
light above a certain light intensity threshold, defined as the lowest intensity to
evoke average responses smaller than 0.1 mV. No EPSPs were observed below this
threshold (grey line). c. ChrimsonR threshold to 470 nm stimulation for different
cells plotted against EPSP amplitude of the same cell to 635 nm stimulation at
maximum intensity (32.5 mW/mm2).

and were recorded in ACSF containing 2 mM CaCl2 while optically stimulating

the soma and dendrites using 5 ms light pulses. As my experiments involved a

different cell type and different recording and stimulation conditions, I tested

the properties of Chronos and ChrimsonR under my experimental conditions

by expressing a single opsin in RSC and stimulating the axons with different

intensities of blue (470 nm) and red (635 nm) light while recording from Glt

neurons in V2m.

For both opsins, response amplitudes were typically variable from cell to

cell. When only Chronos was expressed, reliable postsynaptic responses could

be recorded in response to blue light, while no responses were ever recorded

in response to red light regardless of light power, consistent with the results

in Klapoetke et al. (2014) (Figure 5.5a). However, the evoked responses when

using light powers below 0.5 mW/mm2 (which can reliably induce somatic

spikes) were typically extremely small if present, and the responses scaled

with higher light powers. This suggests that, unlike the somatic stimulation
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which has previously been described, the spike probability in the axons and

nerve terminals was most likely far below 1.

When only ChrimsonR was expressed, EPSPs were observed in response

to both blue and red light (Figure 5.5b). As my ultimate intention was to be

able to independently stimulate Chronos in double-injected animals without

also evoking EPSPs from ChrimsonR-expressing axons, I gradually decreased

the blue light power (in the animals expressing only ChrimsonR) until a thresh-

old was found for which the blue-evoked ChrimsonR responses were smaller

than 0.1 mV. While this blue light threshold differed between cells, the thresh-

old power was found to negatively correlate with the EPSP amplitude of the

ChrimsonR response to red light delivered at 32.5 mW/mm2 (n = 9, r2 = 0.64,

p = 0.0097, F-test; Figure 5.5c). Neurons with very strong responses to red

light were thus also very sensitive to blue light, while in neurons with weaker

red-evoked responses I was able to administer higher intensity blue light with-

out evoking ChrimsonR responses.

As it would not be possible to directly measure the threshold in mice

injected with both Chronos and ChrimsonR, to avoid evoking EPSPs from

ChrimsonR-expressing terminals when stimulating with 470 nm light, in sub-

sequent experiments the ChrimsonR threshold was estimated based on this

linear fit and blue light powers for each cell were adjusted so as to be slightly

below the fitted line, typically taking values around 4–8 mW/mm2.

Paired-pulse stimulation

Once suitable light powers had been determined, I studied the temporal proper-

ties of Chronos- and ChrimsonR-evoked postsynaptic responses by stimulating

the axons and nerve terminals in double-injected animals using the same stim-

ulation protocols as with the electrical stimulation experiments (Figure 5.6a).

Injection sites for the two opsins in RSC and V1 were alternated between mice

to reduce the influence of any pathway-specific effects.

Paired-pulse responses for Chronos-expressing pathways appeared very

similar to those recorded using electrical stimulation, with a similarly facilitat-
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Figure 5.6: Optogenetic paired-pulse stimulation of Chronos and Chrim-
sonR. a. Diagram illustrating position of recording electrode and injection sites in
RSC and V1. b. Example traces of single pulse and 40 Hz paired-pulse stimulation
of pathways expressing Chronos (top) and ChrimsonR (bottom). The gray traces
show the EPSP waveforms from single pulse stimulation, which were subtracted
from the paired-pulse trace. The boxed trace on the right displays the measured
second EPSP after this subtraction. c. Summary data of EPSP amplitudes from
single pulse stimulation of Chronos and ChrimsonR. d. Summary data of paired-
pulse ratios for Chronos and ChrimsonR stimulation, computed as the ratio of the
second and first EPSP amplitudes.

ing paired-pulse ratio (Figure 5.6b). Chronos-evoked responses had a paired-

pulse ratio of 1.37 ± 0.04 (n = 6), which was not statistically different from the

mean ratio evoked during electrical stimulation of RSC and V1 (1.49 ± 0.08,

n = 28; p = 0.52, two-sample t-test; Figure 5.6d). This is consistent with

the data from Klapoetke et al. (2014), where no Chronos desensitization was

present when stimulating at 40 Hz.

Paired-pulse stimulation of ChrimsonR, on the other hand, showed strong

paired-pulse depression, despite being in the same pathways that were facil-

itating when stimulated electrically (Figure 5.6d). Mean paired-pulse ratio

(0.58 ± 0.15, n = 6) was significantly smaller than in the Chronos-expressing

pathways (p = 0.0058, paired-sample t-test). This was surprising as 40 Hz
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Figure 5.7: Temporal interactions of Chronos and ChrimsonR. a. Example
traces from one cell showing 5 different inter-stimulus intervals (with the 470 nm
stimulus occurring at ∆t = −75 ms, −20 ms, +20 ms, +75 ms, or 0 ms relative to the
635 nm stimulus). The grey traces show fitted EPSP waveforms derived from single
pulse stimulation, which were subtracted before measuring the second EPSP ampli-
tude. The arithmetic sum was derived from the sum of independent EPSP wave-
forms for Chronos (470 nm) and ChrimsonR (635 nm) stimulation. b. Summary
data of Chronos-evoked (top) and ChrimsonR-evoked (bottom) EPSP amplitudes
at all time intervals. The vertical line at 0 ms indicates the position of the 635 nm
stimulus (top) or the 470 nm stimulus (bottom) relative to the measured EPSP.
Negative ∆t values indicate that the measured EPSP precedes the other stimulus,
with 0 ms indicating simultaneous stimulation. All amplitudes are normalised to
the single pulse EPSP amplitude for each opsin. Shaded areas show standard devi-
ation of responses. c. Summary data of total EPSP amplitude during simultaneous
Chronos and ChrimsonR stimulation (∆t = 0 ms) compared to the calculated linear
sum based on summation of the independent waveforms.

stimulation was expected to induce minimal ChrimsonR desensitization, with

less than 15 % reduction in spike probability, based on the data from somatic

expression in Klapoetke et al. (2014).

Temporal interactions of Chronos and ChrimsonR

While the paired-pulse stimulation results suggest that ChrimsonR would not

be suitable for stimulation at high temporal frequencies, the observed desensi-

tization would not preclude its use for assessing responses to single light pulses

in conjunction with other stimuli. To determine the feasibility of combin-

ing Chronos and ChrimsonR stimulation, I therefore delivered 1 ms pulses of
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470 nm and 635 nm light with inter-stimulus interval varying between −75 ms

and +75 ms in 5 ms steps, as was previously done with electrical stimulation

(Figure 5.7a).

Chronos-evoked responses remained constant at all stimulus intervals and

were unaffected by the 635 nm stimulus (n = 13, p = 0.80, repeated measures

ANOVA test), as was observed with electrical stimulation. ChrimsonR-evoked

responses, however, were strongly suppressed following the 470 nm stimulus

(n = 13, p = 2.47×10–12, repeated measures ANOVA test), despite the fact

that the intensity of this stimulus was set below the estimated threshold for

directly evoking ChrimsonR responses. Maximal suppression occurred when

the red pulse followed the blue pulse by 15 ms. At this time interval the

ChrimsonR response was reduced to 46 ± 6 % of its independently stimulated

amplitude. When stimulated simultaneously, evoked Chronos and ChrimsonR

responses had a combined amplitude of 3.35 ± 0.6 mV, which was not signif-

icantly different from the calculated arithmetic sum of the individual EPSPs

(2.39 ± 0.33 mV; n = 13, p = 0.089, paired-sample t-test; Figure 5.7c).

As the response suppression was only present for ChrimsonR stimulation,

to unambiguously investigate the response characteristics of ChrimsonR when

preceded by a pulse of blue light I performed an additional control experi-

ment in which a similar stimulus was delivered in an animal that was injected

only with ChrimsonR. Blue and red light stimuli were pulsed both individually

and in brief succession, with the blue pulse preceding the red pulse by 25 ms.

At high powers of blue light, the ChrimsonR response was nearly abolished

altogether (Figure 5.8a). Surprisingly, however, even when blue light power

was reduced to being subthreshold for evoking a ChrimsonR response, it still

had a dramatic effect on the following ChrimsonR response, reducing it by

75.3±3.5 % (n = 4) compared to the independent red pulse (Figure 5.8b).

When blue light power was reduced further to only 0.2 mW/mm2, which was

expected to have a 0 % probability of inducing any currents in ChrimsonR-

expressing neurons (Klapoetke et al., 2014), a postsynaptic ChrimsonR am-
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Figure 5.8: Subthreshold suppression of ChrimsonR responses with blue
light. Example traces from a recorded Glt neuron in a mouse injected with Chrim-
sonR in RSC. a. Diagram illustrating ChrimsonR injection site in RSC and recording
site in V2m. b. Responses to individual and paired light pulses with high blue light
power. c. As in b but with subthreshold blue light power. d. As in b but with
extremely low blue light power. e. Responses to only red stimuli, with blue light
power set to 0.

plitude reduction of 9.5 ±1.6 % was still observed (Figure 5.8c). Only when

the blue light power was reduced to 0 did the ChrimsonR-evoked EPSP main-

tain the same amplitude across both red light pulses. This final experiment

provided conclusive evidence that it is not possible to independently optically

excite distinct neural populations expressing Chronos and ChrimsonR within

intervals shorter that approximately 75 ms while maintaining consistent stim-

ulus amplitude.
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5.4 Discussion

Here I have shown that the synapses from RSC and V1 evoke EPSPs that

show surprisingly linear summation, despite the many known sources of non-

linearity in ttL5 neurons. Indeed, the amplitudes of corrected EPSP were found

to be approximately constant regardless of the relative timing of stimuli, with

only marginally sublinear integration occurring when the two pathways were

stimulated simultaneously. This suggests that synaptic currents for each input

remain unchanged and do not actively interact, and that the observed EPSPs

likely result from passive linear summation of the two independent pathways.

Part of this linearity may be explained by differences in dendrite targeting.

I previously showed that RSC projections mainly target the basal dendrites,

while V1 inputs target both basal and apical dendrites. Even among the basal

inputs, it’s possible that the synapses could be clustered on separate dendrites

on the level of individual neurons in a way that is not necessarily detectable

when averaging the sCRACM heatmaps across cells. This could be relevant

because the location of synapses on dendrites is known to influence the way

signals are filtered and the arithmetic operations the dendrites produce on

these signals (Cash and Yuste, 1998, 1999; Silver, 2010).

In general, when synaptic inputs are broadly distributed across the den-

dritic tree they tend to sum linearly by nature of the passive cable properties

of dendrites. On the other hand, when inputs are spatially clustered the de-

polarization caused by one synapse could reduce the ionic driving force of

neighboring synapses and the local increase in membrane conductance could

have a shunting effect, leading to sublinear summation. However, many den-

drites also express ion channels that required a depolarized state to open, such

as NMDA receptors and voltage-gated Ca2+ and Na+ channels. If the clustered

synapses cause a sufficient local depolarization of the dendrite, these channels

can boost the synaptic potentials and induce supralinear summation of the

inputs.
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The EPSP amplitudes I recorded, being marginally sublinear, are con-

sistent with a mostly independent distribution of synapses between the two

pathways, with possibly a small amount of clustering in the perisomatic area.

However, as the evoked potentials were relatively small it is possible that

supralinear mechanisms could have been recruited given sufficient stimulation

if I had explored a larger range of evoked EPSP amplitudes. Large potentials,

however, were generally difficult to obtain, most likely due to only a small frac-

tion of the total axons being preserved across such large distances in a 300 µm

thick slice. This limitation could potentially be overcome by increasing the slice

thickness. However, this would substantially reduce the throughput of such ex-

periments, because of the reduced visibility of neurons (due to light scattering

and lower illumination intensity) and possibly also due to poorer oxygenation

of deep neurons, which could influence the health of neurons throughout the

slice.

Individual stimulation of both V1 and RSC pathways revealed substan-

tial paired-pulse facilitation. This is sometimes considered an indication of a

pathway having a more modulatory role, rather than being a main driver of

activity (Sherman and Guillery, 1998, 2011). While a more modulatory role

might be anticipated in the top-down connection from RSC, it is somewhat

unexpected that the V1 pathway would also share this property. However, this

may be consistent with my previous observation that the direct long-range in-

put from V1 neurons is biased towards the apical compartment, which would

also imply a modulatory role. This also suggests that, rather than coming di-

rectly from V1, the primary feedforward drive of visual input to Glt neurons in

V2m comes indirectly through either the superficial layers of V2m or through

a higher-order visual thalamic nucleus such as the lateral posterior thalamus

(LP).

One aspect to note in these responses to paired-pulse stimulation is that

presynaptic short-term plasticity is more commonly studied in voltage clamp

configuration, because this is believed to give more accurate estimates of
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synaptic currents without recruiting active processes or varying the driving

force of any ionic currents. While this may be true in isopotential compart-

ments, voltage clamp is generally ineffective even small distances along the

dendrites (Spruston et al., 1993; Bar-Yehuda and Korngreen, 2008; Jackman

and Regehr, 2017). As my main objective was to determine the individual

and combined influence of different pathways on the activity of Glt neurons,

I therefore opted to perform the recordings in current clamp configuration,

recording the potentials that are likely to occur within these neurons under

normal conditions. The drawback of this is that the measured facilitation can

not be said to depend entirely on presynaptic factors, as the EPSPs are likely

to be influenced by interactions and active conductances in the postsynaptic

cell, such as the recruitment of NMDA receptors which might be enhancing

the amplitude of the second EPSP.

Another major limitation of the electrical stimulation experiments is that

the effects of this stimulation method are more difficult to determined due to

the lack of specificity in the neurons and pathways that are stimulated. Each

electrode is thus likely to be simultaneously stimulating many different cell

types across different cortical layers, which might have opposing influences on

the Glt neurons that get masked when stimulating them together. In V1, for

example, if the projections to the apical and basal dendrites that I discov-

ered in chapter 4 were to originate from separate populations of L5 neurons,

these two populations would likely have different synaptic properties and be

integrated differently in the Glt neurons. Furthermore, during electrical stim-

ulation passing fibers originating in other areas are also recruited, potentially

adding to the ambiguity in interpreting the effects of stimulating each region.

To preserve physiological axonal and synaptic transmission, there experi-

ments described here were all made in regular ACSF without any pharmaco-

logical agents. Unlike in chapter 4, I am thus not able to guarantee that all

recorded postsynaptic potentials arise from direct monosynaptic connections

between V1 or RSC and V2m. It is not inconceivable, for instance that stim-
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ulating RSC could trigger spikes in downstream V1 neurons, which in turn

pass the signal forward to the recorded Glt neuron. This particular case is not

very likely, as the probability of an axon being severed in the slice increases

with distance travelled though the slice. The joint probability of an RSC axon

travelling intact to V1, having a strong enough effect to trigger a spike, and

for that downstream neuron to also have its axon fully intact between V1 and

V2m is thus fairly low. However, it is quite plausible that an RSC axon trav-

elling to the closer V2m could stimulate a local neuron, and that the observed

EPSP (and related synaptic parameters) thus reflect the properties of this local

neuron rather than of the actual RSC pathway.

Even without the numerous drawbacks in the specificity of electrical stim-

ulation, by requiring intact axons these experiments are inherently only pos-

sible if the stimulated brain regions are in the same slice as the recorded V2m

neurons. A large number of long-range inputs identified in the rabies tracing,

such as those from OFC or anterior thalamus), would thus not be amenable to

this type of investigation anyway, as there is no straightforward way to slice

the brain while preserving these axons all the way to V2m.

For all of the reasons stated above, in order to enable experiments on the

functional interactions of inputs from distant presynaptic population, after

the electrical stimulation experiments I assessed the feasibility of an optoge-

netic approach. This was inspired by newly developed optogenetic activators

with blue- and red-shifted excitation spectra, that would allow me to sep-

arately express the opsins in different presynaptic populations and thereby

independently stimulate any two input pathways using different wavelengths

of light (Klapoetke et al., 2014).

While this method initially showed promise, in performing the optogenetic

stimulation experiments I uncovered several limitations that ultimately made

this technique unsuitable for the experiments that I wanted to perform. The

main problem stemmed from the the substantial overlap in spectral sensitivity

between the two opsins in the blue range of the visible spectrum. While I could
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be confident that red light stimuli were only activating ChrimsonR-expressing

axons, the broad sensitivity of this opsin made it difficult to stimulate Chronos-

expressing axons with blue light without also recruiting ChrimsonR.

As I show, this problem alone could possibly be overcome by carefully

setting the blue light power in a range that is subthreshold for ChrimsonR-

expressing axons while still evoking Chronos-mediated responses. However,

ChrimsonR was found to also suffer from a second drawback in the temporal

domain. When presented with repeated light stimuli, while Chronos appeared

to be largely stable even at high frequencies, ChrimsonR rapidly desensitized.

My data is insufficient to conclude whether this is due to direct desensitization

of the opsin, or to a consequence of the ChrimsonR current, such as Ca2+

influx altering the release probability of the ChrimsonR-expressing synapses.

Regardless of the cause, this desensitization resulted in drastically reduced

amplitudes to the second stimulus. Moreover, this desensitization occurred

not only when delivering paired red stimuli, but critically also when a single

red stimulus was preceded by a blue stimulus, even if this blue stimulus did

not itself evoke any EPSP. As my aim was to perform experiments similar

to those done using electrical stimulation, with the two pathways stimulated

in rapid succession, overall this combination of spectral overlap and rapid

desensitization thus rendered ChrimsonR ineffective for use in the dual-opsin

experiments that I had originally planned.

These results do not preclude the combined use of Chronos and Chrim-

sonR altogether. However, if response amplitude is a relevant parameter for a

particular experiment, my experiments indicate that Chronos and ChrimsonR

can only be used in conjunction if the temporal interval between them is at

least 75 ms (beyond which ChrimsonR amplitudes appeared to have fully re-

covered). Even under this circumstance, caution should be taken, particularly

when stimulating axons and nerve terminals rather than opsin-expressing so-

mas, as the maximum intensity of blue light that can be used without triggering

ChrimsonR responses is highly variable and can not be determined unambigu-
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ously in preparations where both opsins are expressed simultaneously. The

interaction may thus not be a problem if stimulation is restricted to the soma

and only all-or-none spike responses are quantified. However, the inability

to interpret responses when stimulating Chronos and ChrimsonR together at

high temporal frequencies precludes the study of any synaptic interactions.

Similar challenges of combining optogenetic activators with different spec-

tral sensitivity have also previously been described by Hooks et al. (2015) when

attempting to independently photostimulate synaptic inputs expressing the

blue channelrhodopsin ChR2 and the red-shifted ReaChR. They presented a

solution to overcome the problem of spectral overlap by deliberately desensi-

tizing the red-shifted opsin with long pulses of orange (590 nm) light. This

creates a window of time after the offset of the orange light when blue light is

no longer effective on ReaChR and any remaining responses to blue light can

be confidently claimed to arise entirely from the ChR2-expressing axons.

Considering my data, it is very likely that a similar approach would also

work to independently stimulate Chronos and ChrimsonR, at least for ex-

periments in which the relative timing of the stimuli is not important. One

potential future experiment that would be feasible with this approach is the

simultaneous subcellular mapping of two input pathways using the sCRACM

method. The synaptic distribution of ChrimsonR-expressing axons could first

be mapped using conventional sCRACM methodologies with a red laser, which

does not evoke any Chronos activity. The Chronos-expressing pathway could

then also be mapped in the same neuron by isolating Chronos-evoked EPSCs

with a strong and wide pulse of red light preceding each blue stimulus, which

would eliminate ChrimsonR-dependent effects from the blue light response.

In addition to increased throughput (from simultaneously measuring the

distribution of two different input pathways), a major advantage of a dual-opsin

approach to sCRACM would be that different pathways could be determined

in individual cells, thus revealing patterns that are not detectable from the

average heatmap. For example, although tuft and basal inputs from different
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pathways can easily be distinguished, inputs distributions that are largely over-

lapping (such as the perisomatic components of the RSC, V1, and OFC inputs

to Glt neurons) may correlate at the single-cell level, by either clustering on

the same dendrites or avoiding each other and targeting separate dendrites. If

there is substantial variation between cells, such spatial correlations within the

dendrites of individual neurons would not be detectable in average responses,

but would be revealed by a dual-opsin approach.
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Chapter 6

Dendritic excitability &

biophysical modelling

6.1 Introduction

One of the best know integrative properties of ttL5 neurons is their ability to

fire in bursts and exhibit dendritic supralinearities. One such supralinearity is

due to a high concentration of Ca2+ channels in their apical dendrites (Amitai

et al., 1993; Yuste et al., 1994; Schiller et al., 1997), which can induce sustained

depolarizations (known as Ca2+ plateaus) that trigger high-frequency bursts

of somatic spikes.

This property is exemplified by their propensity for producing dendritic

Ca2+ plateaus when subject to coincident stimulation at the soma and apical

dendrite (Larkum et al., 1999b)—a phenomenon known as BAC firing. Den-

dritic Ca2+ plateaus can also be triggered by high-frequency trains of somatic

spikes, which backpropagate into the dendrites and combine to reach the nec-

essary voltage for Ca2+ channel activation (Larkum et al., 1999a; Kampa and

Stuart, 2006; Shai et al., 2015). This dendritic depolarization is visible in the

somatic voltage as an after-depolarization (ADP) following the somatic spike

train. The frequency response is typically sharp, with the ADP visible only

above a critical frequency of approximately 100 Hz.
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While Ca2+ channel expression is clearly a necessary element in BAC

firing, morphology is also known to have a large influence on the bursting

properties of ttL5 neurons. In particular the location of oblique dendrites and

the electrical coupling between the soma and dendrites is thought to be crucial

for determining a neuron’s integrative properties (Mainen and Sejnowski, 1996;

Vetter et al., 2001; van Ooyen et al., 2002; Schaefer et al., 2003). Recent

experimental work has further shown that even within the class of ttL5 neurons

there can be substantial variation in intrinsic properties depending on their

location within V1 or on the species from which they are recorded (Beaulieu-

Laroche et al., 2018; Fletcher and Williams, 2019).

Our current understanding of ttL5 neurons has been summarized in a

general model that explains their operation as multi-stage integrators of tuft

and basal input (Larkum et al., 2009; Larkum, 2013; Stuart and Spruston,

2015). This view has been derived mainly from recordings of ttL5 neurons in

V1 and primary somatosensory cortex of rats. These recordings have enabled

the generation of detailed conductance-based models that reproduce the exper-

imentally recorded somatic and dendritic spike properties (Hay et al., 2011).

It has also been shown that even reduced models with simplified morphology

are capable of capturing most of the relevant dynamics (Bahl et al., 2012).

BAC firing in ttL5 neurons has been suggested to have wide-ranging im-

plications for cortical computation. As top-down connectivity between corti-

cal areas often targets cortical L1 (Rockland and Pandya, 1979; Coogan and

Burkhalter, 1990; Felleman and Van Essen, 1991; Cauller et al., 1998; Markov

et al., 2014), where the apical tuft dendrites are located, BAC firing is believed

to play a major role in integrating feedforward and feedback pathways in the

brain to modulate sensory perception (Takahashi et al., 2016).

Although in previous chapters I have explored both the basic integrative

properties of Glt neurons, as well as the connectivity of different inputs to their

apical and basal dendrites, in this chapter I specifically investigate the supra-

linearities linked to dendritic Ca2+ plateaus. This was done using experimental
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configurations and stimulation protocols that have previously been shown to

be optimal for these types of neuronal behaviours. In order to address the final

aim from chapter 1, I have analysed some possible links between these types

of supralinearities and dendritic morphology, through both experiments and

biophysical models.

In performing these experiments, preliminary results while attempting to

evoke BAC firing in V2m neurons gave me reason to hypothesise that these

neurons might not conform to the classical models of ttL5 responses, which

are based on recordings from primary sensory cortices (Larkum et al., 1999b;

Hay et al., 2011). For this reason, I decided to systematically compare the

bursting properties of ttL5 neurons in both V1 and V2m.

While previous chapters have focused entirely on Glt neurons in V2m, the

analysis in chapter 3 of whole-brain distribution of these cells across cortex

revealed that they occur very sparsely in V1 (Figure 3.1), making a compar-

ison of Glt neurons across V1 and V2m very difficult to achieve. In order

to make the comparison of ttL5 neurons across V1 and V2m fair and ensure

that all the neurons recorded from V1 also belonged to a well-defined group of

ttL5 neurons, in this chapter I therefore primarily used a different strategy to

identify ttL5 neurons.

Aside from morphology and intrinsic physiology, a defining characteristic

of all ttL5 neurons is their projection to subcortical targets. In addition to

identifying ttL5 neurons based on Glt labelling (which is an effective strategy

in V2m, but not in V1), I therefore used a retrograde tracer injected into the

thalamus to uniformly label ttL5 neurons across both V1 and V2m. I thus

demonstrate that any observed differences are true, not only in the genetically

defined Glt population in V2m, but also in a more conventionally defined set

of ttL5 neurons, selected according to the same unbiased criteria in both V1

and V2m.
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6.2 Chapter methods

6.2.1 Cell selection

Recordings were made from ttL5 cells in both V1 and V2m. Some cells in V2m

were selected based on their Glt labelling, and were thus identified through

their expression of tdTomato and visualized with 550 nm light, as described in

previous chapters. To visualize other ttL5 neurons across both V1 and V2m,

I injected Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) in the

lateral posterior (LP) nucleus of the thalamus (Figure 6.1). This retrograde

tracer produced fluorescence in the LP-projecting cells, which had a granular

appearance around the soma characteristic of CTB labelling.

CTB injections were made in either Glt or Rbp4-Cre mice crossed with

tdTomator reporter mice. In experiments using Rbp4 mice, the tdTomato

fluorescence was not a primary selection criterion, but made it easier to distin-

guish L5 from L6, since this Cre line is specific for L5 neurons (but labels both

ttL5 and slender-tufted neurons). After 2–4 weeks, dense labelling could be

seen in both L5 and L6 of V1 and V2m. As the projections of other cell types

in L5 (such as slender-tufted neurons) are primarily intracortical, by recording

from the L5 population of CTB labelled neurons I could ensure that these all

consisted of ttL5 neurons and that I was introducing minimal selection bias

when sampling cells.

To minimize photobleaching, when exciting the alexa fluorophores (using

470 nm light from the CoolLED pE-4000 system) the illumination power was

kept as low as possible and was only turned on in brief pulses (lasting at most

a few seconds). As retrograde injections in thalamus label neurons in both

L5 and L6, care was also taken to ensure that the recorded neurons were only

in L5, which can be determined based on both the distance from the pia and

white matter and the different appearance of the two layers when observed

under regular IR illumination.

The distinction between V1 and V2m was largely based on approximate

stereotaxic coordinates. However, CTB labelling was also frequently found to
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differ in intensity between V1 and other visual areas (both V2m and lateral

visual areas). In a few cases where the recorded neurons were close to the

border between V1 and V2m, this difference in CTB fluorescence was therefore

also used to decide the identity of the neuron.

6.2.2 Recording conditions

Recordings presented here were all made in ACSF heated to 35 ◦C, but some

variations were made in the ACSF composition in different experiments. In

the literature there is considerable ambiguity regarding the extracellular Ca2+

in vivo (Lopes and Cunha, 2019). This parameter is potentially of particular

relevance to the dendritic excitability experiments described in this chapter.

While in chapter 3 I performed recordings in 1.5 mM CaCl2 in an attempt to

be somewhat close to in vivo physiology, nearly all previous literature specif-

ically exploring dendritic Ca2+ plateaus has been done in 2 mM CaCl2. To

be consistent with my previous experiments while also producing results that

can be compared to previous literature, I have thus performed some of these

experiments in both 1.5 mM CaCl2 and 2 mM CaCl2.

Likewise, to obtain a broader exploration of the parameters space, exper-

iments using extracellular stimulation were done both in clean ACSF and in

ACSF containing 1 µM CGP52432, which was added to increase the chance

of eliciting BAC firing and thus strengthen the evidence for the claims being

made.

6.2.3 Electrical stimulation

After positioning the slice within the recording chamber, a single monopolar

glass electrodes mounted to a manipulator on the opposite side of chamber

from the recording electrode was slowly lowered and placed in L1 of the area

I intended to record from (either V1 or V2m). With the electrode in place, I

selected a fluorescently labelled neuron from the underlying L5 for whole-cell

patch clamp recordings. For both V1 and V2m recordings, the electrode was

located in approximately the same position relative to the ttL5 neurons, i.e. in
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Figure 6.1: Retrograde
labelling of LP-projecting
ttL5 neurons. Confocal
images from a Glt25d2-
Cre mouse injected with
CTB-Alexa Fluor 488 in
LP. a. Coronal slice of one
hemisphere containing vi-
sual cortex, showing CTB
labelling in cortex and at
the injection site (green),
tdTomato-expressing Glt
neurons (magenta), DAPI
(blue), and neurons that
were filled with biocytin
hydrochloride during intra-
cellular recording and stained
with DyLight 594 (cyan).
b. Biocytin-filled ttL5 neuron
in V2m. c. Neighbouring
tdTomato-expressing Glt
neurons. d. CTB-labelled
L5 neurons projecting to LP.
e. Composite image of b–d.
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L1 (the boundary of which is clearly visible under standard IR illumination)

and within approximately 200 µm of the apical dendrite in the lateral direction.

The experiments using electrical stimulation of L1 were designed to deter-

mine is a given ttL5 neuron was capable of BAC firing, given the appropriate

conditions. For each cell, I therefore applied short short (0.1–1 ms) current

pulses through the stimulating electrode while exploring the full range of stim-

ulus intensities. Specifically, I began each recording at the smallest stimulus

intensity (20 µA) and after a few stimulus pulses I slowly increased the stimulus

current by manually turning the analog dial controlling this on the Digitimer

DS3 constant current stimulator. The current was increased by a small amount

between each recording, but was left constant during the actual recording. The

maximal current for each cell was 320 µA, but in most cells I ended the record-

ings before reaching this current when the L1 stimulus alone was strong enough

to trigger a spike burst (consisting of 2 spikes) in the recorded cell. For visual-

ization, stimulus artefacts occurring in the recorded voltage trace at the time

of stimulation were manually deleted in the example traces in the same way

as I did in chapter 5.
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6.3 Results

To study the integrative properties of ttL5 neurons in V1 and V2m, I made

current clamp recordings from Glt cells in V2m as well as from neurons in

both V1 and V2m that projected to LP in the thalamus, identified though

retrograde fluorescent CTB labelling. This alternative labelleing was done in

order for recordings to be more easily comparable between brain regions and

to ensure consistency in cell type when sampling from these regions.

6.3.1 Thick-tufted L5 neurons in V2m lack BAC firing

To reproduce the conditions required for triggering BAC firing in ttL5 neurons,

I stimulated synaptic inputs near the apical tuft in L1 using an extracellular

electrode in conjunction with somatic stimulation through the recording elec-

trode. A single spike was generated in the soma by injecting a 5 ms depolarizing

step through the recording electrode. At the offset of this current step, an ex-

tracellular current pulse was triggered to stimulate L1 inputs. The intensity

of this extracellular pulse was adjusted to evoke either a subthreshold EPSP

or at most a single spike at the soma.

Specifically, the stimulus current was initially set to 20 µA and was grad-

ually increased between trials (Figure 6.2). As I increased the current, the

evoked postsynaptic potentials gradually increased in amplitude. At interme-

Figure 6.2: Voltage responses to L1 stimulation. Example postsynaptic
potentials following L1 stimulation with gradually increasing current. For each
recorded cell in both V1 and V2m, the full range of low and medium strength cur-
rents were explored in the attempt to evoke BAC firing. L1 currents strong enough
to evoke a double spike, however, were excluded. The stimuli used were thus only
strong enough to evoke either an EPSP or at most a single spike, but never a double
spike.
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Figure 6.3: BAC firing in V1 and V2m. a. Left: diagram of experimental con-
figuration with somatic whole-cell patch-clamp recording electrode and extracellular
stimulation electrode in L1. Right: example traces from V1 (red) and V2m (blue)
ttL5 neurons during BAC firing stimulation paradigm. b. Proportion of BAC firing
(i.e. bursting) cells in V1 and V2m recorded with and without a GABAB antagonist
in the ACSF.

diate current amplitudes, these were sufficient to trigger an action potential in

the recorded neuron. As I approached the largest stimulus intensity (320 µA),

the dendritic stimulus usually triggered a burst of 2 spikes. Any such record-

ings in which 2 spikes occurred during L1 stimulation alone were not used in

any subsequent analyses to assess BAC firing.

In V1 neurons, combined stimulation occasionally evoked a prolonged

plateau potential resulting in a burst of 3 or more spikes, as is typical of BAC

firing. On the other hand, when I repeated these experiments in ttL5 neurons

in V2m (both Glt and CTB-labelled) under the same recording conditions,

such supralinear integration was rarely observed (Figure 6.3a).

To quantify these observations, I defined as “bursting” any cell in which

three or more spikes could be evoked following combined somatic and L1 stim-

ulation (each evoking no more than one spike). With this definition, when

recording in normal ACSF with no added drugs, bursting was present in 4/13

V1 neurons but only in 1/14 V2m neurons (Figure 6.3b).

When stimulating extracellularly in L1, it is likely that recruited fibers

are composed of both excitatory and inhibitory inputs, which may have in-

duced opposing effects on the apical dendrites. In particular, GABAB recep-
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tors have been specifically shown to inhibit dendritic Ca2+ plateaus in ttL5

neurons (Perez-Garci et al., 2006). To avoid recruiting inhibitory inputs, I

therefore repeated these experiments after adding the competitive GABAB

receptor antagonist CGP52432 (1 µM) to the extracellular solution. With re-

duced inhibition, the proportion of bursting neurons in V1 increased to 10/21,

while in V2m this proportion stayed at only 1/18 (p = 4.6×10–3, Fisher’s exact

test, Figure 6.3b). These results suggest a much-reduced propensity for BAC

firing in V2m neurons compared to V1 neurons.

6.3.2 Thick-tufted L5 neurons in V2m lack a critical

frequency ADP

To further investigate the prevalence of dendritic supralinearities in ttL5 neu-

rons across the different visual areas, I recorded another hallmark of dendritic

Ca2+ plateaus which is the somatic ADP following a high-frequency train of

somatic spikes. This was first observed by Larkum et al. (1999a) in rat so-

matosensory cortex, and has since also been described in mouse primary visual

cortex (Shai et al., 2015).

In these experiments, I recorded the somatic membrane potential from

ttL5 neurons in V1 and V2m and evoked three action potentials using 3 ms

wide pulses of somatic current injection at frequencies ranging from 50 Hz

to 200 Hz in 10 Hz increments (Figure 6.4). In V1 neurons, increasing the

somatic spike frequency above a critical value typically resulted in a sudden

increase in the somatic ADP. However, when recording in V2m under the

same experimental conditions, there was usually no change in ADP, even at

stimulation frequencies as high as 200 Hz.

To quantify this effect, I aligned the peaks of the last spike for each fre-

quency and measured the area of the ADP difference between the 50 Hz trace

and the higher frequency traces in a 20 ms window (4–24 ms) following the

last spike (Figure 6.4a, inset). This measure of ADP increased sharply above

the critical frequency and was often largest around the value of this frequency

(Figure 6.4b). Critical frequency was defined here as the lowest frequency at
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Figure 6.4: Critical frequency ADP. a. Left: diagram of experimental configu-
ration. Right: example traces of V1 (red) and V2m (blue) ttL5 neurons stimulated
with spike trains between 50 Hz and 200 Hz. Note the sustained after-depolarization
following the 120 Hz spike train in the V1 neuron. Inset: ADP measured as the area
between the 50 Hz and 120 Hz traces following the last spike. b. Quantification
of ADP area at each measured frequency for the example neurons in a. The peak
integral value is highlighted in red.
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Figure 6.5: cfADP summary data. a. Summary data of peak ADP integral val-
ues for every recorded neuron in V1 and V2m. The dashed line indicates the division
between the two groups of cells classified through k-means clustering. b. Histogram
of critical frequencies across all recorded neurons, coloured by area (red: V1; blue:
V2m). Cells with no identifiable critical frequency were excluded from this plot.
c. Proportion of cells with cfADP in V1 (red) and V2m (blue).
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Figure 6.6: Clustering of maximum ADP integrals. Top: Analysis of cluster
consistency using the elbow and silhouette methods. Bottom: Classification bound-
aries for the k-means algorithm applied to the pooled maximum ADP integral values,
when defining either k = 2 or k = 3 clusters.
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which a substantial increase in the ADP could be observed. The mean critical

frequency cross all cells in both V1 and V2m (excluding cells that did not have

a critical frequency) was 110.8 ± 4.9 Hz (n = 37, Figure 6.5b). The maximal

value of the ADP measure across all frequencies for each cell is shown in Fig-

ure 6.5a. Neurons in V2m, including both Glt and CTB labelled cells, had

significantly smaller ADP area (V1: mean = 90.9 ± 7.8 mV·ms, n = 41; V2m:

mean = 42.2 ± 4.8 mV·ms, n = 49; p = 2.61×10–6, Mann–Whitney U test),

reflecting that most of these cells lacked a critical frequency altogether. Within

V2m, Glt and CTB-labelled ttL5 neurons did not differ significantly (Glt

mean = 40.6 ± 6.1 mV·ms, n = 12; CTB mean = 42.7 ± 6.0 mV·ms, n = 37;

p = 0.79, Mann–Whitney U test).

In order to make it possible to directly compare the number of neurons

that had a critical frequency ADP (cfADP) to the number of neurons that

displayed BAC firing, I split the recorded cells into two groups, representing

cell with and without cfADP. In order to minimize any subjective bias in this

categorization (particularly for ambiguous cells, with small but nonzero ADP),

Figure 6.7: Critical frequency ADP across CaCl2 concentrations. Max-
imum ADP integral for all cells split by recording ACSF containing either 1.5 or
2 mM CaCl2. The difference between the two conditions was not statistically sig-
nificant in either V1 or V2m (p > 0.05, Mann–Whitney U test).
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I pooled the unlabelled ADP values from all cells (across both V1 and V2m)

into a single list of number. I then applied the k-means clustering algorithm

(using the built-in MATLAB function kmeans(X,k) with k = 2) to this list of

numbers, and thereby obtained the same list of number split by their belonging

to the group with either high or low ADP (i.e. with or without cfADP).

Although the purpose of this analysis was to obtain an unbiased split of

the cells into two groups, with and without cfADP, the underlying data was

also consistent with there being only k = 2 clusters in the ADP values. This

was evaluated using the two most common metrics for determining number of

clusters, namely the “elbow method” and the “silhouette value” (Figure 6.6).

According to the first method, the number of clusters can be found at the

sharpest inflection point when plotting the sum-of-distances to the cluster

centroids. The silhouete value is instead evaluated based on the grouping that

gives the greatest uniformity in silhouette value and cluster size. In addition

to both of these metrics pointing to k = 2 as the optimal number of clusters,

visual inspection of the distribution of ADP values also confirms that this split

gives a boundary located on the trough of the bimodal distribution.

With this classification, the proportion of neurons with cfADP in V1

was 26/41, while in V2m this was more than three times lower at 9/49

(p = 2.6×10–5, Fisher’s exact test). For consistency with previous experiments

described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 and to facilitate comparisons to simi-

lar previously published experiments, the critical frequency ADP experiments

were done with extracellular ACSF containing both 1.5 and 2 mM CaCl2. Al-

though some change in the magnitude of Ca2+ currents is expected, at the level

of maximum ADP integral values there was no statistically significant differ-

ence between the two conditions in either V1 or V2m (Figure 6.7). As both

p-values are close to significance, it is plausible that a small effect of CaCl2

concentration would be detectable given sufficiently large sample size. How-

ever, as no statistically significant difference was found between these recording

conditions with this sample size, and given the relatively small effect size of
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Figure 6.8: Long current steps in V1 and V2m neurons. Representative
voltage traces for V1 and V2m neurons in response to 500 ms wide depolarizing
current steps. The two example neurons were recorded from the same animal and
both had the same rheobase (200 pA). For each cell the traces show the responses
to stimulation at 60 pA (grey) and 180 pA (coloured) above rheobase.

CaCl2 concentration compared to the much larger difference between areas,

the data presented in Figure 6.5 contains cells pooled from both concentration

conditions.

In both the BAC firing and ADP experiments described above, bursting

was typically also apparent in the spiking response to a long (500 ms) depo-

larization at the soma. While all ttL5 neurons are generally characterized by

a spike doublet at the beginning of the current step, in bursting neurons there

is also a critical current step above which the initial spike burst is substan-

tially larger, usually with 3 or 4 spikes and a deeper afterhyperpolarization

(Figure 6.8).

Overall, these results show a much-diminished dendritic excitability, and

as such different integrative properties, in V2m ttL5 neurons compared to V1

ttL5 neurons under the same conditions and in the same operational ranges.

Previous research has indicated the length of the apical trunk as a possible

factor involved in determining the dendritic excitability of ttL5 neurons in

V1 (Fletcher and Williams, 2019). I therefore reconstructed the apical trunk

of 22 neurons in V1 and 26 neurons in V2m from those recorded. Apical trunk
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Figure 6.9: Correlation between dendritic length and excitability in V1
and V2m. Length of the apical trunk (soma to main bifurcation) plotted against
the corresponding maximum ADP integral values for neurons in V1 (red) and V2m
(Glt in cyan, CTB in blue). Dashed line shows the least squares linear fit; curves
at the top and right are kernel density plots of the two variables in V1 and V2m
(pooled across Glt and CTB neurons).

lengths were significantly shorter in V2m than in V1 (V1: mean = 409± 13 µm,

n = 25; V2m: mean = 313 ± 13 µm, n = 24; p = 4.26×10–6, two-sample

t-test, Figure 6.9). Additionally, there was a correlation between maximum

ADP integral values and apical trunk length across the two populations, which

explained approximately 15% of the variance in integral values (r2 = 0.154,

p = 0.0054; F-test). However, this correlation was not present within the

individual populations (V1: r2 = 0.087, p = 0.15; V2m: r2 = 0.02, p = 0.51;

F-test).

By observing data points at intermediate lengths (around 350 µm), it is

clear that this correlation only explains some of the variance in maximum ADP

integrals, and that among neurons with similar trunk length the cells in V2m

still have smaller maximum ADP integrals. This could be due to a variety

of other unmeasured variables associated with the identity of neurons in V1

and V2m, such as differences in ion channel expression. Indeed, when fitting

a linear model to determine the contribution of cell identity (i.e. V1 or V2m)
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to the maximum ADP integral, the explained variance was even higher than

for trunk length (r2 = 0.257, p = 3.42×10–7; F-test).

To determine if there is any interaction between these two predictors on

the maximum ADP integrals, I carried out a two-way ANOVA (using the

MATLAb function ”anovan()”) with factors for both cell identity (labelled

V1 or V2m) and trunk length. While both factors individually correlated

significantly with maximum ADP integral, this analysis showed no significant

interaction between the two predictors (p = 0.11, two-way ANOVA).

6.3.3 BAC firing is absent in short biophysical models

Since the experimental results suggested that there may be a weak interaction

between apical trunk length and dendritic excitability, with longer trunks po-

tentially resulting in increased excitability, I explored this interaction further

through in silico simulation. To investigate the possible mechanisms under-

lying the dependence of bursting on apical trunk length, I collaborated with

Aeron Laffere to run numerical simulations in conductance based compartmen-

tal models of ttL5 neurons. We first probed BAC firing in a morphologically

detailed model published by Hay et al. (2011), using the model parameters

(biophysical model 3) and morphology (cell #1) favoured for reproducing BAC

firing. As in the original paper, BAC firing was triggered by injecting a 0.5 nA

current at the apical bifurcation coupled to a somatic action potential evoked

by square-pulse current injection at the soma. Mirroring the responses seen

in the subset of bursting ttL5 neurons, coincident stimulation triggered BAC

firing in this detailed model (Figure 6.10a, left), as has previously been shown.

We then applied the same model to a different ttL5 morphology with a shorter

apical dendrite, reconstructed from a recorded Glt neuron in V2m.

The only parameter adjustment made to the detailed model when apply-

ing it to this shorter morphology was to re-specify the location of the Ca2+

channel hot spot around the new apical branch point (300–500 µm from the

soma). The amplitude of the dendritic current injection in the short mor-

phology (0.194 nA) was also scaled so as to obtain the same depolarization
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Figure 6.10: BAC firing in morphologically detailed models. a. Left: de-
tailed morphology of a ttL5 pyramidal neuron from the model favoured by Hay
et al. (2011) for reproducing BAC firing. Right: reconstructed morphology from a
recorded Glt neuron in V2m. For each cell, injected current and voltage traces are
shown for the soma (black), the apical trunk (blue, 400 or 200 µm from the soma),
and the main bifurcation (red, 620 or 370 µm from the soma) under three different
stimulation paradigms. The Ca2+ channel hot spot was located 685–885 µm from the
soma in the long morphology and 300–500 µm in the short morphology. b. Integral
of voltage at the branch point in the long and short model neuron during combined
somatic and branch point stimulation, plotted against the relative gCa.
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Figure 6.11: Influence of Ca2+ hot spot dimensions on BAC firing. a. BAC
firing protocol in a model neuron with long morphology and Ca2+ hot spot located
either 735–835 µm (left) or 685–885 µm (right) from the soma. b. BAC firing protocol
in a model neuron with short morphology and Ca2+ hot spot located either 350–
450 µm (left) or 300–500 µm (right) from the soma. Injected current and voltage
traces shown for the soma (black), the apical trunk (blue), and the main bifurcation
(red).

amplitude at the bifurcation in both model cells. With this morphology, co-

incident tuft and somatic stimulation evoked only a single somatic spike and

did not trigger a dendritic Ca2+ plateau (Figure 6.10a, right).

The morphologically detailed models contained two Ca2+ conductances—

low-voltage activated and high-voltage activated—clustered in an area around

the apical branch point, which are responsible for the dendritic Ca2+ plateau

potential. To explore the sensitivity of Ca2+ plateaus to the dendritic Ca2+

channel density in the long and short neurons, we scaled the Ca2+ conductance

(gCa) between 0 and 8 times the original values. To minimize the number of
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Figure 6.12: Strong dendritic current can trigger Ca2+ plateaus in short
morphologies. a. BAC firing protocol in the model neuron with short morphol-
ogy using the same dendritic current injection as in the long morphology (0.5 nA).
b. Integral of voltage at the branch point in the long and short model neuron during
combined somatic and branch point stimulation, plotted against the relative gCa.

variables, when scaling the relative gCa we kept the ratio of the two channels

constant. In the long morphology the integral of the distal dendritic voltage,

acting as an indicator of the large and sustained depolarization during a Ca2+

plateau, increased proportionally to gCa. In the short morphology, however,

this value stayed constant across all gCa values (Figure 6.10b). This indicates

that, although the size of a Ca2+ plateau depends on gCa in long neurons, in

short neurons there is no Ca2+ channel activation and the magnitude of the

voltage integral therefore does not depend on gCa.

For both the long and short morphology, BAC firing was probed with a

Ca2+ channel hot spot size of either 100 µm or 200 µm. The size was found

to not affect the response in the short neuron and had a modest effect on

the size of the Ca2+ plateau in the long neuron (Figure 6.11). To test if

the short neuron was capable of generating Ca2+ plateaus, we stimulated the

short neuron with 0.5 nA at the dendritic electrode. The resulting dendritic

potential was substantially larger and scaled with gCa, indicating that such

large dendritic current injection could trigger a Ca2+ plateau (Figure 6.12).
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However, this resulted in only a small depolarization at the soma, and even

when combining it with a somatic spike it did not trigger a burst.

Biophysical models with detailed long and short morphologies thus were

able to reproduce the results from my experiments. To more easily manipulate

the dendritic length across a continuous range of values, we investigated the

same phenomenon in a reduced ttL5 model based on Bahl et al. (2012). The

simplicity of this model had the added benefit of reducing the number of

Figure 6.13: BAC firing in reduced compartmental models. a. Left: dia-
gram of the reduced model neuron. The length of the apical trunk in this model
was 600 µm. Voltage traces are given for three different stimulation paradigms, with
recordings made at the centres of the somatic compartment (black), apical trunk
compartment (blue), and tuft compartment (red). Right: the same current and
voltage traces are shown for a version of the Bahl model modified to have an api-
cal trunk length of 200 µm. b. Heatmap representing the normalised tuft voltage
integral during combined somatic and tuft stimulation in the reduced model, plot-
ted against the absolute density of Ca2+ channels in the tuft compartment and the
length of the apical trunk compartment. Default gCa ≈ 0.45 mS/cm2.
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variables, allowing us to more easily identify general principles of dendritic

voltage propagation. One notable difference in this simplified model is that

Ca2+ channels are all located in the tuft compartment, rather than being in

a hot spot around the bifurcation. The tuft in this model should therefore

be considered equivalent to a combination of the bifurcation and apical tuft

dendrites.

As with the morphologically detailed model, the reduced model with the

original published parameters displayed BAC firing triggered by coincident tuft

and somatic stimulation (Figure 6.13a, left). Shortening the apical trunk was

sufficient to eliminate this response (Figure 6.13a, right). We explored the de-

pendence of BAC firing on apical trunk length and calcium conductance while

Figure 6.14: Tuft voltage increases with trunk length. a. Schematic of the
simulation: stimulation site in the somatic compartment, and recording sites at the
distal end of the apical trunk (blue) and in the centre of the tuft (red). Stimulus
shown in black. Solid lines: gCa = 0; dashed lines: original gCa. b. Peak voltage
reached in trunk (blue) and tuft (red) for a range of simulations with different trunk
lengths, using the same stimulation protocol as in a. c. Same as in b, but plotting
the width of the depolarization, measured 2 mV above baseline. Length constant
λ = 1009 µm.
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Figure 6.15: Length-dependent backpropagation depends on dendritic
Na+ channels. Left: Schematic of the simulation: stimulation site in the somatic
compartment, and recording sites at the distal end of the apical trunk (blue) and in
the centre of the tuft (red). Stimulus shown in black. Right: Peak voltage, width
and integral values measured in the trunk and tuft for dendrites containing different
Na+ channel densities in the apical trunk. The colour saturation of different lines
indicates channel density as a percentage of the original values (from 100 to 0 %).

measuring the time-integral of tuft voltage as an indicator of Ca2+ plateau

potentials (Figure 6.13b). The presence of a Ca2+ plateau depended strongly

on apical trunk length and was only sensitive to gCa above a critical length of

approximately 350 µm (≈ 0.35 λ). Below this length, no Ca2+ plateaus were

triggered regardless of how high gCa was set to. These experiments show that

a simplified model can also reproduce my experimental results, allowing us to

explore and dissect the underlying parameters in more detail.

6.3.4 Active propagation enhances tuft voltage in neu-

rons with long apical dendrites

To obtain a mechanistic understanding of what causes the length dependence

of bursting, we studied the voltage in the final segment of the apical trunk

as well as the apical tuft in the reduced model during backpropagation from

the soma. We recreated the experimental paradigm used in Figure 6.4 by

triggering 3 spikes at 100 Hz through somatic current injection. As with co-
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Figure 6.16: Backpropagation of single spikes in active and passive trunks
of different length. a. Backpropagation of a somatic spike elicited through a single
3 ms wide 2 nA square current step at the soma in a model neuron with 600 µm
apical trunk length. Voltage recordings were made at different distances along the
trunk. b. Peak voltage and width measured at different absolute distances (same
relative) for active model neurons. Width was measured as the interval between the
voltage values 2 mV above baseline membrane potential. Length (L) refers to the
length of the apical trunk. N.B., at any given absolute distance from the soma, peak
voltage and width of the backpropagating spike are larger when the apical trunk is
longer. c. Same as in b but with all voltage-dependent conductances removed from
the trunk and tuft compartments. N.B., voltage attenuation is independent of trunk
length.
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Figure 6.17: Tuft voltage increases with trunk length independently of
conductance gradients. Same experiment as in Figure 6.14a but with uniform
distribution of all active conductances in the apical trunk. Total conductance was
kept constant for each channel.

incident backpropagating spike and tuft input, increasing the length of the

apical trunk facilitated dendritic Ca2+ plateau initiation (Figure 6.14a). Upon

closer inspection, the width and peak voltage in the tuft steadily increased

with dendritic length (Figure 6.14b,c), even in the absence of Ca2+ currents

(gCa = 0). In the presence of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, this increased am-

plitude of backpropagating spikes triggered a larger all-or-none Ca2+ plateau

above a certain threshold length.

We found that backpropagating spike amplitude in the tuft increased as

a function of apical trunk length despite a decreasing backpropagating spike

amplitude in the distal segment of the trunk (Figure 6.14b). We also observed

that the width of the backpropagating spike (measured 2 mV above baseline)

increased with length in both the tuft and trunk (Figure 6.14c). While wave-

form broadening is a natural consequence of passive filtering along dendrites,

the sustained voltage in the distal trunk required active dendritic propaga-

tion. In the reduced model, this active propagation in the apical trunk was
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mediated primarily by voltage-gated Na+ channels. Removing these channels

caused a substantial reduction in peak voltage and width of the depolarization

in the distal trunk, and importantly also abolished the trend of increasing tuft

voltages with longer dendritic trunks (Figure 6.15).

More generally, active propagation caused backpropagating spikes to be

larger and broader at all distances along a long dendrite compared to the

same absolute distances in shorter dendrites (Figure 6.16). Because of this,

when comparing the final positions along the trunk, the peak voltage is only

marginally smaller in long dendrites despite the larger distance from the soma.

This is not the case in a passive dendrite, where voltage attenuation depends

only on distance from the soma and the attenuation at any give location is not

sensitive to the total length of trunk beyond this distance.

The general phenomenon of enhanced voltage propagation in longer den-

drites resulting in amplification of tuft voltage was not sensitive to the specific

distribution of active conductances implemented in this model. Indeed, when

all conductances were uniformly distributed along the apical trunk, the wave-

forms did not substantially change and the enhanced voltage continued to

trigger Ca2+ plateaus only in neurons with long apical trunks (Figure 6.17).

Enhanced voltage propagation was also insensitive to Ih, which is a major

regulator of dendritic excitability, indicating that the effect likely requires re-

generative excitatory conductances such as the Na+ current (Figure 6.18).

While it might seem counter-intuitive that peak voltage in the tuft in-

creases when the peak trunk voltage is decreasing, we propose that the in-

creasing width of the depolarization can at least partially account for this via

a passive mechanism. Wider depolarizations allow the tuft compartment to

charge to a higher voltage. The rate and peak value of tuft charging depends

on the passive properties of the tuft. The peak value of depolarization reached

and the rate of voltage change are proportional to membrane resistance (Rm)

and membrane capacitance (Cm), respectively. The product of these two pa-

rameters gives the membrane time constant (τ).
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Figure 6.18: Length-dependent backpropagation is independent of Ih.
Left: Schematic of the simulation: stimulation site in the somatic compartment,
and recording sites at the distal end of the apical trunk (blue) and in the centre of
the tuft (red). Stimulus shown in black. Right: Peak voltage, width and integral
values measured in the trunk and tuft for dendrites containing different HCN (Ih)
channel densities in the apical trunk (as a percentage of the original values).

To illustrate this, we applied voltage clamp to the end of the distal seg-

ment of the trunk and delivered 30 mV square voltage pulses of increasing

width (Figure 6.19a). Due to the capacitive filtering of the tuft, short voltage

steps did not fully charge the tuft while wide voltage steps allowed the tuft

voltage to reach the steady-state values commanded by Rm. To directly test

the hypothesis that the relationship between trunk depolarization width and

tuft membrane time constant caused the backpropagating spike amplitude in

the tuft to increase with length, one could vary Rm by changing gleak. However,

this would affect resting membrane potential and consequently alter voltage-

dependent properties of the tuft. We therefore chose to vary Cm instead, in

order not to affect other variables in the model. For a given value of depo-

larization amplitude and width, increasing Cm (and therefore τ) in the tuft

caused a reduction in the peak tuft voltage (Figure 6.19b). These simulations

show that the tuft time constant and the width of the backpropagating spike

interact to create a higher tuft depolarization with longer apical trunks.
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Figure 6.19: Passive effect of increasing trunk depolarization width. a. Ex-
ample traces during voltage-clamp of distal trunk. Different width voltage steps
(i) or same width under differing tuft membrane capacitance conditions (ii) were
injected into the trunk (blue). The recorded tuft voltage is also shown in red,
Vrest = -65 mV. b. Peak voltage values reached in the tuft for a range of trunk
step widths and tuft capacitances. In the original model, tuft Cm ≈ 1.75 µF/cm2.

It has previously been suggested that axial resistance (Ra) in the apical

dendrite may influence the backpropagation efficacy in dendrites and bursti-

ness of ttL5 neurons (Fletcher and Williams, 2019). To test this hypothe-

sis, we measured peak voltage and width in the trunk and tuft for different

trunk lengths under different Ra conditions. We found that peak tuft voltage

(and therefore burstiness) increased with increasing trunk Ra, reaching the

highest voltage near the reduced model’s original value of Ra, and decreasing

again for higher values (Figure 6.20). However, in these simulations bursti-

ness always increased with trunk length regardless of Ra. This indicates that,

although important, it was not the primary determinant for generating the

length-dependent effect.

Overall, the combination of increased width and a relatively small re-

duction in amplitude resulted in a trunk voltage integral that increased with

trunk length, thereby passing more charge to the adjacent tuft compartment.

However, if active backpropagation was reduced or absent, the trunk integral

and resulting tuft voltage decreased with length (Figure 6.15). The peak tuft

voltage approximately followed the integral of voltage in the distal trunk. To

illustrate this, we applied voltage-clamp to the end of the trunk and injected
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Figure 6.20: Effect of axial resistance on voltage propagation. Plots of peak
voltage, width, and voltage integral reached in the tuft and trunk for varying values
of trunk length and axial resistance (Ra). Default Ra ≈ 382.22 Ω·cm. The stimulus
and recording conditions were the same as in Figure 6.14a, with 3 APs at 100 Hz
triggered in the somatic compartment. Solid lines show simulations with gCa = 0,
while dashed lines show the same simulations with the original gCa = 0.45 mS/cm2.

square steps with a range of integrals obtained through various combinations

of width and amplitude (Figure 6.21a). This revealed a zone above a critical

trunk integral for which many different combinations of width and depolar-

ization amplitude were sufficient to evoke a Ca2+ plateau in the tuft (Fig-

ure 6.21b).
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6.4 Discussion

While much is known about the Ca2+-mediated supralinearities of ttL5 neu-

rons (Groh et al., 2010; Kasper et al., 1994; Kim et al., 2015; Larkum, 2013;

Ramaswamy and Markram, 2015), our existing knowledge is mainly based on

experiments done in V1 and primary somatosensory cortex of rats. Previ-

ous studies often selected cells based primarily on soma size and approximate

shape of the dendrites, potentially introducing biases in the selection which

could skew the results towards specific subtypes of L5 neurons. This may be

particularly relevant in light of recent evidence showing that there are func-

tional differences between different projection-defined populations in L5 (Kim

et al., 2015; Lur et al., 2016). I sought to overcome some of these limitations

by selecting cells using more easily reproducible criteria, selecting cells in L5

uniformly based on either their Glt-positive labelling or on their projection to

LP, which I determined using retrograde CTB labelling. In the subset of the

recorded neurons which were successfully filled with biocytin, I was able to

confirm that these cells also had the characteristic morphological features of

ttL5 neurons. I was thus able to maintain cortical area as the primary variant

when comparing V1 and V2m neurons.

My results show that, contrary to common assumptions, there are con-

siderable differences in the properties of ttL5 neurons across different brain

regions. Indeed, both BAC firing and critical frequency ADP, which are con-

sidered hallmarks of dendritic Ca2+ plateaus, were found to be less common

in V1 than I anticipated based on the results from rat somatosensory cor-

tex, and were almost completely absent in V2m. This is most likely due to

intrinsic properties of the cells in these areas, rather than on differences in

local circuitry or tonic inhibition, as the extracellular stimulation to evoke

BAC firing was done in the presence of a GABAB antagonist and in the crit-

ical frequency experiments Ca2+ plateaus were evoked solely by intracellular

stimulation through the soma.
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Figure 6.21: Peak tuft voltage depends on trunk integral. a. Example traces
during voltage-clamp of distal trunk (blue), showing voltage steps of different width
and amplitude but with the same voltage integral in the trunk. For smaller integrals
(i) the voltage remains subthreshold while for larger integrals (ii), the tuft voltage
crosses the threshold for a Ca2+ plateau. b. Voltage and width combinations for
square voltage steps in the distal trunk which result in a Ca2+ plateau in the tuft.
Coloured dots represent the value combinations illustrated in a. Grey lines indicate
width and amplitude combinations with equal integral.

My experiments thus provide evidence against the commonly cited no-

tion that the neocortex is composed of canonical circuits performing the same

fundamental computations on different sets of inputs across different brain ar-

eas (Mountcastle, 1997; Douglas and Martin, 2004; Harris and Shepherd, 2015;

Hawkins et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2015; Markram et al., 2015; Miller, 2016).

Instead, it implies that the non-linear computations performed through Ca2+

plateaus and BAC firing is not required in more associative areas outside of the

primary sensory cortices. This may have to do with the cortical hierarchy being

less clearly defined in these regions, making it more useful to maintain equal

weighting between different sensory modalities and rely on other mechanisms

to change the weights according to the reliability of each input.

Although all cells were selected according to the same criteria, I found

that the ttL5 neurons in V2m had significantly shorter apical trunks than

the V1 neurons. This is consistent with recent structural MRI data show-

ing reduced neocortical thickness in the most caudal and medial portions of

the rodent brain (Fletcher and Williams, 2019). It is worth noting, however,
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that the correlation observed between apical length and dendritic excitability

(measured though the critical freqiency ADP integral), only explained a rela-

tively small percentage of the observed variance, and differences between V1

and V2m neurons are still present when only considering neurons with similar

trunk lengths. Other factors that I didn’t measure in these experiments, but

which could influence dendritic excitability, include the thickness of the api-

cal dendrite, the location and size of oblique dendrites along the trunk, and

differences in gene expression (particularly controlling the production and traf-

ficking of transmembrane ion channels, such as voltage-gated Na+ and Ca2+

channels).

In the BAC firing experiments using extracellular stimulation, the neurons

in V2m did not produce spike bursts despite making every attempt to make the

conditions for BAC firing as favourable as possible, by reducing tonic inhibition

and turning the stimulation currents as high as I could without directly eliciting

a spike doublet through L1 stimulation alone. However, although I equalized

the conditions between recorded neuron in V1 and V2m as much as possible,

it is still plausible that the difference could be partially explained by factors

that are not intrinsic to the neurons. For example, if the inhibitory receptor

subtypes responsible for inhibiting the apical dendrite differ between V1 and

V2m, the GABAB antagonist I used may have been less effective in V2m,

and the extracellular stimulation in V2m may thus have recruited stronger

inhibitory circuits that prevented BAC firing.

Furthermore, even with the intrinsic difference between the properties

of ttL5 neurons in V1 and V2m, the actual computations that these neurons

perform in vivo could still be approximately the same. For instance, differences

in neuromodulatory circuits between the two areas could compensate for the

intrinsic differences in the neurons, such that BAC firing could be enabled in

V2m neurons given the right conditions.

Despite all the possible unexplored parameters which could in theory par-

tially account for differences between V1 and V2m, the simplest explanatory
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feature that was apparent from the experiments I did was the length of the

apical trunk. While directly manipulating dendritic length is experimentally

unfeasible, the mechanistic role of this parameter could easily be explored in

a compartmental model. Applying an existing biophysical ttL5 model, which

was designed to reproduce classic ttL5 properties such as BAC firing (Hay

et al., 2011), to a morphology with a shorter apical trunk resulted in a loss

of BAC firing independently of Ca2+ channel density. To determine the sub-

cellular dynamics causing this effect, we used a reduced ttL5 model with a

simplified morphological structure (Bahl et al., 2012) that could be more eas-

ily manipulated and where the effects would be more interpretable. As in the

morphologically detailed model, the BAC firing response which was present in

the original model disappeared when shortening the apical trunk. Importantly,

in these simulation the only physical change that we made in the morphology

was in trunk length. Other variables, such as dendrite diameter, were kept

constant and can thus not explain the observed effects (although this does not

exclude the possibility that dendrite diameter could itself be important for

dendritic excitability). Because of the structural simplicity of this model, we

were able to study this effect across a wide range of trunk lengths and thereby

identify a sharp length cut-off at around 0.35 λ (≈ 350 µm in model space),

below which BAC firing was abolished. A notable simplification in the reduced

model is that the apical trunk and oblique dendrites are compressed into the

same compartment. The model parameter fits were also based on recordings

from rat neurons. Therefore, the numerical values of model length do not

translate directly into apical trunk lengths for real mouse neurons. It is also

worth noting that, as the reduced model does not have a distinct compartment

to represent the apical bifurcation (where the Ca2+ channel hot spot is located

in the morphologically detailed model), all Ca2+ channels are placed in the

tuft compartment.

As backpropagation from the soma into the dendrites is a key aspect of

BAC firing, this aspect was studied more closely by recording the dendritic
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voltage in response to backpropagating somatic spikes in models with different

apical trunk lengths. Surprisingly, the voltage in the tuft did not attenuate

but rather increased as a function of trunk length. This was in contrast to

the trunk voltage, whose peak did indeed attenuate with increased distance

from the soma. We were able to demonstrate that the tuft amplification de-

pended on a sustained broadening depolarization in the distal trunk which

was generated by voltage gated Na+ channels present along the trunk. While

this broadening was proportional to trunk length, the Na+ channel activa-

tion reduced the attenuation of spike amplitude over distance. The combined

effect of these changes caused neurons with a longer apical trunk to have a

greater voltage integral in the trunk, leading to greater charging of the tuft.

We hypothesise that, above a minimal threshold for peak trunk voltage, the

primary determinant of peak tuft voltage is the time-averaged voltage in the

trunk. Supporting this view, many different combinations of depolarization

width and amplitude in the trunk were able to trigger Ca2+ plateaus. It is

interesting to note that, in the presence of Na+ channels, the backpropagating

spike at any given absolute distance from the soma was larger and broader

in neurons with longer trunks. This may be due to a cooperative effect of

each trunk section on the sections both up- and downstream, with the voltage

at each location decaying slower because of the more depolarised state of the

remaining dendrite. This observation could potentially be verified experimen-

tally with dendritic recordings by comparing the backpropagating spike width

and amplitude at equivalent absolute distances from the soma in neurons with

long and short apical dendrites. It would also be possible to measure the volt-

age at the apical bifurcation in response to a train of backpropagating spike

in the presence of Ca2+ channel blockers, in order to determine if the voltage

profile at the Ca2+ hot spot is indeed different in long neurons.

Axial resistance in the apical dendrite is another important factor in-

fluencing the electrical coupling to the soma and has been suggested to be

involved in determining a difference in BAC firing between rostral and caudal
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V1 neurons (Fletcher and Williams, 2019). While the tuft voltage did decrease

when reducing the trunk Ra, the voltage was always larger in the neurons with

longer trunk, indicating that the effects of variations in Ra and trunk length

are independent. If Ra indeed correlates with length, these effects may combine

to further enhance the tuft voltage in long neurons.

One notable counterexample to the principle that long neurons should

be more prone to burst through enhanced backpropagation is the human

ttL5 neuron, which was recently shown to have greater compartmentalization

and reduced excitability compared to rat neurons, despite being substantially

longer (Beaulieu-Laroche et al., 2018). However, this may still be consistent

with our predictions as the paper also reported reduced ion channel densities

in human ttL5 neurons, which we show to be crucial for the length-dependent

enhancement. Furthermore, as the boosting effects of a broader depolariza-

tion are subject to saturating (when the depolarization is wide enough to fully

charge the tuft), I would predict that the positive effect of length on tuft volt-

age does not increase monotonically, as above a certain apical trunk length the

trunk voltage would attenuate to the point where it is no longer sufficient to

trigger a Ca2+ plateau.

In conclusion, I have characterised previously undescribed key differences

in the intrinsic integrative properties of ttL5 neurons in V1 and V2m. My

results contribute new insights on the diversity of ttL5 neurons and on the

possible mechanisms through which morphology can influence their integra-

tive properties, adding to the growing body of evidence that the properties

and canonical computations of cortical circuits across the brain may not be

as stereotyped as is commonly believed. This cellular heterogeneity may func-

tionally expand the ability of cortical areas to specialize in the computations

that are required for processing their particular set of inputs, at the cost of

reduced flexibility in generalizing to other types of input.
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General discussion

The cerebral cortex is a complex brain structure that is functionally diverse

while also having evident architectural principles that are common through-

out its different subdivisions. This is most apparent in the categories of cells

that are universally found throughout the cortex (Harris and Shepherd, 2015),

which form the building blocks of cortical computation and which seem to

be arranged according to tightly controlled rules governing their location and

connectivity, endowing each part of cortex with a complete set of the compu-

tational tools provided by the various cellular components.

While many parts of the nervous system have hard-wired circuits that

are specialised for performing well-defined input-output transformations with

high fidelity and low variability, such as the many reflex arcs and circuits ded-

icated to innate behaviours, one of the unique aspects of the cerebral cortex

is its generality. This is possibly the main reason why this part of the brain

has experienced the greatest expansion in volume throughout our evolutionary

history (Herculano-Houzel et al., 2007; Kaas, 2008; Hofman, 2014). The abil-

ity to learn flexibly that comes with this generality enables knowledge to be

passed between generations and thus overcome the information bottleneck of

the genetic code (Zador, 2019). For this reason, understanding the structure

and functions of the cortex and distilling the computational elements that al-

low it to adapt to such a wide variety of tasks may be the key to developing

general artificial intelligence (Kumaran et al., 2016; Hassabis et al., 2017).
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In this thesis, I have contributed to our understanding of the functional

properties and computational diversity of the cerebral cortex by describing the

properties of a genetically defined population of thick-tufted layer 5 pyrami-

dal neurons in the medial secondary visual cortex of mice. While the visual

cortex has historically been one of the most-studied cortical areas, the use of

mice as a model system for these studies has only recently become common

and the functions of higher-order visual areas are only beginning to be under-

stood (de Vries et al., 2020). A large driver of the interest in mice for studying

the cortex in general, and vision in particular, is the increasing availability

of mouse lines that facilitate the targeting of specific cell types using a broad

repertoire of molecular and genetic tools (Gong et al., 2003, 2007; Gerfen et al.,

2013; Huang and Zeng, 2013). This has made it possible to reveal the connec-

tivity and properties of neural circuits with unprecedented precision, and study

well-defined groups of cells using complementary experimental approaches to

reveal both structural and functional properties.

I have focused my experiments primarily on characterizing a population

of neurons located in V2m and labelled in the Glt25d2-Cre mouse line. Using

whole-cell patch clamp recordings in combination with electrical and optoge-

netic stimulation, I have provided a thorough characterization of these neurons,

including their input and output connectivity, morphology, and a wide range

of intrinsic properties. In addition to revealing several unexpected features of

the connectivity in V2m and the diversity in the properties of neurons across

brain regions, this multifaceted dataset constitutes a resource that future ex-

periments can build on to understand the functional operations that occur in

V2m in vivo and the interactions of different cell types and circuits in this

area.

My results show that in V2m the Glt line predominantly labels L5 pyra-

midal neurons, and that these neurons specifically belong to the class of thick-

tufted L5 neurons. These are characterized by large and highly arborised den-

dritic trees with wide tufts of dendrites in L1, axons projecting prominently to
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subcortical areas related to motor functions, and distinctive spiking patterns,

which are most recognisable by the presence of spike ADPs, double spiking

at the start of current steps, very little spike frequency adaptation, and large

“sag” currents.

7.1 Hierarchical connectivity

The large dendritic trees of ttL5 neurons, spanning all layers or cortex, put

them in a unique position to function as primary integrators of a wide range of

local and long-range signals from across the brain, and act as the output layer

of cortex by compressing and transforming these inputs into a signal that can

be used to drive actions. The long-range connectivity between different brain

regions is thought to be particularly important, as it establishes a hierarchy of

parallel distributed processing pathways that has huge computational benefits,

as is demonstrated by the advanced capabilities of comparatively simple artifi-

cial neural networks which rely heavily on this connectivity principle (Felleman

and Van Essen, 1991; McClelland and Rogers, 2003; LeCun et al., 2015).

Accurately defining hierarchy between the different cortical areas is diffi-

cult, as recurrent connectivity abounds and no complete wiring diagrams exist

to analyse brain-wide connectivity at a subcellular scale, due to the immense

technical challenges of mapping large connectomes at high resolution (Bohland

et al., 2009; Leergaard et al., 2012). While hierarchical location is commonly

understood to mean processing depth in terms of distance from external inputs

(such as sensory inputs from the retina), historical studies of hierarchy within

the cortex have revealed that a useful proxy for this is the laminar pattern of

connections between different cortical areas. Specifically, at least within the

visual pathways in the brain the general principle that is consistently seen is

that lower visual areas send their axons broadly to the middle layers of higher

visual areas. These higher areas in turn are reciprocally connected to the lower

areas and send their axons mostly into L1 and L5 of the lower area.
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Aside from making it possible to assign a hierarchical position to “deep”

cortical areas, whose inputs cannot be easily traced back to any one sensory

input (Harris et al., 2019), this heuristic also has important implications for

how the long-range signals connect to and are processed by the large number

of different cell types that exist within a given cortical area.

Identifying functional synapses is generally challenging compared to the

simpler task of characterizing dendritic and axonal morphology. Therefore,

while direct knowledge of the dendrite-level connectivity of different pathways

and cell types is limited, another useful rule that is frequently employed is

axon-dendrite co-localization as a proxy for actual connectivity—a principle

commonly known as “Peters’ rule” (Peters and Feldman, 1976; Rees et al.,

2017).

For example, this rule is thought to be largely accurate in describing

connections to L1, which predominantly receives long-range input from other

cortical areas despite having a very low density of neurons, consisting mainly

of a small number of interneurons (Markram et al., 2004). Projections to L1

thus largely connect with the apical dendrites of pyramidal neurons in deeper

layers, and particularly cells such as ttL5 neurons, whose apical dendrites

branch extensively in L1 (Spratling, 2002; Larkum, 2013).

To directly confirm or refute if Peters’ rule holds true for any given con-

nection, it is necessary to test that connection by either stimulating the axons

and recording postsynaptic responses or imaging the synapses using electron

microscopy. While early experiments using electrical stimulation were able to

confirm that some of the axons in L1 made functional synapses with ttL5 den-

drites, it is only in recent years that it has been possible to refine this view

with specific labelling of identified pathways (Cauller, 1995; Petreanu et al.,

2009; Ohno et al., 2015; Rees et al., 2017).

Through subcellular optogenetic stimulation of axons projecting to Glt

neurons in V2m, my experiments have provided additional data regarding

both the general principle of laminar connectivity between brain regions and
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the extent to which this follows Peters’ rule. Specifically, while most of the

inputs to V2m that I studied conformed to the general laminar feedforward

and feedback projection patterns that are characteristic in the cortical hierar-

chy, the functional synaptic connectivity was only partially accounted for by

Peters’ rule. For example, inputs from the retrosplenial cortex, which strongly

branched in L1 as it typical of feedback connections, received synapses mostly

on deeper dendrites and had very few synapses on the apical tuft dendrites. On

the other hand, input from the anterior thalamus followed Peters’ rule more

closely, with axonal branching in L1 matched by equally strong synaptic input

to this layer.

The most surprising connection that I observed, from the point of view

of both Peters’ rule and cortical hierarchy, was from the orbitofrontal cortex.

The functional connections from OFC generally did not conform to Peters’

rule, and instead appeared to target the basal dendrites with remarkable speci-

ficity, even in the face of variability in the exact depth of individual neurons.

Furthermore this region, which is often placed at a high level of the cortical

hierarchy (Rolls, 2004; Harris et al., 2019), was found to project to V2m in a

pattern that is more typical of a feedforward pathway. This suggests that ei-

ther OFC should be re-positioned to a lower level of the cortical hierarchy than

is commonly thought, or that the rule for laminar-specific feedback should not

be considered a universal rule but rather a convenient heuristic that applies

to most, but perhaps not all, pathways in the brain. I would argue that the

latter possibility is more sensible, given that there are still many functional

reasons for considering OFC to be a higher-order area (such as its involvement

in memory and complex cognitive behaviours) and there is nothing inherent

to the concept of laminar connectivity that guarantees any particular depth in

the neural network (relative to the input layer, i.e. the sensory organs).

Overall, these new observations are potentially relevant to understand-

ing long-range circuit computations, as theories that consider the role of ttL5

neurons often implicitly assume that Peters’ rule is accurate, and that feed-
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back connections thus primarily target the apical tuft dendrites while feedfor-

ward pathways target basal dendrites. In recent years, this simplified view of

ttL5 connectivity has progressively become the standard model for L5 neu-

rons (Larkum, 2013; Richards et al., 2019; Richards and Lillicrap, 2019; Doron

et al., 2019; Aru et al., 2019; Payeur et al., 2020; Suzuki and Larkum, 2020).

However, in light of the evidence that I have presented, this simplified model

may need re-visiting, and should perhaps be abandoned in favour of more

flexible models that account for convergence of feedback and feedforward con-

nections in both basal and apical dendrites.

7.2 Canonical cortical microcircuits & compu-

tations

The theory of canonical cortical microcircuits has been highly influential in

neuroscience, and was originally developed as a distillation and generalization

of a large body of anatomical and electrophysiological data (Douglas et al.,

1989; Mountcastle, 1997; Douglas and Martin, 2004). It posits that the cerebral

cortex is both modular and stereotyped, composed of cortical columns in which

each cell type contributes to the microcircuit computation in a unique way that

is consistent across all cortical areas. In this view, each column is implementing

a universal computation that enables it to dynamically learn a particular range

of input-output transformations, and the overall cortical computation emerges

as a result of the interactions of many such modules (Hawkins et al., 2019).

The great power of such a modular framework is that it is inherently well-

suited to being expanded to arbitrary sizes, increasing computational power

in proportion to the number of modules, which is thus mostly limited by the

physical and energetic constraints of the brain. If true, it would provide a

good explanation for the differences in cognitive abilities between species with

different amounts of cortical matter and gyration, which could have evolved to

maximise the cortical surface that can fit in a given volume (Lui et al., 2011).
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On the other hand, were this theory not true, the alternative is that cortex

could be composed of a very large number of uniquely specialized circuits per-

forming fundamentally different computations that can only be understood by

studying each individual module separately. While most would agree that the

true answer likely lies somewhere in between these two extremes, the question

of where cortex lies on this spectrum of generality is important, as it constrains

the theories that can explain cortical function and outlines which assumptions

can be made about one region of cortex on the basis of discoveries made in

another region.

A somewhat related question is how many classes of neurons exist in

cortex. The concept of cell types is inherently born out of a need to simplify the

vast diversity in connectivity, functional responses, morphology, and intrinsic

properties of cells. At its core, this is a problem of clustering, since true

neuronal properties occupy a continuous space of variables (Hodge et al., 2019).

Thus, while specific differences between any two neurons can always be found,

the relevant question is to what extent these differences are meaningful in

terms of the general computations of the cortical circuit they are part of.

On a basic level, the cortex undeniable has some broad commonality in

the neuronal properties between different cortical areas, and to some extent

even between different species (Thomson and Lamy, 2007; Harris and Mrsic-

Flogel, 2013; Harris and Shepherd, 2015; Calabrese and Woolley, 2015). How-

ever, different cortical regions have different functional requirements and on a

structural level gradients have been described in cortical thickness, which in

turn influence neuronal properties (Jacobs et al., 2001; Elston, 2002; Elston

et al., 2006; Fletcher and Williams, 2019).

When it comes to ttL5 neurons in particular, although our knowledge of

their physiology is largely based on recordings from primary visual and soma-

tonsensory cortices of rats (Larkum et al., 1999b; Hay et al., 2011; Ramaswamy

and Markram, 2015), recent evidence has shown that even within V1 there are

substantial variations in their integrative properties across the rostro-caudal
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axis. Specifically, Fletcher and Williams (2019) showed that the thickness of

cortex is several times larger in the rostral end of V1 compared to the cau-

dal end, causing neurons in the thinner portions to have substantially shorter

dendrites. This was also associated with a much more compact electrotonic

structure, which resulted in dendritic inputs to these neurons experiencing less

attenuation over distance and having a stronger driving force on the neuron’s

firing rate. Interestingly, although these shorter neurons would be driven more

strongly by their inputs (assuming equal synaptic potentials), they had rela-

tively low variability in firing rate and were less prone to firing in bursts than

their longer counterparts in rostral V1. This less excitable variant of ttL5

neurons has not previously received attention, possibly because neurons in the

caudal portion of V1 are cut when making coronal sections, as is most com-

monly done, and require slicing angles that are up to 50 degrees off from the

coronal plane.

My data from recordings across V1 and V2m strongly aligns and is com-

plementary to these findings in many respects. Fletcher and Williams (2019)

performed direct whole-cell recordings from the apical dendrites, and were

thus able to measure voltage propagation and attenuation between the apical

tuft and the soma in both directions along the apical dendrite. On the other

hand, my experiments directly tested the phenomenon of BAC firing and the

associated dendritic Ca2+ plateau, which is one of the most well-known forms

of dendritic supralinearities that can drive bursting (Larkum et al., 1999b;

Larkum, 2013).

As my slicing angles were only slightly angled relative to the coronal plane,

the recordings I made from V1 were mainly sampled from the middle and

rostral portions of V1. While neurons in V2m likely have different functions

than the neurons in caudal V1, the principle of cortical thinning and reduced

apical trunk length appears to apply similarly to both regions. This similarity

can be clearly seen in the structural MRI data that Fletcher and Williams
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(2019) present. The difference I observed between V1 and V2m is thus largely

analogous to the difference they found between rostral and caudal V1.

One important difference to highlight between this data and my experi-

ments is that my recordings were made in mice, while Fletcher and Williams

(2019) recorded from rats. Aside from the many potential differences in gene

expression patterns across neurons in these two species, one obvious factor is

that the cortex is generally thicker in rats than in mice. Thus even the longer

V1 neurons I recorded in mice had apical trunk lengths in the same range as

the caudal V1 neurons in rats.

While caution is warranted, this by itself does not invalidate the pos-

sibility of a large causal influence of apical length on dendritic excitability

and burstiness. However it does clearly indicate that there must be other

equally important factors that are capable of compensating for these changes.

The computational models that Aeron Laffere and I created show that trunk

length alone is at least theoretically capable of causing large changes in den-

dritic excitability, voltage propagation, and propensity for BAC firing in a way

that closely mirrors what was observed experimentally. However, this model

also showed sensitivity to the density of various ion channels, most notably

voltag-gated Na+ and Ca2+ channels in the apical dendrite.

Given the difference in apical length between rat and mouse neurons,

it is thus likely that changes in ion channel densities and in other relevant

parameters that we did not explore (such as dendrite diameter and oblique

dendrite distribution) are present in mice neurons to compensate for the shorter

dendrites and enable V1 neurons in mice and rats to behave similarly.

If neurons are equally able to control dendritic excitability through

changes in ion channel expression as through morphology, an interesting im-

plication is that the differences between neurons in rostral V1, caudal V1, and

V2m may have been important enough to preserve throughout the evolution-

ary history that separates the two species. This suggests that there might

be specific computational advantages to having highly excitable and nonlinear
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neurons in rostral V1, while neurons in caudal V1 and V2m integrate their

inputs more linearly.

7.3 Functions of dendritic plateaus

What role dendritic plateau potentials and BAC firing could play in cortical

computations is still an open question in the field. Since BAC firing was first

discovered, the prevalent hypothesis has been that its primary role is to signal

the coincidence of feedforward and feedback pathways in the brain (Larkum

et al., 1999b).

Supporting this view, one line of evidence comes from in vivo Ca2+ imag-

ing of the apical dendrites during sensory stimulation. Using this method,

Takahashi et al. (2016) showed that the presence of Ca2+ signals in the apical

dendrite strongly correlates with the psychometric function of mice trained

to detect weak sensory stimuli. In other words, the mice generally only re-

ported perceiving a stimulus on trials when there was Ca2+ influx into the

apical dendrites, and failed to report the stimulus when a Ca2+ signal was not

recorded.

This result suggests that BAC firing could be performing some form of

sensory gating, with signals only being passed on to downstream targets in the

striatum and brainstem when the sensory input is matched with appropriate

top-down signals, such as from brain regions controlling attention.

Supporting such a role in gating perception through the combination of

sensory and top-down signals, it has recently been shown that one of the actions

of anaesthetics is to decouple the apical dendrites from the somas of ttL5

neurons by suppressing the propagation of signals along the dendrite (Suzuki

and Larkum, 2020).

Another somewhat related role for dendritic plateau potentials has been

suggested in theories of cortical function that are inspired by “deep learning”

in artificial neural networks (Guerguiev et al., 2017; Sacramento et al., 2018;

Richards et al., 2019; Payeur et al., 2020). Instead of focusing on the coin-
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cidence detection enabled by BAC firing, these theories rely on the ability of

apical input to drive burst probability independently of any input to the basal

dendrites.

This mechanism is shown to enable networks of ttL5 neurons to implement

“supervised learning” (the most common form of learning in artificial neural

networks) by multiplexing the spike code and simultaneously passing sensory

signals forward through the network while transmitting error signals back-

ward through the network to act as teaching signals and change the synaptic

strengths in a way that improves the overall output of the network.

While these theories are intriguing and may contain elements of truth,

one issue with most existing theories concerning the role of BAC firing and

ttL5 neurons in cortex is that they implicitly or explicitly assume that ttL5 are

directly involved in hierarchical processing pathways, with ttL5 neurons pro-

jecting to other cortical areas both higher and lower in the cortical hierarchy.

However, this is not fully consistent with the anatomical data, according to

which ttL5 neurons primarily project to subcortical targets that drive motor

activity.

While they undoubtedly receive and integrate long-range signals from

across the brain, which may be considered as feedforward and feedback, they

are thus unlikely to directly contribute to the processing hierarchy itself, which

drives perception and conscious awareness. Instead, they may have a role more

analogous to output motor neurons, reading out information that has already

been computed in the hierarchical computations that are driven by intracorti-

cally projecting neurons.

This still leaves open the question of why dendritic plateau potentials

might be required for computations in V1 but not in V2m. If the electrotonic

compactness that was measured in ttL5 neurons in caudal V1 is also true of

Glt neurons in V2m, synapses in the apical tufts of these neurons would have

a much stronger driving effect than they do in the tufts of rostral V1 neurons.

Ca2+ plateaus may thus serve to amplify voltage signals from the distal tuft
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inputs in V1 neurons in a manner that is not necessary in the more compact

Glt neurons.

However, given the evidence that Ca2+ plateaus are likely involved in more

sophisticated processes than just signal amplification, the reason for different

sensitivities to input in the apical tuft of V1 and V2m neurons may depend

on what the behavioural function of the ttL5 neurons in V2m is and exactly

which motor centers they project to.

Glt neurons likely receive vestibular signals from the anterior thala-

mus (Rancz et al., 2015), which synapses with their apical tufts. If this input

is used to process visual-motion computations, such as controlling eye muscles

to stabilise images during head movements, it may be useful to have this drive

the neurons directly and be integrated in a linear way with visual signals from

V1, so as to smoothly control eye position.

Conversely, depending on exactly which inputs target the apical tufts in

V1 and where these neurons project to, a more nonlinear modulatory influence

may be more beneficial. For example, ttL5 neurons are known to project to

the superior colliculus, where they can drive escape behaviours in response

to looming stimuli (Yilmaz and Meister, 2013; Lur et al., 2016; Zingg et al.,

2017; Evans et al., 2019). The synaptic input required for such binary escape

decisions may benefit from the strong drive that comes from a burst of spikes,

without requiring the precision that is conferred by more regular spiking and

linear integration.

Since L5 neurons in V1 projecting to different targets are known to have

different functional properties (Kim et al., 2015), it would be interesting to

explore in more depth if there are differences in dendritic excitability between

ttL5 neurons projecting to the superior colliculus compared to brainstem-

projecting neurons. If such differences exist, this could potentially also explain

why there is substantial variability in dendritic excitability even within V1.
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7.4 Conclusions

The cerebral cortex is an intricate brain structure that holds much promise

for casting light on fundamental questions regarding the nature of intelligence

and how we might be able to abstract the operational principles of the cortex

to create artificial systems with general intelligence.

While much is still unknown about the structure and function of the cortex

and the computations that cortical circuits implement, several principles have

emerged over the years which have been highly influential and provided an

indispensable stepping stone for building more complete theories of the brain.

Chief among these are the theory of canonical cortical circuits and the

related principles of long-range connectivity between cortical areas. While

many aspects of cortical function are likely to be common between different

cortical areas, in light of several lines of recent evidence, including data that I

have presented in this thesis, stereotypy should not be assumed when studing

a new cortical area and should be rigorously examined.

Although different cortical circuits may arise through common develop-

mental mechanisms, the need for functional specialization may result in a loss

of generality in these circuits in adults. It therefore seems increasingly likely

that few generalizations can truly be made that apply universally across all of

cortex, and a full understanding will require studying the unique computations

and solutions that every cortical region has optimized for.

Understanding the manner in which diverse streams of feedforward and

feedback information are integrated within individual ttL5 neurons will likely

be an important part of this process. Ultimately this may provide key insights

into both the universal and the specialized computations performed by cortical

circuits, and may have widespread implications for our understanding of both

artificial and biological intelligence.
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